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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

*********************************

THE CITY OF CHALLIS, an Idaho municipal
corporation,

)
)
)
Petitioner/Respondent,
)
)
)
vs.
)
)
CONSENT OF THE GOVERNED CAUCUS,
an Idaho unincorporated nonprofit association; and )
CLARENCE LEUZINGER, an individual,
)
)
)
Respondents/Appellants.
)

SUPREME COURT NO. 41956
Custer County No. CV-2013-120

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL
Appeal from the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the State ofldaho, in
and for the County of Custer;
Before the Honorable Alan C. Stephens, District Judge.

APPEARANCES:
Attorney for Appellant:
DAVID P. CLAIBORNE, ESQ., 1101 W. RIVER ST, STE. 110,
PO BOX 7985, BOISE, ID 83707
Attorney for Respondent: PAUL J. FITZER, ESQ., 950 WEST BANNOCK STREET,
SUITE 520, BOISE, ID 83702
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Case: CV-2013-0000120 Current Judge: Alan C Stephens
City Of Challis vs. Consent of the Governed Caucus,, etal.

City Of Challis vs. Consent of the Governed Caucus,, Clarence Leuzinger
Judge

Date

Code

User

8/29/2013

NGOC

DENAY

New Case Filed - Other Claims

Joel E Tingey

PETN

LAILA

Petition for Judicial Confirmation

Joel E Tingey

LAILA

Filing: L3 - Appeal or petition for judicial review or Joel E Tingey
cross appeal or cross-petition from commission,
board, or body to district court Paid by: Bonney,
Stephanie J Esq (attorney for City Of Challis)
Receipt number: 0001210 Dated: 9/4/2013
Amount: $.00 (Cash) For: City Of Challis (subject)

APER

LAILA

Plaintiff: City Of Challis Appearance Stephanie J
Bonney Esq

Joel E Tingey

NOHR

DENAY

Notice Of Hearing

Joel E Tingey

HRSC

DENAY

Hearing Scheduled ( Judicial Review 10/16/2013 Joel E Tingey
02:00 PM)

NOAP

LAILA

Notice Of Appearance-Claiborne

Joel E Tingey

ANSW

LAILA

Answer-Claiborne

Joel E Tingey

MOTN

LAILA

Verified Motion to Vacate and Reset Hearing;
Motion for Expedited Telephonic Hearing

Joel E Tingey

NOSV

LAILA

Notice Of Service-Respondents' First Set of
Discovery Requests

Joel E Tingey

LAILA

Joel E Tingey
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Jim R
Bennetts Receipt number: 0001327 Dated:
10/1/2013 Amount: $66.00 (Check) For: Consent
of the Governed Caucus, (other party) and
Leuzinger, Clarence ( other party)

APER

LAILA

Defendant: Consent of the Governed Caucus,
Appearance David P Claiborne Esq

Joel E Tingey

APER

LAILA

Defendant: Leuzinger, Clarence Appearance
David P Claiborne Esq

Joel E Tingey

MEMO

LAILA

Memorandum in Support of Judicial Confirmation Joel E Tingey

AFFD

LAILA

Affidavit of Kellie Wahlstrom

Joel E Tingey

AFFD

LAILA

Affidavit of Paul J Fitzer

Joel E Tingey

AFFD

LAILA

Affidavit of Donald Acheson

Joel E Tingey

0/9/2013

OBJE

LAILA

Objection to Respondents' Motion to Vacate and
Reset Hearing

Joel E Tingey

0/10/2013

AFFD

LAILA

Affidavit of David P Claiborne

Joel E Tingey

0/11/2013

STIP

LAILA

Stipulation to Vacate and Reset Hearing on
Judicial Review

Joel E Tingey

HRVC

LAILA

Hearing result for Judicial Review scheduled on
10/16/2013 02:00 PM: Hearing Vacated

Joel E Tingey

ORDR

LAILA

Order Vacating Hearing

Joel E Tingey

HRSC

LAILA

Hearing Scheduled (Status 11/20/2013 02:00
PM)

Joel E Tingey

9/9/2013

10/1/2013

0/2/2013

0/16/2013
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Date

Code

User

10/18/2013

HRVC

LAILA

Hearing result for Status scheduled on
11/20/2013 02:00 PM: Hearing Vacated

Joel E Tingey

HRSC

LAILA

Hearing Scheduled (Judicial Confirmation
11/20/2013 02:00 PM)

Joel E Tingey

NOTC

LAILA

Notice-Judicial Confirmation

Joel E Tingey

10/31/2013

NOSV

LAILA

Notice Of Service Of Discovery Responses

Joel E Tingey

11/7/2013

CHJG

LAILA

Change Assigned Judge (batch process)

11/14/2013

AFFD

LAILA

Second Affidavit of David P Claiborne

Alan C Stephens

11/15/2013

STIP

LAILA

Second Stipulation to Reset Hearing on Judicial
Confirmation

Alan C Stephens

CONT

LAILA

Continued (Judicial Confirmation 01/15/2014
02:00 PM)

Alan C Stephens

11/16/2013

HRSC

LAILA

Hearing Scheduled (Status 11/20/2013 02:00
PM)

Alan C Stephens

11/20/2013

HRHD

LAILA

Hearing result for Status scheduled on
11/20/2013 02:00 PM: Hearing Held

Alan C Stephens

11/21/2013

NOSV

LAILA

Notice Of Service Of Discovery Responses-Fitzer Alan C Stephens

11/22/2013

CONT

LAILA

Continued (Judicial Confirmation 01/17/2014
09:00 AM)

Alan C Stephens

11/26/2013

ORDR

LAILA

Order Continuing Hearing on Judicial
Confirmation

Alan C Stephens

ORDR

LAILA

Order Continuing Hearing on Judicial
Confirmation

Alan C Stephens

MINE

LAILA

Minute Entry

Alan C Stephens

1/17/2014

HRHD

LAILA

Hearing result for Judicial Confirmation scheduled Alan C Stephens
on 01/17/2014 09:00 AM: Hearing Held

/28/2014

TRAN

TAMMY

Transcript Filed for Hearing on January 17 2014

/31/2014

MISC

LAILA

Closing Argument and Proposed Findings of Fact, Alan C Stephens
Conclusions of Law-Petitioner

MISC

LAILA

Respondents' Final Argument

Alan C Stephens

MISC

LAILA

Respondents' Proposed Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law

Alan C Stephens

/4/2014

MINE

TAMMY

Minute Entry

Alan C Stephens

/5/2014

ORDR

TAMMY

Decision and Order

Alan C Stephens

CDIS

TAMMY

Civil Disposition entered for: Consent of the
Governed Caucus,, Defendant; Leuzinger,
Clarence, Defendant; City Of Challis, Plaintiff.
Filing date: 2/5/2014

Alan C Stephens

STAT

TAMMY

STATUS CHANGED: Closed

Alan C Stephens

NOTA

LAILA

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Alan C Stephens

APSC

LAILA

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Alan C Stephens

STAT

LAILA

STATUS CHANGED: Inactive

Alan C Stephens

/10/2014

Judge

h

Alan C Stephens
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Date

Code

User

Judge

LAILA

Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Alan C Stephens
Supreme Court Paid by: Claiborne, David P Esq
(attorney for Consent of the Governed Caucus,)
Receipt number: 0000294 Dated: 3/11/2014
Amount: $109.00 (Check) For: Consent of the
Governed Caucus, (defendant)

BONT

TAMMY

Bond Posted for Transcript (Receipt 300 Dated
3/12/2014 for 100.00)

Alan C Stephens

CCOA

TAMMY

Clerk's Certificate Of Appeal

Alan C Stephens

3/19/2014

JDMT

TAMMY

Judgment

Alan C Stephens

3/20/2014

MOTN

TAMMY

Motion to Augment Record on Appeal

Alan C Stephens

3/24/2014

NOTC

TAMMY

Notice Of Non-Opposition Re:
Petitioner-Respondendts on Appeal's Motion to
Augment Record on Appeal

Alan C Stephens

ORDR

TAMMY

Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal

Alan C Stephens

NOTA

TAMMY

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL

Alan C Stephens

RESP

TAMMY

Response To Order Conditionally Dismissing
Appeal

Alan C Stephens

NOTC

TAMMY

Notice of Transcript Lodged

Alan C Stephens

TRAN

TAMMY

Transcript Filed

Alan C Stephens

4/2/2014

ORDR

TAMMY

Order to Augment Record on Appeal

Alan C Stephens

4/24/2014

ORDR

LAILA

Order to Withdraw Conditional Dismissal and
Reinstate Appeal

Alan C Stephens

U29/2014

CLCS

LAILA

Clerk's Certificate

Alan C Stephens

NOTC

LAILA

Notice of Lodging of Clerk's Record and
Reporter's Transcript

Alan C Stephens

CERT

LAILA

Certificate Of SeNice

Alan C Stephens

3/10/2014

3/12/2014

3/25/2014

DENAY PHELPS
STEPHANIE J.. BONNEY ISB #6037
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 33l-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202
e-mail: sjb@msbtlaw.com
This case has been
assigned to:
Attorneys for Petitioner
Honorable Joel E. Tingey
District Judge
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

In re:
THE CITY OF CHALLIS,
an Idaho municipal
corporation,

_______________
Petitioner.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

tv -JOI·::> - t20

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL
CONFIRMATION
Fee Category: U
Exempt Per LC. §67-2301

COMES NOW tJ:ie Petitioner; City of Challis, Custer County, Idaho, an Idaho municipal
corporation (the "Petitioner"), by and through its undersigned attorneys, and petitfons this Court,
pursuant to the Idaho Judicial Confirmation Law, Idaho Code Sections. 7-1301 through 7-1312,
inclusive, for a judicial examination and determination of the authority of Petitioner to issue its
promissory note, water revenue bond, or other evidence ofsuch indebtedness, as an "ordinary and
necessary expensen of the Petitioner authorized by the general laws of the State, within the
meaning of Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution. In support thereof, Petitioner represents as
follows:
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL CONFIRMATION - Page 1

I.
This action is in the nature of a proceeding in rem, and jurisdiction of all parties
interested will be obtained by publication and posting as provided in Sections 7-1305 and 71306, Idaho Code.

II.
Petitioner is an incorporated city duly .organized, existing, and operating pursuant to Title
50, Idaho Code, and as such is a "political subdivision" within the definition contained in Section
7-1303(6), Idaho Code. Petitioner is authorized to institute a judicial confirmation proceeding
pursuant to Section 7-1304, Idaho Code. Petitioner's governing body has adopted a resolution
authorizing the filing of this Petition for Judicial Confirmation at least fourteen (14) days
following a public hearing duly held and conducted pursuant to publication of notice containing
the date, time, and place of such hearing and .a. summary of the matter at least fifteen (15) days
prior to the date set for the public hearing in a newspaper of general circulation within Petitioner,
in the form and content described in Section 7-1306(2), Idaho Code.

III.
Petitioner is authorized by law to own, operate, and maintain, and has for many years
owned, operated, and maintained, a public drinking water supply system {the "System"). The
System serves the entire City of Challis, Idaho.

IV.
As owner and operator of the System, Petitioner is cha;rged with the duty of maintaining
safe and reliable water services for the City and its residents, and to do so in a manner that ddes
not jeopardize Petitioner's drinking water supply. In furtherance of that responsibility, the City

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL CONFIRMATION - Page 2

q

retained the services of Riedesel Engineering, a professional consulting civil engineering firm
duly authorized and licensed to practice in Idaho (the "Engineer"), to conduct a study of the
System for the purpose of determining the adequacy of the System for present and future needs.
The Engineer performed a study entitled "City of Challis Water Facility Plan Study'' (the
"Study'').
The Study determined that the City's potable water system does not meet the State of
Idaho requirements for Ground Water Source Redunpancy and :Redundant Fire Flow Capacity
(IDAPA 58.01.08.501).

The Study also found that in violation of Idaho Rules for Public

Drinking Water Systems (IDAPA 58.01.08.552), several areas of the water distribution system
have incorrect pressure due to undersized piping. This creates risk ofbackflow contamination in
a public drinking water system and presents a public health concern.

Additionally, the

undersized piping and dead end lines generates insufficient fire flow to fire hydrants in the City.

In order to achieve compliance with state law and obtain the required amount of clean
drinking water and fire flow, the Engineer recommended that the City immediately upgrade the
most critical sections of the piping network and install new telemetry to enable the City to
monitor the system .and provide for intrusion alarms.
Based upon the Engineer's recommendation contained in the Study, the Mayor and
Council of Petitioner have determined that transmission lines must be improved and new
telemetry installed to meet the present and immediate needs of the City in order for the System to
remain functional and adequate to meet the existing requirements of the System and maintain

supplies for clean drinking water and fire flow protection.

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL CONFIRMATION - Page 3

1 (l

V.

Petitioner's Mayor and Council have identified that additional infrastructure is essential
to existing public water supply needs of the City and its residents. Accordingly, the upgrade of
undersized waterlines and the installation of new telemetry (hereinafter 'Project") has been
planned.
The location of these improvements will be within the City; The improvements must be
constructed for the purpose of meeting state drinking water standards and current fu:e supply
requirements in order to protect and preserve the health and welfare of the Petitioner's
population.

VI.
The total estimated cost of the Project, including legal services; interest ort borrowed
funds during construction, contingencies, and related costs, has been estimated by the Engineer
as $8;078,877. Petitioner does not have funds available to it within its present budget or its
budget for the next fiscal year to pay for the Project and has .determined that a portion ofsuch
cost, in an amount not to exceed $3,200,000, must be financed over a term of years from the
revenues ofthe System and other lawfully available funds of Petitioner.

VII.
Pursuant to Sections 39-7601 through 39-7605, Idaho Code, and rules and regulations
promulgated pursuant thereto, the State has established a Drinking Water Loan Program for the
purpose, among other purposes, of making loans to municipalities for the financing of water
system improvements to facilitate compliance with national and state water .and fire flow
standards.
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL CONFIRMATION - Page 4

VIII.
In order to finance the cost of the Project, Petitioner will make application to the State for
a loan from the Drinking Water Loan Program referred to above. 1n the alternative, the City will
issue a promissory note, water revenue bond, or other evidence of indebtedness to a qualified
third party.

IX.
The promissory note, or other evidence of indebtedness, if entered into by Petitioner,
would be in a principal amount not to exceed $3,200,000, payable over a 30-'year period from
System revenues and other lawfully available funds of Petitioner, and would constitute an
indebtedness of Petitioner extending beyond the current year's revenues of Petitioner.

No

approving vote of the electors of Petitioner has been sought or obtained.

X.
Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution, provides that no county, city, or other political
subdivision shall incur any indebtedness or liability, in any manner or for any purpose, exceeding

in that year the income and revenue provided to it for such year, without the assent of two-thirds
(or,

mthe case of certain revenue bonds, the assent of th.e majority) of the qualified electors

thereof voting at an election held for that purpose, but said Article 8, Section 3, contains the
following exception: "provided, that this section shall not be ·construed to apply to the ordinary
and necessary expenses authorized by the general laws of the state.... 11

XI.
Petitioner, by and through its Mayor and Council, has determined that the proposed
indebtedness for the financing of the Project constitutes an ordinary and necessary expense of the
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL CONFIRMATION - Page 5

Petitioner authorized by the general laws of the State, within the meaning of the above-quoted
proviso to Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution, for which no approving vote of the electors is
required. This determination is based upon the following factors:
A.

The proposed expenditure is necessary to protect the health, safety, and welfare of
the inhabitants of the Petitioner and to comply with state drinking water standards
and comply with fire flow standards.

B.

The proposed expenditure is for the construction of necessary upgrades and
improvements to existing City services in order to provide .and adequate water
supply and fire storage for the City's existing domestic water system, as opposed
to the purpose of undertaldng a new endeavor.

C.

The proposed Project is authorized by the general laws of the State.

D.

Petitioner has operated the existing System for many years and has determined
that the Project is indispensable to the efficient continued provision of water
services in a manner to provide adequate supplies to meet the City's current
municipal and fire supply needs.

E.

The cost of the Project is not grossly disprqportionate to the Petitioner's overall
budget.

XII.
Petitioner seeks a determination of the validity of the proposed indebtedness, including
the Petitioner's proposed pledge to repay the loan from System revenues, in view of:

A.

The legal issue, arising under Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution, as to
whether or not the proposed promissory note or other obligation evidencing such
indebtedness constitutes an "ordinary and necessary expense" of Petitioner,.
authorized by the general laws of the State, for which an approving vote. of the
electors is not required.

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL CONFIRMATION - Page 6

XIII.
Judicial examination and confirmation pursuant to this Petition would serve an important
public purpose by providing an early determination of the validity of the power of Petitioner t:o
issue its promissory note or other evidence thereof, and to pledge to repay said obligations from
the revenues of the Petitioner's System and other lawfully available funds of Petitioner, all as
provided by the Judicial Confirmation Act and in particular Section 7-1302, Idaho Code.

WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays (1) for an order setting the date and time of a hearing
herein and directing the giving of notice hereof as provided by law, and (2) for a judicial
examination and determination of the validity of the power and authority of Petitioner (a) to incur
indebtedness in the amount not to exceed $3,200,000 without the approval of the electors of
Petitioner at a special election as an "ordinary and necessary expense" authoriied by the general
laws of the State, and to issue its evidence of such indebtedness to the State, (b) to issue a
promissory note or other evidence of such indebtedness, and (c) to pledge its System revenues
and other lawfully available funds of Petitioner to the payment of such indebtedness; and a
declaration that the evidence of indebtedness thereof, when issued pursuant to such authority,
will be valid and binding special obligations of Petitioner, payal:>Ie in accordance with its terms.
DATED this 27th day of August, 2013.
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKB,
CHARTERED

tephanie J. Bonney
Attorney for Petitioner
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL CONFIRMATION - Page 7

1LI.

VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO

)

) ss.
County of Custer

)

MARK LUPHER, being first duly sworn, deposes .and says: That he is the Mayor of the
City of Challis, Idaho; that he has read the foregoing Petition, knows the contents thereof, and
believes the same to be true and correct.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this::1-q day of August, 2013.

KELLIE WAHLSTROM
Notary Public
State of Idaho

N tary Public for the State of Idaho
residing at CJ1ailis
Clh D
My Commission expire"s / D·-/3- I 7

:Jd

MY COMMISSION EXPIRES
October 13, 2017
BONDIID THRlf NOTARY l'llllLIC lJNDli:ltWJUTEU

PE'f!TION FOR JUDICIAL CONFIRMATION - Page 8

DAVID P. CLAIBORNE

7013 OCT - I PM 12:'2 i

(Idaho State Bar No. 6579]

SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES, PLLC
Golden Eagle Building
1101 W. RiverSt., Ste. 110
P. 0. Box 7985
Boise, Idaho 83707
Telephone: (208) 629-7447
Facsimile: (208) 629-7559
E-mail: david@sawtoothlaw.com
Attorneys for Respondents

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER
Inre:
Case No. CV-2013-120

THE CITY OF CHALLIS, an Idaho
municipal corporation,
ANSWER
Petitioner;
vs.

CONSENT OF THE GOVERNED
CAUCUS, an Idaho unincorporated nonprofit
association; and CLARENCE
LEUZINGER, an individual;
Respondents,

COME NOW the Respondents, Consent of the Governed Caucus and Clarence Leuzinger,
by and through their attorneys ofrecord, Sawtooth Law Offices, PLLC, and as a response and answer
to the Petition for Judicial Confirmation filed August 29, 2013 (herein "Petition"), hereby answer
and allege as follows:
ANSWER-1

1 f;

STANDING OF RESPONDENTS

1
Consent of the Governed Caucus is an unincorporated nonprofit associated existing in the
State ofidaho with its principal office in Challis, Idaho. Its membership consists of persons that are
property owners in Challis, Idaho, taxpayers in Challis, Idaho, elector in Challis, Idaho, and rate
payers of the City of Challis Public Drinking Water System.
2

Clarence Leuzinger is an individual and resident of the State of Idaho, residing\in Challis,
Idaho. Mr. Leuzinger is chairman of the Consent of the Governed Caucus, and is himself a property
owner, taxpayer and elector in Challis, Idaho, and a rate payer of the City of Challis Public Drinking
Water System.
RULE

12 DEFENSES
3

The Petition fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted and therefore ought to be
dismissed pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) of the

IDAHO RULES

OF CIVIL PROCEDURE.

GENERAL DENIALS

4
Consent ofthe Governed Caucus and Clarence Leuzinger (herein collectively "Respondents")
deny each and every allegation and averment of the Petition not expressly admitted herein.
5

Respondents admit paragraphs I, II, III, VII, and X of the Petition.
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6

Respondents deny paragraphs IV, V, VI, VIII, IX, XI, XII, and XIII of the Petition.
7

Respondents deny each and every allegation and avennent of the Petition not aboveaddressed.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

8

The proposed bond, obligation or agreement for which Petitioner seeks judicial confinnation
is not permissible under the general laws of the State ofldaho.

9
The proposed bond, obligation or agreement for which Petitioner seeks judicial confirmation
is not an ordinary and necessary expense authorized by the general laws of the State of Idaho.
10

The proposed purpose and use of the funds which Petitioner seeks to obtain by a proposed
bond, obligation or agreement is discretionary in nature, and not mandatory.
11

The Idaho Judicial Confirmation Law is not constitutional, on its face or as applied.

12
Respondents have not substantially complied with the Idaho Judicial Confirmation Law.

II
II
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13
Pursuant to Rule 11 of the IDAHO RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE, all possible affirmative
defenses may not have been alleged and set forth herein because sufficient facts are not available at
this time to form an adequate factual basis for the defenses, after Respondents have made reasonable
inquiry to obtain such facts. Therefore, Respondents reserve the right to raise additional affirmative
defenses as fact-gathering and discovery in this matter progresses.
COURT COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES

14
Pursuant to IDAHO CODE§§ 7-1313, 12-101, and/or Rule 54(d) of the IDAHO RULES OF CIVIL
PROCEDURE, Respondents are entitled to an award of litigation expenses and court costs incurred
relative to the defense of this action.

15
In order to defend against this action, Respondents have retained the attorney services of
Sawtooth Law Offices, PLLC.

16
Pursuant to IDAHO CODE§§ 7-1313, 12-120, 12-121, and/or 12-123 and/or Rule 54(e) of the
IDAHO RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE, Respondents are entitled to an award oflitigation expenses and
reasonable attorney fees incurred relative to the defense of this action.

WHEREFORE, Respondents PRAY that Petitioners take nothing in or by way of the
Petition, that the same be dismissed with prejudice, and that Respondents be awarded their court

costs, reasonable litigation expenses and reasonable attorney fees incurred herein.
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DATED this l51 day of October, 2013.
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES, PLLC

CERTIFICATE Q¥ SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was served on the
following on this 1st day of October, 2013 by the following method:
STEPHANIE J. BONNEY
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE
950 W. Bannock St., Ste. 520
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 3 31-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202
E-Mail: sjb@msbtlaw.com
Attorneys for Petitioner
HONORABLE JOEL E. TINGEY
DISTRICT JUDGE
Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N. Capital Ave.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Telephone: (208) 529-1350
Facsimile: (208) 524-7909
E-Mail: msouthwick@co.bonneville.id.us
Courtesy Copy - Judge 's Chambers

LJ
LJ
LJ
LJ
~

LJ

U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid
U.S. Certified Mail, Postage Prepaid
Federal Express
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Electronic Mail or CM/ECF

LJ
LJ

U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid
U.S. Certified Mail, Postage Prepaid
LJ Federal Express
LJ Hand Delivery
[k] Facsimile
LJ Electronic Mail or CM/ECF

David P. Claiborne
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DAVID P. CLAIBORNE
[Idaho State Bar No. 6579]

SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES, PLLC
Golden Eagle Building
1101 W. River St., Ste. 110
P. 0. Box 7985
Boise, Idaho 83707
Telephone: (208) 629-7447
Facsimile: (208) 629-7559
E-mail: david@sawtoothlaw.com
Attorneys for Respondents

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER
In re:
Case No. CV-2013-120

THE CITY OF CHALLIS, an Idaho
municipal corporation,
Petitioner;

VERIFIED MOTION TO VACATE AND
RESET HEARING, MOTION FOR
EXPEDITED TELEPHONIC HEARING

vs.
CONSENT OF THE GOVERNED
CAUCUS, an Idaho unincorporated nonprofit
association; and CLARENCE
LEUZINGER, an individual;
Respondents.

COME NOW the Respondents, Consent of the Governed Caucus and Clarence Leu.zinger,
by and through their attorneys of record, Sawtooth Law Offices, PLLC, and, PURSUANT TO the
Idaho Judicial Confirmation Law and Rules 6, 7 and 16 of the IDAHO RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE,

VERIFIED MOTION TO VACATE AND RESET HEARING, MOTION FOR EXPEDITED
TELEPHONIC HEARING- I

?1

HEREBY MOVE THE COURT to vacate the hearing on Petitioner's Petition for Judicial
Confirmation and reset said hearing, for the reasons set forth herein:
L

This action for judicial confirmation was originally filed August 29, 2013 in Custer County,
Idaho.

2.

On September 9, 2013, Notice was first filed of record of a hearing on the request for judicial
confirmation, said hearing to be held October 16, 2013 at 2:00 p.m.

J.

On today's date, October 1, 2013, undersigned counsel has entered an appearance for a group
of many Challis, Idaho citizens opposing the request for judicial confirmation. An Answer
is being filed herewith contesting Petitioner's requested relief and seeking dismissal of this
action. The Respondents contest the legal and factual basis for the requested judicial
confirmation.

4.

At present, Respondents anticipate presenting no less than eight lay witnesses to provide
factual testimony in contravention of the factual allegations of Petitioner. Undersigned
counsel anticipates it will take four to five hours to present said testimony.

5.

At present, Respondents anticipate presenting one expert witness, in the field of engineering,
to provide factual and opinion testimony in contravention of the factual allegations of
Petitioner. Undersigned counsel anticipates it will take two hours to present said testimony.
Additionally, given prior commitments of the expert witness, he is not available to attend the
hearing on October 16, 2013.

6.

Based on the above and foregoing, undersigned counsel verily believes it will take one day
to present evidence on behalf of Respondents. Undersigned counsel is unaware ofthe length

VERIFIED MOTION TO VACATE AND RESET HEARING, MOTION FOR EXPEDITED
TELEPHONIC HEARING - 2

of time Petitioner will require to present its case-in-chief. Clearly, evidence in this action
cannot be entirely received on the afternoon of October 16, 2013.
7.

The Idaho Judicial Confirmation Law, at IDAHO CODE§ 7-1310, provides that "[t]he Idaho
rules of civil procedure shall govern in matters of pleadings and practice where not
otherwise specified herein." (Emphasis added). Respondents desire to exercise their rights
under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure to conduct some written discovery (interrogatories,
requests for production, requests for admission) before a hearing in this action. Respondents
ought to be afforded sufficient time to do so before hearing is required.

8.

Undersigned counsel was first contacted by Respondents on September 23, 2013.
Undersigned counsel was retained by respondents on September 30, 2013.

As such,

undersigned counsel is still in the process of obtaining all necessary facts, information and
documents in order to fully understand the circumstances of this action, and as such believes
additional time is needed to prepare for hearing on Petitioner's request for judicial
confirmation.
9,

By reason of the above and foregoing circumstances, Respondents request that the October
16, 2013 hearing be vacated and reset to a date and time convenient to the Court and counsel.
Respondents are mindful that this matter is of great public concern, and therefore suggest the
hearing be reset for December, 2013.

10.

Undersigned counsel verily believes that the above and foregoing will avoid any significant
prejudice to any parties to this action, promote the orderly and efficient administration of
justice, and fulfill the public interest in this action.

VERIFIED MOTION TO VACATE AND RESET HEARING, MOTION FOR EXPEDITED
TELEPHONIC HEARING - 3

11.

Undersigned counsel certifies that this motion is not being brought in bad faith or to
unnecessarily delay disposition of this action.

12.

Consideration and resolution ofthis motion is requested on an expedited basis. To the extent
necessary, telephonic hearing, on shortened time, is respectfully requested, and undersigned
counsel can arrange a conference call for said purpose.

13.

A proposed order is submitted herewith.

DATED this l8• day of October, 2013.
'$A WTOOTH LAW OFFICES, PLLC

~.O

~
by;;~c~~
David P. Claiborne

~

VERIFICATION.
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA

)
) ss.
)

David P. Claiborne, of Sawtooth Law Offices, PLLC, being sworn, having read the foregoing
says that the facts set forth herein are true, accurate, and complete to the best of his knowledge and
belief.
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Residing at. · ··
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My commission expires .....
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was served on the
following on this 1st day of October, 2013 by the following method:

LJ
LJ
LJ
LJ

STEPHANIE J. BONNEY
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE
950 W. Bannock St., Ste. 520

U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid
U.S. Certified Mail, Postage Prepaid
Federal Express
Hand Delivery
~ Facsimile
LJ Electronic Mail or CM/ECF

Boise, Idaho 83 702
Telephone: (208) 331-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202
E-Mail: sjb@msbtlaw.com
Attorneys for Petitioner

HONORABLE JOEL E. TINGEY
DISTRICT JUDGE
Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N. Capital Ave.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Telephone: (208) 529-1350
Facsimile: (208) 524-7909
E-Mail: msouthwick@co.bonneville.id.us
Courtesy Copy - .Judge 's Chambers

LJ
LJ
LJ
LJ
~

LJ

U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid
U.S. Certified Mail, Postage Prepaid
Federal Express
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Electronic Mail or CM/ECF

.12::P~

David P. Claiborne
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COURT
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PAUL J. FITZER #5675
STEPHANIE J. BONNEY ISB #603 7
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Telephone: (208) 331-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202
e-mail: pjf@msbtlaw.com
sjb@msbtlaw.com
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Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

In re:
THE CITY OF CHALLIS,
an Idaho municipal
corporation,
Petitioner.

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV 2013-120
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF JUDICIAL CONFIRMATION

I.
Statement of the Case
Petitioner, the City of Challis, Custer County, Idaho (the "Petitioner"), by its City Council
(the "Council"), has filed this action pursuant to Sections 7-1301 through 7-1312, Idaho Code,
seeking judicial confirmation of the authority of the Petitioner to incur an indebtedness with the State
ofldaho, Department of Environmental Quality (the "State"), to execute and deliver its promissory
note, issue revenue bonds, or other evidence of such indebtedness as an "ordinary and necessary
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expense" of the Petitioner, authorized by the general laws of the State ofldaho, within the meaning
of Article 8, Section 3, of the Idaho Constitution.
Petitioner seeks to incur an indebtedness in a principal amount estimated to be $3,200,000,
for the purpose of paying the costs of necessary improvements to its existing domestic water system
as set forth in the verified Petition and in the Affidavit of Donald Acheson, Riedesel Engineering
("Riedesel"), on file herein, together with costs incidental thereto (the "Project"). The Council has
determined that the Project is required in order for the existing System to remain available and
functional to meet the immediate needs of Petitioner, to comply with applicable statutory water
system and other environmental standards, and to prevent contamination of the City's drinking water
supply therein protecting the health, safety, and welfare of the inhabitants of the Petitioner. Finally,
the Council has determined that the incurring of an indebtedness in a principal amount estimated to
be $3,200,000, the execution of a promissory note or other evidence of indebtedness pursuant thereto

will constitute an "ordinary and necessary expense" of Petitioner for which no approving vote of the
electors is required. Petitioner seeks confirmation of that determination from this Court pursuant to
the Judicial Confirmation Law, Chapter 7, Title 13, Idaho Code.

II.
Statement of Facts
Petitioner, a municipal corporation organized under the laws of the State of Idaho, is a
"political subdivision" within the meaning of Section 7·1303(6), Idaho Code, and has for many years
owned, operated, and maintained, a public drinking water supply system (the "System") pursuant to
the statutory authority of Title 50, Chapters 3 and 10, Idaho Code, and related statutes. The System
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serves the area of the Petitioner, and Petitioner is the owner and operator of the domestic water
system for Petitioner's inhabitants. Affidavit of Donald Acheson,r,r 3, 4.
Riedesel was retained to complete a City of Challis Water Facility Plan to assess the ability of
the existing System to meet present and future demand, together with the performance of the System
and its components with respect to standards established by the State of Idaho through its
Department of Environmental Quality ("DEQ") and the United States Environmental Protection
Agency ("EPA"). Affidavit of Donald Acheson,r 1, 5-9. The Study unequivocally showed that the
City's potable water system does not meet the State ofidaho requirements for Ground Water Source
Redundancy and Redundant Fire Flow Capacity. (IDAPA 58.01.08.501). The Study also found the
System in violation ofldaho Rules for Public Drinking Water Systems (IDAPA 58.01.08.552).
The City's water supply comes from the unprotected Garden Creek Watershed and two
existing ground water wells. The Garden Creek surface water source is susceptible to contamination
from the watershed. Additionally, the City is not able to provide adequate fire flows due to the use
of existing old and dead-end water mains, and small diameter un-looped lines. There are old,
improperly space hydrants connected to four inch water mains. Four inch water mains are wholly
inadequate and precluded by law as six inch mains are minimum width necessary to provide the
minimum supply for fire suppression. The City does not have sufficient right to groundwater to
expand that source as a replacement to the Garden Creek Slow Sand Filter to meet either its current
or design year water demand, and the surface water will likely be unable to meet the summertime
peak demand without rationing. 1

The City must improve its pressure zones to meet current

1 The City currently has groundwater and surface water rights totaling 2.79 million gallons per day (MGD).
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standards necessitating four new formal pressure zones when it switches to a sole groundwater
supply.

The residential services and meters installed with the 1980s capital project are aged,

unlikely within AWWA accuracy ranges, in some instances completely non-functional, and thus
need to replaced. Further, there are even further aged pipes that were not replaced in the 1980s that
need immediate replacement. Affidavit of Donald Acheson,r,r 4-1 O; see also "City of Challis Water
Facility Plan, (the "Study").
Such low pressure due to undersized piping and the other aforementioned deficiencies creates
a risk of backflow contamination in the public drinking water system, which presents a public health
concern and generates insufficient fire flow. In order to achieve compliance with state law and
obtain the required amount of clean drinking water and fire flow, improvements and upgrades as
identified in the Study are required to protect and preserve the health of the City's population.
Affidavit of Donald Acheson, P.E., ,r 4-10. The improvements will be installed in accordance with
State ofldaho, Department of Environmental Quality ("DEQ") requirements. Affidavit of Donald
Acheson, P .E., ,r,r 13. Such improvements to the domestic water system and related facilities within
the City are necessary for the purpose of preserving the health, safety, and welfare of the Petitioner's
population. Affidavit of Donald Acheson, P.E.,

,r,r 11.

The total estimated cost of the Project,

including interest on borrowed funds during construction, contingencies, and related costs, has been
estimated by the Engineer as $8,078,877.

Affidavit of Donald Acheson, P.E., ,r,r 15.

Petitioner does not have funds available to it within its present budget or its budget for the
next fiscal year to pay for the Project and has determined that a portion of such cost, in an amount

Projected year 2030 demand is 2.57
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estimated to be $3,200,000 must be financed over a term of years from the revenues of the System
and other lawfully available funds of Petitioner. Affidavit of Donald Acheson, P.E.,

11 16.

A

promissory note or other form of indebtedness would constitute an indebtedness of Petitioner
extending beyond its current year's revenues. Petitioner has not sought or obtained an approving
vote of the electors at a special election called for the purpose of approving such indebtedness, nor
has Petitioner made provision for the levying of an annual property tax to constitute a sinking fund
for the payment of the interest on or principal of such indebtedness.
Petitioner has, however, determined that such indebtedness constitutes an "ordinary and
necessary expense" of Petitioner authorized by the general laws of the state, within the meaning of
Article 8, Section 3, of the Idaho Constitution, for which no approving vote of the electors is
required, and that the indebtedness so incurred can be retired from the revenues of the System over a
term which may be less than, but will not exceed forty (40) years, without the necessity oflevying a
special property tax.

III.
Legal Issues
The legal issues presented to this Court are: (1) whether Petitioner's Council was correct in its
determination that a promissory note or other evidence of indebtedness, if executed by Petitioner,
would constitute an ordinary and necessary expense authorized by the general laws of the state
within the meaning of Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution; (2) whether Petitioner may validly
cause to be issued its promissory note or other evidence of indebtedness and to pledge its System
revenues and other lawfully available funds of Petitioner to repay the indebtedness; and, (3) whether
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the promissory note or other evidence thereof, will otherwise constitute valid and binding special
obligations of Petitioner.

It is Petitioner's contention that a promissory note or other form of indebtedness does
constitute an ordinary and necessary expense, for which no approving vote of the electors is required;
that the promissory note or other evidence of such indebtedness would be valid, payable, and
secured, and that the promissory note or other form of indebtedness, when duly executed by
Petitioner and the State, would constitute valid and binding special obligations of the Petitioner.
IV.
The Judicial Confirmation Law
The Idaho Legislature, in 1988, enacted a statutory judicial confirmation procedure for fiscal
obligations of political subdivisions, including cities, of the State. This procedure is codified as
Sections 7-1301 through 7-1312, Idaho Code, and is hereafter referred to as the "Judicial
Confirmation Law." The Legislature's purpose in enacting the Judicial Confirmation Law is set forth

in subsections 1, 2, and 3 of Section 7-1302, Idaho Code, as follows:
The legislature of the state of Idaho determines, finds and declares in
connection with this chapter:

(1)
An early judicial examination into and determination of the validity of
the power of any political subdivision to issue bonds or obligations and execute any
agreements or security instruments therefor promotes the health, safety and welfare of
the people of the state.
(2) The provision in this chapter of the purposes, powers, duties, privileges,
immunities, rights, liabilities and disabilities pertaining to issuance of bonds or
execution of obligations by political subdivisions will serve a public function and
effect a public purpose.
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(3) Any notice provided for in this chapter is reasonably calculated to inform
each person of interest in any proceedings thereunder which may directly and
adversely affect his legally protected interests, if any.
Section 7-1304, Idaho Code, provides that the governing body of a political subdivision may
file or cause to be filed a petition in the district court for a judicial examination and determination of
the validity of any bond or obligation, or of any agreement or security instrument related thereto.
The filing of the petition must be authorized by resolution or ordinance of the governing body after
conducting a public hearing upon at least fifteen (15) days prior published notice of the time, place,
and summary of the matter in a newspaper of general circulation within the jurisdiction, which notice
must comply with certain form and content requirements, and at least fourteen (14) days must elapse
between conduct of the public hearing and passage of the resolution or ordinance. Section 7-1304,
Idaho Code. Section 7-1305, Idaho Code, provides that the action shall be in the nature of a
proceeding in rem, and jurisdiction of all parties interested may be had by publication and posting.
Jurisdiction is complete upon such publication and posting. Section 7-1306(3), Idaho Code. Any
owner of property, taxpayer, elector, or ratepayer within the political subdivision, or any other person
who has an interest in the bond, obligation, agreement, or security, may appear in the action. Section
7-1307, Idaho Code. Once jurisdiction has been obtained through posting and publication, the court
"shall examine into and determine all matters and things affecting each question submitted, shall
make such findings with reference thereto and render such judgment and decree thereon as the case
warrants." Section 7-1308(1), Idaho Code.
The Judicial Confirmation Law thus provides a method by which a political subdivision may
bring a legal issue affecting any obligation, or agreement relating thereto, before a court oflaw and
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obtain a judicial determination as to its validity. The procedure is similar to a quiet title action,
probate proceeding, or similar proceeding whereby jurisdiction of the subject matter is obtained by
publication and posting. Many Idaho statutes confer jurisdiction upon a court by a similar process,
but perhaps the most closely analogous statutes to the Judicial Confirmation Law are Sections 43406 through 43-408, Idaho Code, which provide for in rem proceedings for the judicial examination,
approval, and confirmation of irrigation district bonds. These statutes have been in force in Idaho
since 1903 and, like the Judicial Confirmation Law, are intended to facilitate the issuance of bonds
by providing a means of settling questions of the validity thereof. American Falls Reservoir District
v. Thrall, 39 Idaho 105,228 P. 236 (1924); Emmett Irr. Dist. v. Shane, 19 Idaho 332, 113 P. 444
( 1911 ).

There thus exists under Idaho law well-established precedent for in rem judicial

confirmation proceedings.
As shown by the affidavit of City Clerk Kellie Wahlstrom on file herein, the Petitioner has
complied with all procedural requirements necessary to maintain this proceeding. Notice ofhearing

as required by Section 7-1304, Idaho Code, was duly published, in the manner required by Section 71306, Idaho Code, in Challis Messenger, a newspaper of general circulation within Petitioner's
boundaries and the official newspaper of Petitioner, at least fifteen (15) days prior to the public
hearing. Affidavit of Kellie Wahlstrom, 13. A public hearing, pursuant to the published notice, was
duly held and conducted before the Council on August 13, 2013. Id. at 14. Following this public
hearing, after the passage of fourteen ( 14) days, the Council duly adopted Resolution No. 25-082713
on August 27, 2013, making findings and authorizing the filing of a petition for judicial
confirmation. Id. at 15. Following the filing of the Petition with this Court, notice of hearing before
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the Court was duly published once a week for three weeks and posted for at least 30 days as provided
by Section 7-1306, Idaho Code. The Court has, as a matter of law, obtained jurisdiction over the
subject matter herein.

V.
The "Ordinary and Necessary Expenses" Exception
is Applicable to the Proposed Indebtedness
Article 8, Section 3, of the Idaho Constitution, provides that no county, city, etc., shall incur
any indebtedness or liability, in any manner or for any purpose, exceeding in that year the income
and revenue provided for it for such year, without the assent of two-thirds of the qualified electors
thereof voting at an election held for that purpose, "provided, that this section shall not be construed
to apply to the ordinary and necessary expenses authorized by the general laws of the state .... "
This section of the Constitution thus permits a city to incur an indebtedness or obligation,
without an approving vote of the electors, exceeding the revenue for the current year, where the
expense (i) is both ordinary and necessary, and (ii) is authorized by the general laws of the state.
The issue of whether an expense is "ordinary and necessary" within this provision of the Constitution
has been before the Idaho Supreme Court on numerous occasions. Although the Court has refused to
establish formal "bright line" tests for determination of that issue, and has frequently indicated that
the validity of each expenditure must be determined on a case-by-case basis, the Court has
recognized certain general rules or criteria.
First, the Court has held that an expense is ordinary if in the ordinary course of municipal
business, or in the maintenance of municipal property, it may be and is likely to become necessary.
City of Boise v. Frazier, 143 Idaho 1, 137 P.3d 388, 391 (2006); Thomas v. Glindeman, 33 Idaho
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394, 195 P. 92 (1921); Hanson v. City of Idaho Falls, 92 Idaho 512, 446 P.2d 634 (1968).
"Necessary" generally means "indispensable." City of Pocatello v. Peterson, 93 Idaho 774,473 P .2d
644 (1970); Hanson v. Citv ofldaho Falls, supra. The impact a proposed expenditure may have on
public safety is fundamental to the determination of whether a project is necessary. City of Boise,
supra. If the expense is necessary to protect the health and safety of the inhabitants of the
municipality, it is both ordinary and necessary. Thomas v. Glindeman, supra. Furthermore, an
expense, though out of the ordinary, will nevertheless be "ordinary and necessary" for purposes of
the constitutional proviso if it is for the purpose of repairing damage done to municipal property or
improving it in such manner as to render it serviceable to the municipality. City of Pocatello v.
Peterson, supra; Hickey v. City of Nampa, 22 Idaho 41, 124 P. 280 (1912). Thus, a repair or
reconstruction may occur only at infrequent intervals and still be ordinary and necessary.
Improvement and rehabilitation of property to comply with state safety standards has been held to
constitute an ordinary and necessary expense. Board of County Comr's v. Idaho Health Facilities
Authority. 96 Idaho 498,531 P.2d 588 (1975).
Not only repairs, but also expansion and replacement of existing property or services with
completely new facilities, may constitute ordinary and necessary expenses. City of Pocatello v.
Peterson, supra. Thus, in Hickey v. City of Nampa, supra, the city was permitted to replace
outmoded and unserviceable wooden water pipes with new iron pipe and equip and improve a
pumping station, and in City of Pocatello v. Peterson, the city's replacement of its existing airport
terminal system with an entirely new structure was upheld. In Loomis v. City of Hailey, 119 Idaho
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434, 807 P.2d 1272 (1991), the Court stated that an expenditure which is incurred for the purpose of
repairing a public work is ordinary and necessary.
Additionally, the cost of services required by municipalities may constitute ordinary and
necessary expenses. In Butler v. Lewiston, 11 Idaho 393, 83 P. 234 (1905), the city was permitted to
pay the salaries of city officers and employees. See also Corum v. Common School District, 55
Idaho 725, 47 P.2d 889 (1935) (school teacher salaries held to be ordinary and necessary). And in
Harrison v. City of Idaho Falls, 92 Idaho 512, 446 P.2d 634 (1968), the cost of establishing a
retirement fund for policemen was held to be ordinary and necessary.
Elimination of potential tort liability also was emphasized in City of Pocatello v. Peterson.
Cf. Asson v. City of Burley. 105 Idaho 432,670 P.2d 889 (1983).
As the Supreme Court more recently explained,

In order for an expenditure to qualify as "necessary" as the word is used in the
proviso clause to Article VIII, § 3 of the Idaho Constitution, there must exist a
necessity for making the expenditure at or during such year. The required urgency
can result from a number of causes, such as threats to public safety, the need for
repairs, maintenance, or preservation of existing property, or a legal obligation
to make the expenditure without delay.
City of Boise, supra, 137 P.3d at 393-394 (citations omitted) (emphasis included). Great deference
will be given to a determination of the elected officials of the public body that such expenditures are
both ordinary and necessary. Board of County Commr's v. Idaho Health Facilities Authority, supra.

In addition, the Idaho Supreme Court has, in determining whether an expenditure is ordinary
and necessary, considered the amount of the proposed expenditure in proportion to the revenues for
that year. Asson v. City of Burley, supra. In Asson, the expense for electrical "project capability"
(which was many times the total annual budgets of the cities involved) was characterized by the
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Court as "a colossal undertaking, fraught with financial risk," with open-ended liability, no city
ownership, and no guarantee of electricity. Therefore, the Court held that the expenditure was not
"ordinary." In contrast, the Petitioner's proposed expenditure is "ordinary."

The proposed

expenditure is in a fixed amount with minimal financial risk, is not disproportionate to the over-all
budget, and will result in City-owned public improvements.
Idaho District Courts have applied the general rules and criteria established by the Idaho
Supreme Court and held the construction of improvements to existing public facilities, including the
construction of new public facilities, to be "ordinary and necessary." See~ In re: City of Burley.
Idaho, Case No. CV-2012-549 (5 th Judicial District, August 31, 2012) (improvements to
wastewater/sewer collection system held to be an ordinary and necessary expense.); In re: City of
Newdale, Idaho, Case No. CV-09-339 (7 th Judicial District, August 28, 2009)(construction ofanew
200,000 gallon water storage reservoir, rehabilitation of existing wells, and installation of standby
power at well held to be an ordinary and necessary expense); In re: City of Soda Springs. Idaho,
Case No. CV 2010-213 (6 th Judicial District, September 15, 2010) (improvements to
wastewater/sewer collection system, held to be an ordinary and necessary expense.); In re: Southside
Water and Sewer District, Case No. CV-2010-483 (1 st Judicial District, May 27, 2010)
(improvements to wastewater/sewer collection system held to be an ordinary and necessary expense);
In re: City oflnkom. Idaho, Case No. 2006-1545OC (6 th Judicial District, May 30, 2006)(installation
of chemical feed equipment, replacement of existing water mains, construction of a new 200,000
gallon water storage reservoir, installation of water meters, repair and upgrades to existing water
supply wells and booster pumping facility, and installation of a disinfection system held to be an
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ordinary and necessary expense); Affidavit of Stephanie J. Bonney, Exhibits A-E.
The Project proposed to be acquired by the Petitioner meets the various criteria articulated by
the Idaho Supreme Court to qualify under the "ordinary and necessary expense" exception. The
Petitioner's Council has determined that the expense for improvements to Petitioner's existing
System is necessary to protect the public health and safety and comply with applicable environmental
health standards and regulations and safe drinking water standards and regulations. City of Boise,
supra; Board of County Commr's v. Idaho Health Facilities Authority, supra. Petitioner is obligated
to perform and incur expenditures immediately to protect the City's water supplies and provide
sufficient fire flow. City of Boise, supra, 137 PJd at 391,392; Affidavit of Donald Acheson, P.E. ~~
8-11, 13. Though not a regularly recurring expense, the Project is for the purpose of making
immediate and necessary repairs to the existing System so as to continue existing domestic water
services of the City so that public water services are available and usable to the Petitioner and
Petitioner's inhabitants. (City of Boise, supra; City of Pocatello v. Peterson, supra: Hickey v. City of
Nampa, supra).
The Petitioner has a long-standing involvement in the enterprise; the expense does not
involve a new service; and the Project represents needed improvements to the existing water system
and facilities in order to comply with applicable laws and provide a safe and sufficient domestic
water system. The amount to be financed is not disproportionate to Petitioner's over-all current
budget.
The Project is expressly authorized by the general laws of the State (Sections 50-323, 501032, 50-1033, Idaho Code). Section 50-323, Idaho Code provides that Petitioner is
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empowered to establish, create, develop, maintain and operate domestic water
systems; provide for domestic water from wells, streams, water sheds or any other
source, provide for storage, treatment and transmission of the same to the inhabitants
of the City; and to do all things necessary to protect the source of water from
contamination.
Section 50-1030(a), Idaho Code, provides that, Petitioner may fund such acquisition,
operation, repair and maintenance of water systems within or outside Petitioner's boundaries, giving
the express authority to cities to,
acquire by gift or purchase and to construct, reconstruct, improve, better or extend
any works within or without the city, or partially within or partially without the city,
or within any part of the city, and acquire by gift or purchase lands or rights in lands
or water rights in connection therewith, including easements, rights-of-way, contract
rights, leases, franchises, approaches, dams and reservoirs; to sell excess or surplus
water under such terms as are in compliance with section 42-222, Idaho Code, and
deemed advisable by the city; to lease any portion of the excess or surplus capacity of
any such works to any party located within or without the city, subject to the
following conditions: that such capacity shall be returned or replaced by the lessee
when and as needed by such city for the purposes set forth in section 50-1028, Idaho
Code, as determined by the city; that the city shall not be made subject to any debt or
liability thereby; and the city shall not pledge any of its faith or credit in aid to such
lessee;
The Project is immediately needed for Petitioner to meet its obligations to provide safe and
reliable water services, protect Petitioner's drinking water supply, and provide adequate fireflow. In
short, it is indispensable to the continued operation of Petitioner's water system. The Project thus
meets the criteria articulated by the Idaho Supreme Court to constitute the obligation as an "ordinary
and necessary expense" of the Petitioner.

VI.
The Petitioner May Validly Issue its Promissory Note
and Pledge its Water Revenues to Repay the Indebtedness
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Article 12, Section 4 of the Idaho Constitution says that "cities ... may contract indebtedness
for school, water, sanitary and illuminating purposes ... " (emphasis added). That this means more
than "bonded" indebtedness is apparent from several sections of the Idaho Code. Section 50-237
provides that "all cities may borrow money and pledge the credit, revenue and public property of the
corporation for the payment thereof, in the manner provided by law, and to evidence the same by
issuance of bonds, notes or warrants" (emphasis added). Section 50-103 3 says that cities may apply
the revenue of "works" (various utilities) "(c) to pay and discharge notes, bonds or other obligations
and interest thereon, not issued under this act for the payment of which the revenue of such works ...
may have been pledged, charged or encumbered ... " (emphasis added). Thus it is apparent that Idaho
cities have authority to contract obligations and to secure them with instruments other than bonds,
including promissory notes.
As noted above, Idaho Code Section 50-237 broadly authorizes cities to pledge public
revenues to pay notes or warrants as well as bonds. Section 50-1033 of the Revenue Bond Act
confirms this when it says that cities may apply revenue of "works""(c) to pay and discharge notes,
bonds or other obligations and interest thereon, not issued under this act for the payment of which the
revenue of such works ... may have been pledged. charged, or encumbered." Because this section
speaks of notes and warrants, it cannot refer solely to revenue bonds under Idaho Code Section 501036. It must also refer to legal pledges of revenues to non-bond obligations. This is further
bolstered by Idaho Code Section 50-301, which empowers cities to "acquire, hold, lease and convey
property, real and personal," and to "erect buildings or structures of any kind needful for the uses or
purposes of the city;" and to "exercise all powers and perform all functions oflocal self-government
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in city affairs as are not specifically prohibited by or in conflict with the general laws or the
constitution of the state ofldaho." Cities would find it very difficult to exercise this broad authority
without the ability to enter into a variety of debt financing arrangements and to use various revenues
as payment.

It is apparent, then, that Idaho cities may issue obligations other than revenue bonds, may
pledge utility revenues to pay those obligations, and, where the indebtedness so incurred is "ordinary
and necessary," may do so without a vote of the electorate.

VII.
Time is of the Essence
As set forth in the Verified Petition on file herein, the Project is indispensable to the
provision of domestic water services to Petitioner's citizens and is immediately needed to meet
current needs of Petitioner's citizens in a manner that does not submit the Petitioner to legal liability
and does not jeopardize Petitioner's drinking water supply.

Time is of the essence in the

determination of this matter.

VIII.
Conclusion
Express legislative authority exists for the Petitioner to undertake the Project, to borrow
money therefor, to issue and deliver its promissory note or other evidence of indebtedness, to pledge
to repay the same from its water revenues or other lawfully available funds of Petitioner. Such
expenditures constitute ordinary and necessary expenses of the Petitioner for which no voter
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approval is required under Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution. The promissory note will, when
executed and delivered, constitute valid and binding special obligations of the Petitioner, enforceable
in accordance with their terms. For the reasons stated herein and based on supporting documentation
filed herewith, Petitioner respectfully requests that its Petition for Judicial Confirmation be granted.
Respectfully submitted this 1st day of October, 2013.
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM I SUPPORT
OF JUDICIAL CONFIRMATION this 1st day of October, 2013 served upon the following
individuals and in the corresponding manner:
David P. Claiborne
Sawtooth Law Offices
1101 W. River Street, Suite 110
PO Box 7985
Boise, ID 83 707

/via U.S. Mail
_ _ via Hand Delivery
_ _ via Overnight Delivery
_ _ via Facsimile: (208)629-7559
_ _ via Email: david@sawtoothlaw.com
/

Hon. Joel Tingey
Custer County Courthouse
P.O. Box 385
Challis, ID 83226

_L'via U.S. Mail
_ _ via Hand Delivery
_ _ via Overnight Delivery
via Facsimile: (208)879-5246
via Email:

~I
PaulFitzer
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PAUL J. FITZER #5675
STEPHANIE J. BONNEY ISB #6037
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 331-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202
e-mail: pjf@msbtlaw.com
sjb@msbtlaw.com
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Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

Inre:
THE CITY OF CHALLIS,
an Idaho municipal
corporation,
Petitioner.
_______________
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Gooding

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV 2013-120
AFFIDAVIT OF
KELLIE WAHLSTROM

)
) ss.
)

KELLIE WAHLSTROM, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am and at all times material hereto have been the duly appointed, qualified, and

acting City Clerk of the City of Challis, Custer County, Idaho (the "City"). As such, I am the
custodian of the official records of the City, including the records of the City Council of the City
of Challis (the "Council").
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ORIGINAL

2.

The City Council established August 13, 2013 5:00 o'clock P.M., or as soon

thereafter as the matter may be heard at the Challis City Hall, 721 E. Main A venue, Challis,
Idaho 83226, as the date, time, and place of a public hearing to consider the adoption of a
resolution authorizing the filing of a petition for judicial confirmation, and directed that notice
thereof be given in the manner provided by Section 7-1304 and 7-1306, Idaho Code.
3.

The notice of hearing, as authorized and approved by the Council, in the size,

format, and location required by Sections 7-1304 and 7-1306, Idaho Code, was published in the
main news section of Challis Messenger, a newspaper of general circulation within the City and
the official newspaper thereof, on July 18, 2013, which was at least 15 days before the public
hearing, as shown by the Affidavit of Publication, a true and correct copy of which is annexed
hereto as Exhibit "A" to this Affidavit.
4.

On August 13, 2013, pursuant to the public notice described above, a public

hearing was held by the Council to consider whether it should adopt a resolution authorizing the
filing of a petition for judicial confirmation for the purposes set forth in the notice of hearing, a
true and correct copy of the minutes of the August 13, 2013, meeting are annexed hereto as
Exhibit "B" to this Affidavit.
5.

At least 14 days after conducting the public hearing described in paragraph 4

above, the Council, at a meeting of the Council duly held and conducted on August 27, 2013
adopted Resolution No. 25-082713, making findings and declarations with respect to the
financing of services for improvements to the City's existing public water system and authorizing
the filing of a petition for judicial confirmation with respect thereto. A true and correct copy of
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Resolution No. 25-082713 and accompanying attachments is annexed hereto as Exhibit "C" to
this Affidavit.
6.

Subsequent to the filing of the Petition for Judicial Confirmation by the City on

August 29, 2013, a true and correct copy of the Notice of Filing of Petition for Judicial
Confirmation duly posted as required by law at the offices of the City at 21 E. Main Avenue,
Challis, Idaho 83226 on September 12, 2013, which was at least 30 days prior to the date
established for the hearing in this matter as prescribed by Section 7-1306, Idaho Code.
7.

The Notice, dated September 9, 2013 invites any interested party to appear or

answer the Petition filed at any time prior to the date set for hearing on the Petition, which has
been set for the 16th day of October, 2013 at 2:00 o'clock P.M. at the Custer Counter Courthouse
at 801 E. Avenue, Challis 83226. A true and correct copy of the Notice is annexed hereto as
Exhibit "D" to this Affidavit.
8.

The total revenues and funds of the City, duly budgeted by the Council for the

2012-2013 Fiscal Year of the City, including revenues from the City's public water and other
revenue-producing systems, are $1,635,423.00.
9.

The City has continuously owned and operated its public water system for at least

30 years.
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'1.h*'
DATED this~ day of September, 2013.

/
~
'~j

/j)tl/J liJ!id~

KLUE WAHLSTROM

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE m
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mber, 2013.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF KELLIE
WAHLSTROM this 1st day of October, 2013 served upon the following individuals and in the
corresponding manner:
/

David P. Claiborne
Sawtooth Law Offices
1101 W. River Street, Suite 110
PO Box 7985
Boise, ID 83 707

/ via U.S. Mail
_ _ via Hand Delivery
_ _ via Overnight Delivery
_ _ via Facsimile: (208)629-7559
_ _ via Email: david@sawtoothlaw.com

Hon. Joel Tingey
Custer County Courthouse
P.O. Box 385
Challis, ID 83226

v'viaU.S.Mail
_ _ via Hand Delivery
_ _ via Overnight Delivery
_ _ via Facsimile: (208)879-5246
via Email:
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CITY OF CHALLIS
NOTICE OF HEARING TO OONSIDERA
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE
FILING OF A PETITION FOR JUDICIAL
CONFIRMATION UNDER THE IDAHO
JUDICIAL CONFIRMATION LAW

AF.FIDAVIT OF PUBUCATION
Hate of.Idaho, County of Crulter, ~rn;

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN ch.at on Tuesday, th.e 13 th d:ay of August, 2013, .it
5:00 o'clock P..M.. or .:is soon thereafter as the macrer may be heard, at rhe Challis City Hall,
721 Ma.in Street, Challis, kbho, chc City Council of rhe Gt:y of Ckllis, Idaho (che "City"),
will conduce a public hearing to consider che adoption of a resolution authorizing the filing of
a petition for jlJ(:licial confirmation under rh.e Idaho Judicial Confirmation Law, Title 7,

, representing

:he ·..9Jiallis Mes.senger, a weekly newspaper,
;mblislied at Challis, Idaho, do solemnly swear
that the notice he:n;to attached and-made a part

~

Chapter 13, Idaho Code.

hereof, was published in the regular a:nd entire·
/
issue .o~ ~~--?h~ws Mes.se.nger. for
co:osecu.ti~~~el?ls;s, COllllljf:incmg with tho :i.<lsue
dated
20La_ and ei;:id:ing with the

The proposed petition would see.k judicial confirmation of the power of the Cicy {I} co
incur an in<lebtcdness as an "ordinary ;md neces=y expense" of the City authorized by the
genera.I laws of che Seate, within the meaning of Article 8, Section 3, of the Idaho Constirurioo.,
in a principal amount not co exceed $3,200,000, for the purcha:.'e of improvemenr.s to the
City~ water system; (2) to i~ue revenue bonds or other evidence of indehredness of
City
for t™: s-.une. for the purpose of financing the cost of necessary improvemenrs w the public
w,m.:r sysrem of the Cicy; and {3) to pledge the City's water system revenues for the payment
of su,.-h ind.c.bcedncss for a renn of not more t~n thirty (30} years.

1J.d-S

enc

~i~~c%2=H

u

STATE OF IDAHO

}

COUNTt OF COSTER

}
}
)

Ontbis
the year

P.O. Box 'i87. C..h,illis, Idaho 83216.
DATED the !O"' da.y of.July, 2013.

~<t~ rb.yo£ I... ~
of 0(3 , before m e ~ f o ,
.

~ personally appeare

ClTY Or CHAWS
Custer Counry. Idaho

~~ ~
ti."
\

i:g known or iden:tified toetobethe penion 'Whos~
.
·•
.... . name· subscnbed to the within Wtrnme:Q.t, and
being by m~ first duly sworn. declared that tho
~ statements -th.exe.iu ai.'-e true, nD:d acknowledged to
N me tli'at he executed the same. ·~
·
'
..-t

N

Inform.nicm relating ro the proPosed .petttion is available at the oincc of the City Clerk,
Challis Cjty Hall, 721 Majn Stree.c. Challis. Idaho, .:luring normal business hours of the City.
Interested persons an:: encouraged ro anend the public hearing and to present comments.
Comments may also be submitted in writing ro the Mayor and Council, City of Challis,

By: City Clerk

.
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CITY OF CHALLIS
NOTICE OF HEARING TO CONSIDER A
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE
FILING OF A PETITION FOR JUDICIAL
CONFIRMATION UNDER THE IDAHO
JUDICIAL CONFIRMATION LAW
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on Tuesday, the 13 th day of August, 2013, at
5:00 o'clock P.M., or as soon thereafter as the matter may be heard, at the Challis City Hall,
721 Main Street, Challis, Idaho, the City Council of the City of Challis, Idaho (the "City"),
will conduct a public hearing to consider the adoption of a resolution authorizing the filing of
a petition for judicial confirmation under the Idaho Judicial Confirmation Law, Tide 7,
Chapter 13, Idaho Code.
The proposed petition would seek judicial confirmation of the power of the City (1) to
incur an indebtedness as an "ordinary and necessary expense" of the City authorized by the
general laws of the State, within the meaning of Article 8, Section 3, of the Idaho Constitution,
in a principal amount not to exceed $3,200,000, for the purchase of improvements to the
City's water system; (2) to issue revenue bonds or other evidence of indebtedness of the City
for the same, for the purpose of financing the cost of necessary improvements to the public
water system of the City; and (3) to pledge the City's water system revenues for the payment
of such indebtedness for a term of not more than thirty (30) years.
Information relating to the proposed petition is available at the office of the City Clerk,
Challis City Hall, 721 Main Street, Challis, Idaho, during normal business hours of the City.
Interested persons are encouraged to attend the public hearing and to present comments.
Comments may also be submitted in writing to the Mayor and Council, City of Challis,
P.O. Box 587, Challis, Idaho 83226.
DATED the 10th day of July, 2013.

EXHIBIT "A"

CITY OF CHALLIS
Custer County, Idaho
By: City Clerk
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RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

August13,2013
PUBLIC HEARING
COUNCIL PRESENT:

Mayor Mark Lupher, Councilman Chuck Felton, Councilman
Ike Funkhouser, Councilman Terry Harrison

COUNCIL ASSENT:

Counclfwoman Meghan Kitcher

EMPLOYEES PRESENT:

Kellie Wahlstrom/City Clerk-Treasurer

VISITORS:

Laurie Matthews, James A. Nord, Robert Werner,

Connie Floyd, Milton Floyd, Travis Hardy, Clarence
Leuzinger, Eileen Hardy, Todd Adams-Challis Messenger,
Claire Fernandez:, Jay Cook
VISITORS (who didn't sign In)

Marty Gergen-Riedesel Engineering, Stephanie
Bonney-Moore Smith Buxton & Tureke, Chartered

Tonight's meeting(s) were held outside on the front sidewalk as the electricity was out.
Mayor, Mark Lupher called the August 13, 2013 public hearing to order at 5:01 p.m.
Councilwoman, Meghan Kircher is not available at tonight's meeting as she is having heart surgery
on Wednesday.

AMENDMENTS TO AGENDA
None

PETITIONS, APPLICATIONS, APPEALS & COMMUNICATIONS
Judicial Confirmation Process - Water Project, Phase 1
Mayor Lupher asked if there was any written comments. Deloris Ivie submitted a letter which
Mayor Lupher read. This letter is on record in the City Clerk's office.
Speaking in Favor of the Judicial Confirmation
Laurie Matthews - no testimony
Speaking In Opposition of the Judicial Confirmation
Jame9 A. Nord - no testimony, but said It would put a drain on his bank account
with Increasing the water bllls, so he apposed.
Robert Werner - judicial confirmation doesn't allow for public input
I

Connie Floyd - on a fixed income, feels the ,City should five within their means

Mitton Floyd - same as Connie, feels the water bill ls high enough
Travis Hardy - worries with such a big increase In the water bill and worries about
the future
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Clarence Leuzlnger - doesn't like the way the Council has handled this situation,
feels the City has had plenty of time to put this topic to the people
Eileen Hardy - hasn't had time to attend previous meetings and would like to pole
the representatives as to how they feel, is there a need right now
Close Public Hearing
Todd Adams - no testimony, here representing the Challis Messengf'r
Claire Fernandez - no testimony
Jay Cook - no testimony
Stephanie Bonney was willing to talk with the citizens about their concerns and answer questions
during the heating. There ls another speclal meeting at
p.m. and she is willing to comment
and answer questions again for citizens that arrive after this meeting Is closed.

e:oo

Meeting adjourned 6:00 p.m.
Mayor, Mark Lupher

CiClerk, Kellie Wahlstrom
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RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS
August 13 1 2013
SPECIAL MEETING
COUNCIL PRESENT:

Mayor Mark Lupher, Councilman Chuck Felton, CouncHman
Ike Funkhouser, Councilman Terry Harrison

COUNCIL ABSENT:

Councilwoman Meghan Kircher

EMPLOYEES PRESENT:

Ke!lle Wahlstrom/City Clerk-Treasurer

VISITORS:

Karma Bragg, Helen Winegarner, Michael Barrett, Brett
Plummer, J~mes A. Nord, Eileen Hardy, Jay Cook, Travis
Hardy, Rick Miller, Don Acheson-Riedesel Engineering,
Robert Wemer, Todd Adams~Challis Messenger, Stephanie
Bonney-Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke, Chartered

VISITORS (who didn't sign In)

Marty Gergen-Riedesel Engineering

Tonight's meetlng(s) were held outside on the front sidewalk as the electrlelty was out.
Mayor, Mark Lupher called the August 13, 2013 special meeting to order at 6:00 p.m,
Councilwoman, Meghan Kircher is not available at tonight's meeting H she is having heart surgery
on Wednesday.

AMENDMENTS TO AGENDA
None

PETITIONS, APPLICATIONS, APPEALS & COMMUNICATIONS
Judicial Confirmation - Water Project, Phase 1
Stephanie Bonney, Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke, Chartered
Ms. Bonney was present to answer and comment on questions and concerns regarding the Judicial
confirmation process. She also had a Judicial confirmation outline available for residents.

Meeting adjourned 7:00 p.m.

Mayo~~
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RESOLUTION NO. 25-082713
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF CHALLIS, IDAHO, MAKING
FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS WITH RESPECT TO FINANCING IMPROVEMENTS
TO THE CITY'S PUBLIC WATER SYSTEM FACILITIES; APPROVING AND
AUTHORIZING, SUBJECT TO JUDICIAL CONFlRMATION, nrn EXECUTION OF A
PROMISSORY NOTE FOR THE FINANCING OF THE IMPROVEMENTS; AUTHOR1ZING
THE FILING OF A PETITION FOR JUDICIAL CONFIRMATION IN THE DISTRICT
COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR
CHALLIS COUNTY; PROVIDING FOR RELATED MATTERS; AND PROVIDING .AN
EFFECTIVE DATE
,
WHEREAS, the City of Challis, Custer County, Idaho (the "City"), is a municipal
corporation duly organized and operating under the laws of the State of Idaho, and has for many
years owned and operated a public water system (the "System"); and

WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council of the City have determined that certain
improvements to the System (the "Project") a.re required in order for the System to remain
functional and adequate to meet the current needs of the City and to comply with currently
applicable state water system requirements; and
WHEREAS, the estimated cost of the Project to the City (exclusive of grants and other
state and federal contributions) is $3,200,000; and

WHEREAS, the City does not have sufficient funds available in its current fiscal year's
budget to finance the cost of the Project, and the Mayor and Council have determined that it is
necessary to finance the cost thereof from future years' System revenues and other lawfully
available funds of Petitioner; and
WHEREASt the Mayor and Council have further detennined that it is in the best interests
of the City to finance the cost of the Project through a promissory note from the State of Idaho,
Department of Environmental Quality (the "State")t or in the alternative, through the issuance of
water revenue bonds, or other evidence of such indebtedness; and

WHEREAS, the financing of the costs of the Project in the manner described would
create an indebtedness or liability of the City exceeding the current year's revenues; and
WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council have determined that the cost of the Project, and the
proposed loan obligation to be incurred to finance the same, constitute "ordinary and necessary
expenses'' of the City authorized by the general laws of the State within the meaning of Article 8,
Sectfon 3, of the Idaho Constitution, for which no approving vote of the electors is required; and
WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council, on August 13, 2013, held and conducted a public
hearing, pursuant to at least fifteen ( l 5) days' published notice in the manner required by Sections
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7-1304 and 7-1306, ldaho Code, on the question of whether the Council should adopt a
resolution authorizing the filing of a petition with the District Court of the Seventh Judicial
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Custer, seeking judicial contlnnation of
the proposed loan agreement and the incurring of such indebtedness as an "ordinary and
necessary expense 0 within the meaning of Article 8, Section 3, of the Idaho Constitution,
pursuant to the Judicial Confirmation Law~ and

WHEREAS, at least fourteen (14) days has elapsed following such public hearing, and
the Mayor and Council have determined that it is in the best interests of the City and the public
health, safety, and welfare for the City to file a petition for judkial confinnation pursuant to the
Judicial Confinnation Law upon the question of the authority of the City to incur such
indebtedness, to issue its promissory note, water revenue bond, or other evidence thereof, and to
pledge its System revenues and other lawfully available funds of the City as security for the
payment thereof.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVEO BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
CHALLIS, IDAHO, as follows:

Section I:

The foregoing recitations are hereby adopted as findings of fact by the

Council.
Section 2:
Subject to the entry of a final order of the District Court of the Seventh
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Custer (the ''District Court 11),
confirming the authority of the City to issue a promissory note or water revenue bonds, or such
other evidence of indebtedness and the Mayor is hereby authorized to execute the same for and
on behalf of the City. The appropriate officials of the City are hereby further authorized to
execute such additional documents and certifications as may be required to carry out the intent of
this Resolution.
Section 3:
The Petition for Judicial Confirmation (the "Petition"), substantially in the
form which is annexed hereto as Exhibit "A" and by reference made a part hereof, is hereby
approved, and the Mayor is authorized to execute the verification of the same.

Section 4:
The law finn of Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke, Chartered, Boise, Idaho,
is hereby authorized to file the Petition on behalf of the City in the District Court, and to take all
actions necessary with respect thereto in order to obtain a judgment of the District Court in
accordance with the prayer of the Petition.

Section 5:
The Council hereby finds and declares that the indebtedness referenced
herein, and any evidence of indebtedness executed pursuant thereto, for the financing of the
Project, constitute an ordinary and necessary expense of the City authorized by the general laws
of the State of Idaho within the meaning of Article 81 Section 3, Idaho Constitution, for whfoh no
approving vote of the electors of the City is required, for the following reasons:
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A.

The proposed expenditure is necessary to protect the health, safety, and welfare of
the inhabitants of the Petitioner and to comply with state water system
requirements.

B.

The proposed expenditure is for the construction of necessary upgrades and
improvements to existing City services in order to provide water services, as
opposed to the purpose of undertaking a new endeavor.

C.

The proposed Project is authorized by the general laws of the State.

D.

Petitioner has operated the existing System for many years and has determined
that the Project is indispensable to the efficient continued provision of water
services in a manner to provide adequate water services and a safe public drinking
water supply.

E.

The cost of the Project is not grossly disproportionate to the Petitioner's overall
budget.

Secti2n§:
This Resolution shall take effect and be in force immediately upon its
passage and approval.
DATED this 27th day of August, 2013.

CITY OF CHALLIS

By~~-Mayor
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STEPHANIE J. BONNEY ISB #6037
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 331-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202
e-mail: sjb@msbtlaw.com
Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER
)

In re:

Case No. _ _ _ _ __

)

THE CITY OF CHALLIS,
an Idaho municipal
corporation,

)
)

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL
CONFIRMATION

)

Petitioner.
_______________

)
)
)
)

Fee Category: U
Exempt Per I.C. §67-2301

COMES NOW the Petitioner, City of Challis, Custer County, Idaho, an Idaho municipal
corporation (the "Petitioner"), by and through its undersigned attorneys, and petitions this Court,
pursuant to the Idaho Judicial Confirmation Law, Idaho Code Sections 7-1301 through 7-1312,
inclusive, for a judicial examination and determination of the authority of Petitioner to issue its
promissory note, water revenue bond, or other evidence of such indebtedness, as an "ordinary and
necessary expense" of the Petitioner authorized by the general laws of the State, within the
meaning of Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution. In support thereof, Petitioner represents as
follows:
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I.
This action is in the nature of a proceeding in rem, and jurisdiction of all parties
interested will be obtained by publication and posting as provided in Sections 7-1305 and 71306, Idaho Code.
II.

Petitioner is an incorporated city duly organized, existing, and operating pursuant to Title
50, Idaho Code, and as such is a "political subdivision" within the definition contained in Section
7-1303(6), Idaho Code. Petitioner is authorized to institute a judicial confirmation proceeding
pursuant to Section 7-1304, Idaho Code. Petitioner's governing body has adopted a resolution
authorizing the filing of this Petition for Judicial Confirmation at least fourteen (14) days
following a public hearing duly held and conducted pursuant to publication of notice containing
the date, time, and place of such hearing and a summary of the matter at least fifteen (15) days
prior to the date set for the public hearing in a newspaper of general circulation within Petitioner,
in the form and content described in Section 7-1306(2), Idaho Code.
Ill.

Petitioner is authorized by law to own, operate, and maintain, and has for many years
owned, operated, and maintained, a public drinking water supply system (the "System"). The
System serves the entire City of Challis, Idaho.

IV.
As owner and operator of the System, Petitioner is charged with the duty of maintaining
safe and reliable water services for the City and its residents, and to do so in a manner that does
not jeopardize Petitioner's drinking water supply. In furtherance of that responsibility, the City
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retained the services of Riedesel Engineering, a professional consulting civil engineering firm
duly authorized and licensed to practice in Idaho (the "Engineer"), to conduct a study of the
System for the purpose of determining the adequacy of the System for present and future needs.
The Engineer performed a study entitled "City of Challis Water Facility Plan Study" (the
"StudyH).
The Study determined that the City's potable water system does not meet the State of
Idaho requirements for Ground Water Source Redundancy and Redundant Fire Flow Capacity
(IDAPA 58.01.08.501).

The Study also found that in violation of Idaho Rules for Public

Drinking Water Systems (IDAPA 58.01.08.552), several areas of the water distribution system
have incorrect pressure due to undersized piping. This creates risk ofbackflow contamination in
a public drinking water system and presents a public health concern.

Additionally, the

undersized piping and dead end lines generates insufficient fire flow to fire hydrants in the City.
In order to achieve compliance with state law and obtain the required amount of clean

drinking water and fire flow, the Engineer recommended that the City immediately upgrade the
most critical sections of the piping network and install new telemetry to enable the City to
monitor the system and provide for intrusion alarms.
Based upon the Engineer's recommendation contained in the Study, the Mayor and
Council of Petitioner have determined that transmission lines must be improved and new
telemetry installed to meet the present and immediate needs of the City in order for the System to
remain functional and adequate to meet the existing requirements of the System and maintain
supplies for clean drinking water and fire flow protection.
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V.
Petitioner's Mayor and Council have identified that additional infrastructure is essential

to existing public water supply needs of the City and its residents. Accordingly, the upgrade of
undersized waterlines and the installation of new telemetry (hereinafter "Project") has been
planned.
The location of these improvements will be within the City. The improvements must be
constructed for the purpose of meeting state drinking water standards and current fire supply
requirements in order to protect and preserve the health and welfare of the Petitioner's
population.

VI.
The total estimated cost of the Project, including legal services, interest on borrowed
funds during construction, contingencies, and related costs, has been estimated by the Engineer
as $8,078,877. Petitioner does not have funds available to it within its present budget or its
budget for the next fiscal year to pay for the Project and has determined that a portion of such
cost, in an amount not to exceed $3,200,000, must be financed over a term of years from the
revenues of the System and other lawfully available funds of Petitioner.

VII.
Pursuant to Sections 39-7601 through 39-7605, Idaho Code, and rules and regulations
promulgated pursuant thereto, the State has established a Drinking Water Loan Program for the
purpose, among other purposes, of making loans to municipalities for the financing of water
system improvements to facilitate compliance with national and state water and fire flow
standards.
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VIII.
In order to finance the cost of the Project, Petitioner will make application to the State for
a loan from the Drinking Water Loan Program referred to above. In the alternative, the City will
issue a promissory note, water revenue bond, or other evidence of indebtedness to a qualified
third party.

IX.
The promissory note, or other evidence of indebtedness, if entered into by Petitioner,
would be in a principal amount not to exceed $3,200,000, payable over a 30-year period from
System revenues and other lawfully available funds of Petitioner, and would constitute an
indebtedness of Petitioner extending beyond the current year's revenues of Petitioner.

No

approving vote of the electors of Petitioner has been sought or obtained.

x.
Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution, provides that no county, city, or other political
subdivision shall incur any indebtedness or liability, in any manner or for any purpose, exceeding
in that year the income and revenue provided to it for such year, without the assent of two-thirds
(or, in the case of certain revenue bonds, the assent of the majority) of the qualified electors
thereof voting at an election held for that purpose, but said Article 8, Section 3, contains the
following exception: 11provided, that this section shall not be construed to apply to the ordinary
and necessary expenses authorized by the general laws of the state .... 11
XI.
Petitioner, by and through its Mayor and Council, has determined that the proposed
indebtedness for the financing of the Project constitutes an ordinary and necessary expense of the
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Petitioner authorized by the general laws of the State, within the meaning of the above-quoted
proviso to Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution, for which no approving vote of the electors is
required. This determination is based upon the following factors:
A.

The proposed expenditure is necessary to protect the health, safety, and welfare of
the inhabitants of the Petitioner and to comply with state drinking water standards
and comply with fire flow standards.

B.

The proposed expenditure is for the construction of necessary upgrades and
improvements to existing City services in order to provide and adequate water
supply and fire storage for the City's existing domestic water system, as opposed
to the purpose of undertaking a new endeavor.

C.

The proposed Project is authorized by the general laws of the State.

D.

Petitioner has operated the existing System for many years and has determined
that the Project is indispensable to the efficient continued provision of water
services in a manner to provide adequate supplies to meet the City's current
municipal and fire supply needs.

E.

The cost of the Project is not grossly disproportionate to the Petitioner's overall
budget.

XII.
Petitioner seeks a determination of the validity of the proposed indebtedness, including
the Petitioner's proposed pledge to repay the loan from System revenues, in view of:

A.

The legal issue, arising under Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution, as to
whether or not the proposed promissory note or other obligation evidencing such
indebtedness constitutes an "ordinary and necessary expense" of Petitioner,
authorized by the general laws of the State, for which an approving vote of the
electors is not required.
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XIII.
Judicial examination and confirmation pursuant to this Petition would serve an important
public purpose by providing an early determination of the validity of the power of Petitioner to
issue its promissory note or other evidence thereof, and to pledge to repay said obligations from
the revenues of the Petitioner's System and other lawfully available funds of Petitioner, all as
provided by the Judicial Confirmation Act and in particular Section 7-1302, Idaho Code.

WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays (1) for an order setting the date and time of a hearing
herein and directing the giving of notice hereof as provided by law, and (2) for a judicial
examination and determination of the validity of the power and authority of Petitioner (a) to incur
indebtedness in the amount not to exceed $3,200,000 without the approval of the electors of
Petitioner at a special election as an "ordinary and necessary expense" authorized by the general
laws of the State, and to issue its evidence of such indebtedness to the State, (b) to issue a
promissory note or other evidence of such indebtedness, and (c) to pledge its System revenues
and other lawfully available funds of Petitioner to the payment of such indebtedness; and a
declaration that the evidence of indebtedness thereof, when issued pursuant to such authority,
will be valid and binding special obligations of Petitioner, payable in accordance with its terms.
DATED this 27th day of August, 2013.
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE,
CHARTERED

Stephanie J. Bonney
Attorney for Petitioner
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VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Custer

)
) ss.
)

MARK LUPHER, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: That he is the Mayor of the
City of Challis, Idaho; that he has read the foregoing Petition, knows the contents thereof, and
believes the same to be true and correct.

MarkLupher

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this_ day of August, 2013.

Notary Public for the State ofldaho
residing at _ _ _ __
My Commission expires _ _ _ __
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STEPHANIE J. BONNEY ISB #6037

MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
950
W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 331-1800
Facsimile: (208) 33 1-1202
e-mail: sjb@msbtlaw.com
Attorneys for Petitioner

INTHE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OFTHE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

In re:
THE CITY OF CHALLIS
An Idaho municipal corporation,
Petitioner.

)
)
)
)

Case No. CV 2013-120

}
}

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the City of Challis, Custer County, Idaho (the "City"), has petitioned,
pursuant to Idaho Code § 7-130 I, et. seq. for seek judicial confirmation of the power of the City (I) to incur
an indebtedness as an "ordinary and necessary expense" of the City authorized by the general laws of the
State, within the meaning of Article 8, Section 3, of the Idaho Constitution, in a principal amount not to exceed
$3,200,000, for the purchase of improvements to the public water system of the City; (2) to issue revenue
bonds or other evidence of indebtedness of the City for the same, for the purpose of financing the cost of
necessary improvements to the public water system; and (3) to pledge the City's water system revenues for
the payment of such indebtedness for a term of years.
Interested parties who wish to review the Petition may do so during normal business hours at the City
Municipal Building, 721 E. Main Avenue, Challis, Idaho.
Any interested party may appear by written appearance or answer to the Petition filed with the Clerk of
the above-entitled Court at any time prior to the date set for hearing on the Petition, which has been set for
the 16th day of October, 2013, at 2:00 o'clock P.M., or as soon thereafter as the matter may be heard, at the
Custer County Courthouse, 80 I E. Avenue, Challis, Idaho, 83226.
DATED this 9th day of September, 2013.

CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

C~<~)!JRT
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PAUL J. FITZER #5675
STEPHANIE J. BONNEY ISB #6037
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Telephone: (208) 331-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202
e-mail: pjf@msbtlaw.com
sjb@msbtlaw.com
Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

In re:
THE CITY OF CHALLIS,
an Idaho municipal
corporation,
Petitioner.
_______________

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.CV 2013-120
AFFIDAVIT OF
PAUL J. FITZER

)
) ss.
)

PAUL J. FITZER, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am an attorney employed by Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke, Chartered,

attorneys for the City of Challis, Idaho in the above-entitled case.
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2.

A true and correct copy of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law entered in

the matter of In re: City of Burley, Idaho, Case No. CV-2012-549 (5 th Judicial District, August
31, 2012) (improvements to wastewater/sewer collection system held to be an ordinary and
necessary expense), is attached to my Affidavit as Exhibit "A".
3.

A true and correct copy of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law entered in

the matter of In re: City of Newdale, Idaho, Case No. CV-09-339 (7 th Judicial District, August
28, 2009)(construction of a new 200,000 gallon water storage reservoir, rehabilitation of existing
wells, and installation of standby power at well held to be an ordinary and necessary expense), is
attached to my Affidavit as Exhibit "B".
4.

A true and correct copy of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law entered in

the matter of In re: City of Soda Springs, Idaho, Case No. CV 2010-213 (6 th Judicial District,
September 15, 2010) (improvements to wastewater/sewer collection system, held to be an
ordinary and necessary expense), is attached to my Affidavit as Exhibit "C".
5.

A true and correct copy of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law entered in

the matters of In re: Southside Water and Sewer District, Case No. CV-2010-483 (1 st Judicial
District, May 27, 2010) (improvements to wastewater/sewer collection system held to be an
ordinary and necessary expense), is attached to my Affidavit as Exhibit "D".
6.

A true and correct copy of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law entered in

the matter of In re: City of Inkom, Idaho, Case No. 2006-1545OC (6 th Judicial District, May 30,
2006)(installation of chemical feed equipment, replacement of existing water mains, construction
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of a new 200,000 gallon water storage reservoir, installation of water meters, repair and upgrades
to existing water supply wells and booster pumping facility, and installation of a disinfection
system held to be an ordinary and necessary expense), is at

my Affidavit as Exhibit "E".

DATED this 1st day of October, 2013.

( s

Residing at Boise, ID
My Commission expires: 08/08/2018
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL J.
FITZER this 1st day of October, 2013 served upon the following individuals and in the
corresponding manner:
David P. Claiborne
Sawtooth Law Offices
1101 W. River Street, Suite 110
PO Box 7985
Boise, ID 83 707

~via U.S. Mail
_ _ via Hand Delivery
__ via Overnight Delivery
_ _ via Facsimile: (208)629-7559
_ _ via Email: david@sawtoothlaw.com

Hon. Joel Tingey
Custer County Courthouse
P.O. Box 385
Challis, ID 83226

v/via U.S. Mail
__ via Hand Delivery
__ via Overnight Delivery
_ _ via Facsimile: (208)879-5246
via Email:
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Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CASSIA

In re:

)

Petitioner.
________________

)
)
)
)
)
)

THE CITY OF BURLEY,
an Idaho municipal corporation,

Case No. CV-2012-549

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

This matter having come duly and regularly before this Court for hearing on August 31,

2012, and Petitioner having submitted a verified Petition for Judicial Confirmation ("Petition"),
and a memorandum of law and affidavits in support of its_ Petition, and it appearing that proper
notice of the filing of the Petition for Judicial Confirmation has been given as provided in Title 7,
Chapter 13, Idaho Code, and the Court having examined the allegations of the Petition, the
exhibits annexed thereto, and the memorandum of law and affidavits in support thereof, and the
matter having been fully submitted; the Court, being fully advised in the premises, now makes
the following:
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XHIBIT ''A'i,
FINDINGS OF FACT

I.
Petitioner, the City of Burley, Cassia and Minidoka Counties, Idaho (the "Petitioner"), is
a political subdivision within the definition contained in Section 7-1303(6), Idaho Code, and has
filed this action pursuant to Sections 7-1301, et seg., Idaho Code (the "Judicial Confinnation
Law"), seeking judicial confinnation of the validity of a certain Loan Agreement (the "Loan
Agreement") and of the issuance of its promissory note or other evidence of indebtedness,
between the Petitioner and the Idaho Bond Bank Authority (the "IBBA"), whereby Petitioner
seeks to borrow funds for improvements to Petitioner's wastewater/sewer collection and
treatment system, to cause to be issued its promissory note or other evidence of indebtedness, and
pledge the net revenues of its sewer system and other lawfully available funds of Petitioner to the
payment thereof.
II.

Pursuant to Section 7-1304, Idaho Code, the City Council ("City Council") of Petitioner,
on April 17, 2012, held and conducted a public hearing to consider whether it should adopt a
resolution authorizing the filing of a petition under the Judicial Confirmation Law. A notice of
the public hearing, in the form and content described in Section 7-1306(2), Idaho Code, setting
forth the time, place, and summary of the matter, was published once in the Weekly News
Journal, a newspaper of general circulation within Petitioner's boundaries and the official
newspaper of Petitioner, at least fifteen (15) days prior to the public hearing. Following the
public hearing, and after the passage of at least fourteen (14) days, the City Council, on May 14,
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2012, adopted Resolution No. 4-12, authorizing the filing of a petition for judicial confinnation
and making certain findings and determinations.

III.
Pursuant to Sections 7-1305 and 7-1306, Idaho Code, notice of the filing of the Petition
for Judicial Confirmation was duly served by publication once a week for three (3) consecutive
weeks by three (3) weekly insertions in the Weekly News Journal, a newspaper of general
circulation within Petitioner, and by posting in a prominent place at or near the main door of the
administrative office of Petitioner at least thirty (30) days prior to the date fixed in the notice of
hearing on the Petition, all as more fully shown by the Affidavit of Melanie Haynes on file
herein.

IV.
Petitioner has submitted with its Petition for Judicial Confirmation a copy of the proposed
Loan Agreement between Petitioner and the IBBA, which Petitioner proposes to execute.
Petitioner has also submitted an Affidavit of Melanie Haynes, with exhibits, an Affidavit of
Bradley S. Bjerke, P.E., with exhibits, and an Affidavit of Stephanie J. Bonney, with exhibits.
Petitioner's proof was unopposed and the documents are conclusively deemed to be true and
correct in accordance with their terms.

V.
Petitioner owns, maintains, and operates, and has for many years owned, maintained, and
operated, pursuant to Title 50, Chapters 3 and 10, Idaho Code, a wastewater/sewer collection and
treatment system (the "System") for the provision of sewer services to its residents. The System
serves the City and is the sole provider of public sewer service in the sewered areas of the City.
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VI.
The City's System consists of an industrial wastewater treatment plant ("IWTP'"), a
municipal wastewater treatment plant ("MWTP"), and a collection system.

Effluent is

discharged from both the IWTP and the MWTP to the Snake River pursuant to a National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System ("NPDES") permit for each wastewater treatment plant.
Petitioner retained the services of Forsgren Associates, a civil engineering firm duly
licensed to practice in Idaho ("Forsgren"), to conduct a study of the System for the purpose of
determining the adequacy of the System for present and future needs. Forsgren performed a
study entitled "City of Burley Wastewater Treatment Plant Facilities Planning Study with
Municipal Wastewater Treatment Plant Update" (the "Study") in 2010. The City also hired
Forsgren to prepare a Preliminary Engineering Report (PER), design plans, and specifications for
improvements to the IWTP in 2011. The PER, design plans, and specifications were completed
in December, 2011.
The PER determined that improvements must be made to IWTP to allow it to function
effectively and efficiently, and to eliminate the NPDES violations at the MWTP caused by the
diversion of waste from the IWTP. The recommended improvements generally consist of adding
aeration basin volume, replacing clarifier equipment, replacing pumps and piping, and adding
new dewatering equipment, blowers, and an effluent monitoring system ("Project").

VII.
Based on the Study and the PER, improvements are needed for the City to upgrade the
safety, condition and performance of the System to meet existing needs of the System. Without
upgrades, the System wiH not be able to meet current needs, the Petitioner will not be able to
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW-Page4
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comply with existing legal obligations to provide adequate sewer service, the Petitioner will
continue to violate its NPDES permit, and the Snake River will be at risk of contamination. The
deficiencies in the System threaten public health, subject the Petitioner to legal liability, and must
be addressed immediately.
Petitioner's City Council has identified the Project as essential to existing sewer
collection and sewer treatment of Petitioner and its residents.

The Project is for sewage

collection and treatment infrastructure and related facilities within the City for the purpose of
meeting the City's existing legal obligation to comply with environmental regulations, complying
with the requirements of its NPDES permit, protecting against contamination of the Snake River,
and protecting and preserving the health and welfare of the Petitioner's population. Without
upgrades, the System will be at risk of not meeting current needs, the City will be subject to legal
liability and the Snake River will be at risk of contamination.

VIII.
The total cost of the Project has been estimated as $6,000,000. Petitioner does not have
the additional funds of $6,000,000 available to it within its present budget to meet the additional
cost of the Project, and has determined that such cost must be financed over a term of years from
the revenues of the System and other lawfully available funds of Petitioner.

IX.
In order to finance the cost of the Project, Petitioner has made application to the IBBA for
a loan. The IBBA has determined that Petitioner is eligible for such loan and has indicated its
approval of such loan, substantially on the terms and conditions set forth in the draft Loan
Agreement which is annexed to Petitioner's verified Petition herein.
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X.
Petitioner does not have the necessary $6,000,000 available in its current funds or in its
System revenues for the current or ensuing fiscal year, and therefore must finance the costs over
a term of years. Petitioner has determined to finance the cost of the Project by entering into the
Loan Agreement with the IBBA, pursuant to which the IBBA ~ill loan to Petitioner the
$6,000,000 required to finance the Project, and the Petitioner will issue its promissory note or
other evidence of such indebtedness and will repay the loan over a term not to exceed 20 years
from System revenues together with other lawfully available funds of Petitioner.
XI.

The loan, if incurred pursuant to the proposed Loan Agreement, and the promissory note
or other evidence of indebtedness thereof, would constitute an indebtedness of Petitioner
extending beyond its current year's revenues. Petitioner has not sought or obtained an approving
vote of the electors at a special election called for the purpose of approving such indebtedness,
nor has Petitioner made provision for the levying of an annual property tax to constitute a sinking
fund for the payment of the interest on or principal of such indebtedness.

XII.
Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution, provides, in relevant part, that no county, city, or
other political subdivision shall incur any indebtedness or liability, in any manner or for any
purpose, exceeding in that year the income and revenue provided to it for such year, without the
assent of two-thirds (or, in the case of certain revenue bonds, the assent of the majority) of the
qualified electors thereof voting at an election held for that purpose, but said Article 8, Section 3,
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contains the following exception: "provided, that this section shall not be construed to apply to
the ordinary and necessary expenses authorized by the general laws of the state ...."

XIII.
Petitioner, by and through its City Council, has determined that the proposed Loan
Agreement for the financing of the Project and the promissory note to be issued pursuant thereto
constitute "ordinary and necessary expenses" of Petitioner within the meaning of the abovequoted proviso to Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution, for which no approving vote of the
electors is required. This determination is based upon the following factors:
A.

The legal issue, arising under Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution, as to
whether or not the proposed loan agreement and any promissory note or other
obligation evidencing such agreement constitutes an "ordinary and necessary
expense" of Petitioner, authorized by the general laws of the State, for which an
approving vote of the electors is not required.

B.

The requirement contained in the IBBA's proposed Loan Agreement that judicial
confirmation of the validity of the Loan Agreement be obtained as a condition
precedent to the execution of the Loan Agreement.

XIV.
Petitioner's City Council has determined that the loan obligation may be validly secured
by Petitioner's execution of the proposed Loan Agreement, by the issue of its promissory note,
and by repayment of the same from its System revenues and other lawfully available funds of
Petitioner.
Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Court now makes the following:
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
I.
Proceedings under the Judicial Confinnation Law, Title 7, Chapter 13, Idaho Code, are
proceedings in rem, and jurisdiction of the subject matter and of all interested parties is lawfully
obtained through publication and posting as provided therein.

Publication and posting as

authorized by the Judicial Confirmation Law is a valid method of vesting jurisdiction of this
Court over all interested parties and over the subject matter.

n.
Jurisdiction of this Court over the subject matter of the Petition for Judicial Confinnation
and over all interested parties has, as a matter of law, been obtained herein by publication and
posting as provided by law.
III.

The Judicial Confirmation Law is valid and constitutional.

IV.
The allegations of the Petition for Judicial Confirmation are deemed to be admitted by all
interested parties who failed to appear in objection thereto. This Court is authorized to render the
judgment as prayed for in Petitioner's Petition for Judicial Confirmation and as set forth
hereinafter.

v.
The Project proposed to be made by Petitioner, and the indebtedness proposed to be
incurred therefor, meets the criteria articulated by the Idaho Supreme Court to qualify under the
"ordinary and necessary expenses" exception to Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution.
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VI.
As "ordinary and necessary expenses" within the meaning of Article 8, Section 3, Idaho
Constitution, no approval of the electors of Petitioner at a special election called for such purpose
is required.

VII.
The Loan Agreement, when duly executed by Petitioner and the IBBA and the promissory
note when issued pursuant thereto will be valid and binding special obligations of Petitioner,
payable in accordance with their terms.

VIII.
Petitioner may validly pledge its sewer system revenues and other lawfully available
funds of Petitioner appropriated by Petitioner for such purpose, as security for its required
payments under the Loan Agreement.
Based on the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and good cause appearing
therefor,
THE COURT HEREBY DIRECTS that Judgment be entered in accordance with the
Petition for Judicial Confirmation, to the effect that the Loan Agreement constitutes a valid,
binding, and enforceable obligation of Petitioner and may be entered into and performed in
accordance with its terms.
DATED this 31 st day of August, 2012.

(!flr~

...,.District Judge
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DISTRICT SEVEN COURT

county of Fremont State of Idaho
STEPHANIE J. BONNEY, ISB #6037
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERE Filed:======,950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
AUS 2 8 2009
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 331-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202
ABBIE MACE, CLERK
e-mail: sjb@msbtlaw.com
By: _ _ _ _ _--.=-:-=-:-:.:'.:"'ri:::::C

De ut Clerk

Attorneys for Petitioner

1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT

Inre:
THE CITY OF NEWDALE,
an Idaho municipal
corporation,

_______________
Petitioner.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No.CV 09-339
FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

)
)
)

This matter having come on duly and regularly before this Court for hearing on August
25, 2009, and Petitioner having submitted a verified Petition for Judicial Confirmation
("Petition"), and a memorandum of law and affidavits in support of its Petition, and it appearing
that proper notice of the filing of the Petition for Judicial Confirmation has been given as
provided in Title 7, Chapter 13, Idaho Code, and the Co.urt having examined the allegations of

th"e Petition, the exhibits annexed thereto, the memorandum of law and affidavits in support
thereof, the testimony of citizens in opposition to the Petition and the exhibits submitted by
citizens in opposition to the Petition, and the matter having been fully submitted; the Court,
being fu11y advised in the premises, now makes the following:
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FINDINGS OFFACT
I.
Petitioner, City of Newdale, Fremont County, Idaho (the "Petitioner"), is a political
subdivision within the definition contained in Section 7-1303(6), Idaho Code, and has filed this
action pursuant to Sections 7-1301, et seq., Idaho Code (the "Judicial Confirmation Law"),
seeking judicial confirmation of the validity of a certain Loan Agreement (the "Loan
Agreement") and of the issuance of its promissory note or other evidence of indebtedness,
between the Petitioner and the State of Idaho, Department of Environmental Quality (the
"State"), whereby Petitioner seeks to borrow funds for improvements to Petitioner's domestic
water system, to cause to be issued its promissory note or other evidence of indebtedness, and
pledge the net revenues of its water system and other lawfully available funds of Petitioner to the
payment thereof.

II.
Pursuant to Section 7-1304, Idaho Code, the City Council (the "Council") of Petitioner,
on June 9, 2009, held and conducted a public hearing to consider whether it should adopt a
resolution authorizing the filing of a petition under the Judicial Confirmation Law. A notice of
the public hearing, in the form and content described in Section 7-1306(2), Idaho Code, setting
forth the time, place, and summary of the matter, was published once in The Standard Journal, a
newspaper of general circulation within Petitioner's boundaries and the official newspaper of
Petitioner, at least fifteen (15) days prior to the public hearing. Following the public hearing, and
after the passage of at least fourteen (14) days, the Council, on June 24, 2009, adopted
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Reso]ution No. 115, authorizing the filing of a petition for judicial confinnation and making
certain findings and determinations.

III.
Pursuant to Sections 7-1305 and 7-1306, Idaho Code, notice of the filing of the Petition
for Judicial Confirmation was duly served by publication once a week for three (3) consecutive
weeks by three (3) weekly insertions in The Standard Journal, a newspaper of general circulation
within Petitioner, and by posting in a prominent place at or near the main door of the
administrative office of Petitioner at least thirty (30) days prior to the date fixed in the notice of
hearing on the Petition, all as more fully shown by the Affidavit of City Clerk Susan Lott, the
Affidavit of Publication, and the Affidavit of Posting of Notice on file herein.

IV.
Petitioner has submitted with its Petition for Judicial Confirmation a copy of the proposed
Loan Agreement between Petitioner and the State, which Petitioner proposes to execute.
Petitioner has also submitted an Affidavit of City Clerk Susan Lott with exhibits, an Affidavit of
Posting, and an Affidavit of City Engineer Winston Dryer, P .E., with exhibits. Petitioner's proof
was unopposed and the documents are conclusively deemed to be true and correct in accordance
with their terms.

V.
Petitioner owns, maintains, and operates, and has for many years owned, maintained, and
operated, pursuant to Title 50, Chapters 3 and 10, Idaho Code, a water system (the "System") for
the provision of domestic water services to its residents. The System serves the City and is the
sole provider of domestic water services in Newdale, Idaho.
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The main components of the City's System consist of two operating wel1s, a distribution
system of 4"-8" PVC and cast iron piping with a 1O" transmission line between the City Shop
Well and a water storage reservoir located l.5 miles east of Newdale, serving approximately 378
residents, including commercial businesses and households. The existing system has been in
service since the 1960's, and was last upgraded about 17 years ago.
The Dyer Group, LLC performed a Water Facilities Improvement Study for the City of
Newdale, Idaho in May (the "Study"), to assess the ability of the existing System to meet present
and future demand, together with performance of the System and its components with respect to
standards established by the State of Idaho through its Department of Environmental Quality
("DEQ") and the United States Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA").
The Study showed that the City's drinking water regularly exceeds the Environmental
Protection Agency's ("EPA") maximum contaminate level (MCL) for arsenic and fluoride.
Arsenic test results over the past four years shows a range of 9 parts per billion (ppb) to I 3 ppb,
with a current annual average of 10.8 ppb. The MCL for arsenic is I 0.0 ppb. Fluoride has
ranged from 3.1 parts per million (ppm) to 5.0 ppm, with a current annual average of 4.5 ppm.
The EPA MCL for fluoride is 4.0 ppm.
On January 31, 2006, the City entered into a Compliance Agreement with the Department
of Environmental Quality ("DEQ") for the violation of arsenic standards. Under the Compliance
Agreement, Newdale must engineer and construct a treatment system as soon as possible to
address the arsenic contamination.
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VII.
Based on the Study and other available information, Petitioner's Mayor and Council have
identified a central adsorptive media water treatment plant to reduce or eliminate the high
concentrations of arsenic an fluoride, construction of a new 200,000 gallon steel storage
reservoir, rehabilitation of both existing water supply wells, and installation of a standby power
generator at the Highway 33 well.

I

(hereinafter, collectively, the ,iProject"), as essential to

existing domestic water system needs of Petitioner and its residents.
Such improvements to domestic water system and related faqilities within the City are
necessary for the purpose of preserving the health, safety, and welfare of the Petitioner's
population.
VIII.
The total cost of the Project has been estimated as $1,192,000. Petitioner does not have
funds available to it within its present budget to meet the cost of the Project, and has determined
that such cost must be financed over a term of years from the revenues of the System and other
lawfu11y available funds of Petitioner. The loan agreement provides funding for the Project.

IX.
In order to finance the cost of the Project, Petitioner has made application to the State for
a loan. The State has determined that Petitioner is eligible for such loan and has indicated its
approval of such loan, substantially on the terms and conditions set forth in the draft Loan
Agreement which is annexed to Petitioner's verified Petition herein.
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X.
Petitioner does not have the necessary $1,192,000 available in its current funds or in its
System revenues for the current or ensuing fiscal year, and therefore must finance the costs over
a term of years. Petitioner has determined to finance the cost of the Project by entering into the
Loan Agreement with the State, pursuant to which the State will loan to Petitioner the $1,200,000
required to finance the Project, with $600,000 of principal loan forgiveness, and the Petitioner
will issue its promissory note or other evidence of such indebtedness and will repay the loan over
a term not to exceed 20 years from System revenues together with other lawfully available funds
of Petitioner.

XI.
The loan, if incurred pursuant to the proposed Loan Agreement, and the promissory note
or other evidence of indebtedness thereof, would constitute an indebtedness of Petitioner
extending beyond its current year's revenues. Petitioner has not sought or obtained an approving
vote of the electors at a special election called for the purpose of approving such indebtedness,
nor has Petitioner made provision for the levying of an annual property tax to constitute a sin.king
fund for the payment of the interest on or principal of such indebtedness.

XII.
Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution, provides, in relevant part, that no county, city, or
other political subdivision shall incur any indebtedness or liability, in any manner or for any
purpose, exceeding in that year the income and revenue provided to it for such year, without the
assent of two-thirds (or, in the case of certain revenue bonds, the assent of the majority) of the
qualified electors thereof voting at an election held for that purpose, but said Article 8, Section 3,
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contains the following exception: "provided, that this section shall not be construed to apply to
the ordinary and necessary expenses authorized by the general laws of the state .... "

· XIII.
Petitioner, by and through its Council, has determined that the proposed Loan Agreement
for the financing of the Project Services and the promissory note to be issued pursuant thereto
constitute "ordinary and necessary expenses" of Petitioner within the meaning of the abovequoted proviso to Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution, for which no approving vote of the
electors is required. This determination is based upon the following factors:
A.

The legal issue, arising under Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution, as to
whether or not the proposed loan agreement and any promissory note or other
obligation evidencing such agreement constitutes an "ordinary and necessary
expense" of Petitioner, authorized by the general laws of the State, for which an
approving vote of the electors is not required.

B.

The requirement contained in the State's proposed Loan Agreement that judicial
confirmation of the validity of the Loan Agreement be obtained as a condition
precedent to the execution of the Loan Agreement.
XIV.

Petitioner's Council has determined that the loan obligation may be validly secured by
Petitioner's execution of the proposed Loan Agreement, by the issue of its promissory note and
by repayment of the same from its System revenues and other lawfully available funds of
Petitioner.
Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Court now makes the following:
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1.
Proceedings under the Judicial Confirmation Law, Title 7, Chapter 13, Idaho Code, are
proceedings in rem, and jurisdiction of the subject matter and of all interested parties is lawfully
obtained through publication and posting as provided therein.

Publication and posting as

authorized by the Judicial Confirmation Law is a valid method of vesting jurisdiction of this
Court over all interested parties and over the subject matter.
II.

Jurisdiction of this Court over the subject matter of the Petition for Judicial Confirmation
and over all interested parties has, as a matter of law, been obtained herein by publication and
posting as provided by law.

III.
The Judicial Confirmation Law is valid and constitutional.

IV.
The allegations of the Petition for Judicial Confirmation are deemed to be admitted by all
interested parties who failed to appear in objection thereto. This Court is authorized to render the
judgment as prayed for in Petitioner's Petition for Judicial Confirmation and as set forth
hereinafter.

V.
The Project proposed to be made by Petitioner, and the indebtedness proposed to be
incurred therefor, meets the criteria articulated by the Idaho Supreme Court to qualify under the
"ordinary and necessary expenses" exception to Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution. The
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Idaho Supreme Court has held that the impact of a proposed expenditure on public safety is
fundamental to the determination of whether a project is "necessary." City ofBoise v. Frazier,
143 Idaho I, 137 P.3d 388 (2006). If the expense is necessary to protect the health and safety of
the inhabitants of the municipality, it is both "ordinary and necessary." Thomas v. Glindeman, 33
Idaho 394, 195 P. 92 (1921 ). In this case, Petitioner has established by affidavit (as cited in the
Findings of Fact) that the proposed Loan Agreement and Project are "ordinary and necessruy
expenses" as articulated by the Idaho Supreme Court.

VI.
As "ordinary and necessary expenses" within the meaning of Article 8, Section 3, Idaho
Constitution, no approval of the electors of Petitioner at a special election called for such purpose
is required.

VII.
The Loan Agreement, when duly executed by Petitioner and the State and the promissory
note when issued pursuant thereto will be va1id and binding special obligations of Petitioner,
payable in accordance with their terms.

VIII.
Petitioner may validly pledge its water system revenues and other lawfully available
funds of Petitioner appropriated by Petitioner for such purpose, as security for its required
payments under the Loan Agreement.
Based on the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and good cause appearing
therefor,
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~XHIBIT "B ""--THE COURT HEREBY DIRECTS that Judgment be entered in accordance with the
Petition for Judicial Confinnation, to the effect that the Loan Agreement constitutes a valid,
binding, and enforceable obligation of Petitioner and may be entered into and performed in
accordance with its terms.
DATED this :)J~y of August, 2009.
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IN THE CITY COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CARIBOU
)

)

In Re:

Case No, CV-2010-213

)

THE CITY OF SODA SPRINGS.
an Idaho municipal corporation,

______________
Petitioner.

)
)
)
)
)

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

This matte1· having come duly and regularly before this Court for heari11g on September
1, 2010, and Petitioner having submitted a verified Petition for Judicial Conflnnation

(''Petition"), and a memorandum. of law and affidavits 111 support of its Petition, and it appearing
that proper notice of the filing of the Petition for Judicial Confirmation has been given as
provided in Title 7, Chapter 1~, Idaho Code, and the Court having examined the allegations of
the Petition, the exhibits annexed thereto, and the memorandum of law and affidavits in support

thereof, and the matter having been fully submitted; the Court, being fully advised in the
premises, now makes the following:

FINPlNQS OF FACT
I.
Petitioner, the City of Soda Springs, Caribou County, Idaho (the "Petitioner''), is a

political subdivision within the definition contained in Section 7-1303(6), Idaho Code, and has
filed this action pursuru.1t to Sections 7-1301 1 et 9q, Idaho Code (the "Judicial Confirmation
Law"), seeking judicial confirmation of the validity of a certain Loan Agreement (the "Loan
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Agreement") and of the issuance of its promissory note or othel' evldence of indebtedness,
between the Petitioner and the State of Idaho, Department of Environmental Quality (the

"State"), whereby Petitioner seeks to borrow funds for improvements to Petitioner's
wastewater/sewer collection and treatment sy11tem, to cause to be Issued its promissory note or
other evidence of indebtedness,. and pledge the net reve1mes of its sewer system and other

lawfully available funds of Petitioner to the payment thereof,
II.

Pursuant to Section 7-1304, Idaho Code, the City Council ("City Council") of Petitioner,
011

June 2, 2010, held and conducted a public hearing to consider whether it should adopt a

resolution authorizing the filing of a petition under the Judicial Confirmation Law. A notice of
the publio hearing, 1n the form and content described in Section 7-1306(2), Idaho Code, setting
forth the time, place, and summary of the matter; was published once in the Caribou CouJID'...fum.

a newspaper of general circulation within Petltione1·'s boundaries and the official newspaper of
Petitioner, at least fifteen (15) days prfor to the public hearing. Following the public hearing, and
after the passage of at least fourteen (14) days, the City Council, on June 23, 2010, adopted
Resolution No. 2010 ..3, authorizing the flling of a petition for judicial confirmation and making
certain findings and determinations.
III.
Pursuant to Sections 7-1305 and 7-1306, Idaho Code, notice of the filing of the Petition
for Judicial Confirmation was duly served by publication once a week for three (3) consecutive
weeks by three (3) weekly insertions in the Caribou County Sun, a newspaper of general
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circulation within Petitioner, and by posting in a prominent place at or near the main door of the
administrative office of Petitioner at least thirty (30) days prior to the date fixed in the notice of

hearing on the Petition, all as more fully shown by the Affidavits of Posting and Publication on
file herein.

IV.
Petitioner has submitted with its Petition for Judicial Confirmation a copy of the
proposed Loan Agreement between Petitioner and the State, which Petitioner proposes to
execute. Petitioner has also submitted an Affidavit of Posting, an Affidavit of Tausha Vorwaller,
with exhibits, and an Affidavit of Brent E, Crowther, P.E. 1 with exhibits. Petitioner's proof was
unopposed and the documents are conclusively deemed to be true and correct in accordance with
their terms.

v.
Petitioner owns, maintains, and operates, and has for many years owned, maintained, and
operated, pursuant to Title 50, Chapters 3 and 10, Idaho Code, a wastewater/sewer collection and
treatment system (the "System") for the provision of sewer services to its residents. The System

serves the City and is the sole provider of public sewer service in the sewered areas of the City,

VI.
The City's System consists of approximately 16.S miles of 8 inch to 15 inch diameter

gravity sewer collection lines; three sewer oolleotlon pumping stations; an extended aeration
activated sludge wastewater treatment plant: and a 15 inch diameter concrete outfall discharge

line to the Bear River. Effluent is released to the Beru: River pursuant to a NPDES pennit.
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Petitioner retained the services of Keller Associates, a civil engineering firm duly
licensed to practice in Idaho ("Keller"), to conduct a study of the System for the purpose of
determining the adequacy of the System for present and future needs. Keller performed a study

entitled Soda Springs Wastewater Facilities Plan11ing Study" (the "Study") in 2006. The Study
0

determined that the City's existing plant process units are outdated and do not operate efficiently.

The City has consistently exceeded the NPDES ammonia limit by a significant margin in
the previous six years. Further, the NPDES permit will be revised to regulate the discharge of

phosphorus, and the City's wastewater treatment plant will not be able to meet more stri11gent
phosphorus limits, The City's wastewater treatment plant also uses chlorine for disinfection, and
the effluent must then be dechlorinated to meet the low chlorine residual permit limit of 0.09

mg/1. Consequently, Keller recomme11ded that the City's wastewater treatment plant be
retrofitted and rehabilitated with an extended air bioselector plant, utilizing river discharge.
In April, 2009, the City hired Forsgren Associates, Inc. ("Forsgren"), a civil engineedng

:firm duly licensed to practice in Idaho (the ''Engineer") to perfonn an independent value analysis
review of the Study and Kelle1·'s wastewater treatment facility design. The Engineer concurred

with Keller's recommendation that an extended air bioselector plant "vith river discharge was a
viable alternative along with several other treatment processes.

vn.
Based on the Study, Forsgren's independent value analysis review, and Forsgren's
technical memorandum, improvements are needed for the City to upgrade the safety, condition
and pe1forrnance of the System to meet existing needs of the System. Without upirades, the
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System will .not be able to meet current needs, the Petitioner will not be able to comply with
existing legal obligations to provide adequate sewe1· service, the Petitioner will continue to
violate its NPDES permit, and the Bear River will be at risk of contamination. The deficiencies
in the System threaten public health, subject the Petitioner to legal liability, and must be
addressed immediately.
Petitioner's City Council has identified the following improvements (the "Project") as
essential to existing sewer collection and sewer treatment of Petitioner and its residents: the
construction and installation of a headworks building with septic receiving and grit removal,
rotating aerators, two parallel sets of basins. and two clarifiers with equipment and disinfection,
The loan agreement provides funding for the Project.
The Project is for sewago collection and treatment infrastructure and related facilities
within the City for the purpose of meeting the City's existing legal obligation to comply with
environmental regulations, complying with the requireme11ts of its NPDES .pennit, protecting
against contamination of the Bem· River, and protecting and preserving the health and welfare of
the Petitioner's population. Without upgrades, the System will be at risk of not meeting current
needs, the City will be subject to legal liability and the Bear River will be at risk of
contamination.

VIII.
The total cost of the Project has been estimated as $11,880,000, Petitioner does not have
the additional funds of $5,300,000 available to it within its present budget to meet the additional
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cost of the Project, and has detennined that such cost must be financed over a term of years from
the 1·evenues of the System and other lawfully available funds of Petitioner.

IX.
In order to finance the cost of the Project, Petitioner has made application to the State for
a loan, The State has determined that Petitioner is eligible for such loan and has indicated its
approval of such loan, substantially on the terms and conditions set forth in the draft Loan
Agreement which is annexed to Petitioner's verified Petition herein.

x.
Petitioner does not have the necessary $5,300,000 available in its cu1tent funds or in its

System revenues for the cU1Tent or ensuing fiscal year, and therefore must finance the costs over
a term of years. Petitioner has determined to finance the cost of the Project by entering into the
Loan Agreement with the State, pursuant to which the State will loan to Petitioner the
$5,300,000 required to finance the Project, and the Petitioner will issue its promissory note or
other evidence of such indebtedness and will repay the loan over a term not to exceed 20 years
from System revenues together with other lawfully available funds of Petitioner.

XI.
The loan, if incurred pursuant to the proposed Loan Agreement, and the promissory note
or other evidence of indebtedness thereof, would constitute an indebtedness of Petitioner
extending beyond its current year's revenues. Petitionel' has not sought or obtained an approving
vote of the electors at a special election called for the purpose of approving such indebtedness,
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nor has Petitioner made provision for the levying of an annual property tax to constitute a sinking
fund for the payment of the interest on or principal of such indebtedness.

XII.
Article 81 Section 3, Idaho Constitution, provides, in relevant part, that no county, city, or
other political subdivision shall incur any indebtedness

01·

liability, in any manner or for any

purpose, exceeding in that year the income and revenue provided to it for such year, without the
assent of two-thirds (or, in the case of certain rev0nue bonds, the assent of the majority) of the
qualified oiectors thereof voting at an election held for that purpose, but said Article 8, Section 3,
contains the following exception: "provided, that this section shall not be construed to apply to
the ordinary and necessary expenses authorized by the &eneral laws of the state,.,."

XIII.

Petitioner, by and through its City Council, has determined that the proposed Loan
Agreement for the financing of the Project and the promissory note to be issued pursuant thereto
constitute "ordinary .and necessary expenses" of Petitioner within the meaning of the abovequoted proviso to Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution, for which no approving vote of the
electors is required, This detennination is based upon the following. factors;
A.

The legal issue, arising under Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution, as to
whether or not the proposed loan agreement and any promissory note or other
obligation evidencing such agreement constitutes an "ordinary and necessary
expense" of Petitioner, authorized by the general laws of the State, for which an
approving vote of the electors is not required,
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The requirement contained in the State's proposed Loan Agreement that judicial
confirmation of tho validity of the Loan Agreement be obtained as a condition
precedent to the execution of the Loa11 Ag1·eement.

XIV.
Petitioner's City Council has determined that the loan obligation may be validly secured by
Petitioner's execution of the prop?sed Loan Agreement, by the issue of its promissory note, and
by repayment of the samo from its System 1·ove11Ues and other lawfully available funds of

Petitioner.

Based upon the foregoing Findings of Facti the Court now makes the following:
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
I.
Proceedings under the Judicial Confirmation Law, Title 7> Chapter 13, Idaho Code, are
proceedings in rem, and jurisdiction of the subject matter and of all interested parties is lawfully
obtained through publication and posting as provided therein, Publication and post~ng as
authorized by the Judicial Confirmation Law is a valid method of vesting jurisdiction of this
Court over all interested parties and over the subject matter.

n.
Jurisdiction of this Court over the subject matter of the Petition for Judicial Confirmation
and over all interested piuiies has, as a matter of law, been obtained herein by publication and
posting as provided by law.
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III.

The Judicial Confirmation Law is valid and constitutional.
IV.
The allegations of tbe Petition for Judicial Confinnation are deemed to be admitted by all
interested parties who failed to appear in objection thereto. This Court is authorized to render the
judgment as prayed for in Petitioner's Petition for Judicial Confirmation and as set forth

hereinafter.

V.
The Project proposed to be made by Petitioner, and the indebtedness proposed to be
incurred therefor, meets the criteria articulated by the Idaho Supreme Court to qualify under the
"ordinary and necessary expenses" exception to Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution.

VI.
As "ordinary and necessary expenses" within the meaning of Article 8, Section 3, Idaho
Constitution, no approval of the electors of Petitioner at a special election called for such purpose
is required.

VII.
The Loan Agreement, when duly executed by Petitioner and the State and the promissory
note when issued pursuant thereto will be valid and binding special obligations of Petitioner,
payable in accordance with their terms.
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VIII.
Petitioner may validly pledge its sewer system revenues and other lawfully available
funds of Petitionel' appropriated by Petitioner for such purpose, as security for its required

payments under the Loan Agreement.
Based on the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and good cause appearing
therefor,
THE COURT HEREBY DIRECTS that Judgment bo entered in accordance with the
Petition for Judicial Confirmation, to the effect that the Loan Agreement constitutes a valid,

binding, and enforceable obligation of Petitioner and may be entered into and performed in
accordance with its terms,

DATED this

l?-t'1day of September, 2010.
.

MITCHELL W. BROWN
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on September J'.5"' 2010, a true and co1Tect copy of the
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law was seived upon the following persons via fax
transmittal:
STEPHANIE J BONNEY
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
950 WEST BANNOCK STREET, SUITE 520
BOISE ID 83702
Fax No. (208) 331-1202
VEDA MASCARENAS, CLERK.

DEPUTY CLERK

B~~~
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CAR1!301J ~~Jk, CI.SiK
DEPlflY

STEPHANIE J. BONNEY ISB #6037
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 331 ..1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202
e..mail: sjb@msbtlaw.com
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Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TiiE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CARIBOU
)

Inre:

)
)

THE CITY OF SODA SPRINGS,
an Idaho municipal corporation,

)

______________
Petitioner.

Case No. CV-2010-213
JUDGMENT

)
)
)

The Court having entered its Findings of Fact a11d Conclusions of Law in the aboveentitled action, and good cause appearing therefor,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED:

(1)

The Judicial Confirmation Law, Title 7, Chapter 13, Idaho Code, is valid and

constitutional.

(2)

The proposed Loan Agreement between the City of Soda Springs, Carlbou

County, Idaho and the State of Idaho, Department of Environmental Quality, as Exhibit "A" to
tho Petition for Judicial Confirmation filed in this matter, and lodged on July 1, 2010, and the
promissory .note issued pursuant thereto, constitute valid "ordinary and necessary expenses"
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on Wednesday, September 15, 2010, a true and correct
copy of the Judgment was served by placing the same in the respective courthouse mail
boxes or by regular postal service to the following:

(208) 331-1202

MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKB, CHARTERED
STEPHANIE J BONNEY
950 WEST BANNOCK STREET, SUITE 520
BOISE ID 83702
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within the meaning of Article 8. Section 3, Idaho Constitution, for which no approval of the
City's electors is required;

(3)

The proposed Loan Agreement, when duly executed and delivered, and the

promissory note or other evidence of indebtedness, to be issued pursuant thereto, will, when
executed, issued, and delivered, constitute valid and enforceable special. obligations of the
Petitioner, enforceable in accordance with their tenns; and
(4)

The City may validly pledge its sewer revenues and othel' lawfully available funds

of the City appropriated by the City Council for such purpose as security for the payments

required under the Loan Agreement and the promissory note issued pursuant thereto.
DATED this /~ay of September, 2010.
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COUNTY OF BONNER

STEPHANIE J. BONNEY ISB #6037
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 331-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202
e-mail: sjb@msbtlaw.com

FIRST ,./UD/CIAL DIST.

, ZOIO MAY 21 P 3: tt?

Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER

Inre:

)

Case No. CV-2010-483

)

SOUTHSIDE WATER AND
SEWER DISTRICT,
an Idaho political subdivision,

)
)

Petitioner.
_______________

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

)
)
)
)

This matter having come on duly and regularly before this Court for hearing on May 19,
20 I 0, and Petitioner having submitted a verified Petition for Judicial Confirmation ("Petition"), and
a memorandum oflaw and affidavits in support ofits Petition, and it appearing that proper notice of
the filing of the Petition for Judicial Confirmation has been given as provided in Title 7, Chapter 13,
Idaho Code, and the Court having examined the allegations of the Petition, the exhibits annexed
thereto, and the memorandum of law and affidavits in support thereof, and the matter having been
fully submitted; the Court, being fully advised in the premises, now makes the following:
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FINDINGS OF FACT
I.
Petitioner, Southside Water and Sewer District, Bonner County, Idaho (the "Petitioner"), is a
political subdivision within the definition contained in Section 7-1303(6), Idaho Code, and has filed
this action pursuant to Sections 7-1301, e t ~ Idaho Code (the "Judicial Confinnation Law''),
seeking judicial confirmation of the validity of a certain Loan Agreement (the "Loan Agreement")
and of the issuance of its promissory note or other evidence of indebtedness, between the Petitioner
and the State ofldaho, Department of Environmental Quality (the "State"), whereby Petitioner seeks
to borrow funds for improvements to Petitioner's wastewater/sewer collection and treatment system,
to cause to be issued its promissory note or other evidence of indebtedness, and pledge the net
revenues ofits sewer system and other lawfully available funds of Petitioner to the payment thereof.

II.
Pursuant to Section 7-1304, Idaho Code, the Board of Directors (the "Board") of Petitioner,
on February 18, 2010, held and conducted a public hearing to consider whether it should adopt a
resolution authorizing the filing of a petition under the Judicial Confirmation Law. A notice of the
public hearing, in the form and content described in Section 7-13 06(2), Idaho Code, setting forth the
time, place, and summary of the matter, was published once in the Bonner County Daily Bee, a
newspaper of general circulation within Petitioner's boundaries and the official newspaper of
Petitioner, at least fifteen (15) days prior to the public hearing. Following the public hearing, and
after the passage of at least fourteen (14) days, the Board, on _ _ _ _ , 2010, adopted Resolution
No. _ _, authorizing the filing of a petition for judicial confirmation and making certain findings
and determinations.
FINDINGS OFFACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW - Page 2
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III.
Pursuant to Sections 7-1305 and 7-1306, Idaho Code, notice of the filing of the Petition:for
Judicial Confirmation was duly served by publication once a week for three (3) consecutive weeks
by three (3) weekly insertions in the Bonner County Daily Bee, a newspaper of general circulation
within Petitioner, and by posting in a prominent place at or near the main door of the administrative
office of Petitioner at least thirty (30) days prior to the date fixed in the notice of hearing on the
Petition, all as more fully shown by the Affidavit of Posting and Publication on file herein.
IV.
Petitioner has submitted with its Petition for Judicial Confirmation a copy of the proposed
Loan Agreement between Petitioner and the State, which Petitioner proposes to execute. Petitioner
has also submitted an Affidavit of Posting and Publication, with exhibits, and an Affidavit of Paul
Klatt, P.E., with exhibits. Petitioner's proof was unopposed and the documents are conclusively
deemed to be true and correct in accordance with their terms.
V.
Petitioner owns, maintains, and operates, and has for many years owned, maintained, and
operated, pursuant to Title 42, Chapter 32, Idaho Code, a wastewater/sewer collection and treatment
system (the "System") for the provision of sewer services to its residents. The System serves the
District and is the sole provider of public sewer service in the sewered areas of the District.

VI.
Petitioner's System consists of a collection system, treatment lagoons, and a wastewater land
application site where treated effluent is dispersed, by above ground irrigation equipment, and
absorbed by an agricultural crop.
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Petitioner retained J-U-B Engineers, Inc. for the purpose of preparing a Plan entitled
"Southside Water and Sewer District Wastewater Facility Plan Update (the "Plan") to assess the
ability of the existing System to meet present and future demand and the feasibility ofupgrading the
existing System to provide sewer services to residents that have paid for or been assessed, through a
local improvement district ("LID"), for sewer hookups. Based on the results of the Plan, Petitioner
has determined that a number of improvements to the System are needed to accommodate the
prepaid hookups, comply with the requirements of its Wastewater Land Application Permit
("WLAP"), and protect against potential pollution from septic systems, which have, and continue to
be installed due to the existing sewer moratorium.

VII.
Based on the Plan, improvements are needed for the District to provide for treatment of sewer
to residents that have already purchased sewer hookups and to upgrade the safety, condition and
performance of the System to meet existing needs of the System. Without upgrades, the System will
not be able to meet current needs, the Petitioner will not be able to comply with existing legal
obligations to provide sewer service, the Petitioner will be at risk at violating the terms of its
WLAP, and Petitioner's public drinking water supply will be at risk of contamination. The
deficiencies in the System threaten public health and subject the Petitioner to legal liability.
Petitioner's Board has identified the following improvements ( the "Project") as essential to
existing sewer collection, sewer treatment and public water supply needs of Petitioner and its
residents: the construction and installation of the infrastructure needed for the Project consists of
(a) acquiring adjacent property to apply treated effluent to approximately seven additional acres of
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~EXHIBIT D"
land, (b) acquiring adjacent property to serve as a required buffer, and (c) rebuilding Lift Station #6
to accommodate the increase in capacity. The loan agreement provides funding for the Project.
The Project is for sewage collection and treatment infrastructure and related facilities within
the District for the purpose of meeting the District's existing legal obligations, complying with the
requirements of its WLAP, protecting against groundwater contamination from septic systems and
WLAP violations, and protecting and preserving the health and welfare of the Petitioner's
population. Without upgrades, the System will be at risk of not meeting current needs, and the
Petitioner's public drinking water supply will be at risk of contamination.

VIII.
The total cost of the Project has been estimated as $850,000. Petitioner does not have funds
available to it within its present budget to meet the cost of the Project, and has determined that such
cost must be financed over a term of years from the revenues of the System and other lawfully
available funds of Petitioner.
IX.

In order to finance the cost of the Project, Petitioner has made application to the State for a
loan. The State has determined that Petitioner is eligible for such loan and has indicated its approval
of such loan, substantially on the terms and conditions set forth in the draft Loan Agreement which is
annexed to Petitioner's verified Petition herein.

X.
Petitioner does not have the necessary $850,000 available in its current funds or in its System
revenues for the current or ensuing fiscal year, and therefore must finance the costs over a term of
years. Petitioner has determined to finance the cost of the Project by entering into the Loan
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW - Page 5
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Agreement with the State, pursuant to which the State will loan to Petitioner the $850,000 required
to finance the Project, and the Petitioner will issue its promissory note or other evidence of such
indebtedness and will repay the loan over a term not to exceed 20 years from System revenues
together with other lawfully available funds of Petitioner.
XI.
The loan, if incurred pursuant to the proposed Loan Agreement, and the promissory note or
other evidence of indebtedness thereof, would constitute an indebtedness of Petitioner extending
beyond its current year's revenues. Petitioner has not sought or obtained an approving vote of the
electors at a special election called for the purpose of approving such indebtedness, nor has Petitioner
made provision for the levying of an annual property tax to constitute a sinking fund for the payment
of the interest on or principal of such indebtedness.
XII.

Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution, provides, in relevant part, that no county, city, or
other political subdivision shall incur any indebtedness or liability, in any manner or for any purpose,
exceeding in that year the income and revenue provided to it for such year, without the assent of twothirds (or, in the case of certain revenue bonds, the assent of the majority) of the qualified electors
thereof voting at an election held for that purpose, but said Article 8, Section 3, contains the
following exception: "provided, that this section shall not be construed to apply to the ordinary and
necessary expenses authorized by the general laws of the state ...."

XIII.
Petitioner, by and through its Board, has determined that the proposed Loan Agreement for
the financing of the Project and the promissory note to be issued pursuant thereto constitute
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"ordinary and necessary expenses" of Petitioner within the meaning of the above-quoted proviso to
Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution, for which no approving vote of the electors is required. This
determination is based upon the following factors:

A.

The legal issue, arising under Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution, as to whether
or not the proposed loan agreement and any promissory note or other obligation
evidencing such agreement constitutes an "ordinary and necessary expense" of
Petitioner, authorized by the general laws of the State, for which an approving vote of
the electors is not required.

B.

The requirement contained in the State's proposed Loan Agreement that judicial
confirmation of the validity of the Loan Agreement be obtained as a condition
precedent to the execution of the Loan Agreement.

XIV.
Petitioner's Board has determined that the loan obligation may be validly secured by
Petitioner's execution of the proposed Loan Agreement, by the issue of its promissory note, and by
repayment of the same from its System revenues and other lawfully available funds of Petitioner.
Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Court now makes the following:
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

I.
Proceedings under the Judicial Confirmation Law, Title 7, Chapter 13, Idaho Code, are
proceedings in rem, and jurisdiction of the subject matter and of all interested parties is lawfully
obtained through publication and posting as provided therein. Publication and posting as authorized
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by the Judicial Confirmation Law is a valid method of vesting jurisdiction of this Court over all
interested parties and over the subject matter.

II.
Jurisdiction of this Court over the subject matter ofthe Petition for Judicial Confirmation and
over all interested parties has, as a matter oflaw, been obtained herein by publication and posting as
provided by law.

III.
The Judicial Confirmation Law is valid and constitutional.
IV.
The allegations of the Petition for Judicial Confirmation are deemed to be admitted by all
interested parties who failed to appear in objection thereto. This Court is authorized to render the
judgment as prayed for in Petitioner's Petition for Judicial Confirmation and as set forth hereinafter.

V.
The Project proposed to be made by Petitioner, and the indebtedness proposed to be
incurred therefor, meets the criteria articulated by the Idaho Supreme Court to qualify under the
"ordinary and necessary expenses" exception to Article 8, Section 3, Idaho Constitution.

VI.
As "ordinary and necessary expenses" within the meaning of Article 8, Section 3, Idaho
Constitution, no approval of the electors of Petitioner at a special election called for such purpose is
required.
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VII.
The Loan Agreement, when duly executed by Petitioner and the State and the promissory
note when issued pursuant thereto will be valid and binding special obligations of Petitioner, payable
in accordance with their terms.

VIII.
Petitioner may validly pledge its sewer system revenues and other lawfully available funds of
Petitioner appropriated by Petitioner for such purpose, as security for its required payments under the
Loan Agreement.
Based on the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and good cause appearing therefor,
THE COURT HEREBY DIRECTS that Judgment be entered in accordance with the Petition

for Judicial Confirmation, to the effect that the Loan Agreement constitutes a valid, binding, and
enforceable obligation of Petitioner and may be entered into and performed in accordance with its
terms.
DATED thisriJ_'ta:ofMay, 2010.

b-/

JUDGE VERBY

District Judge
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Michael C. Moore, ISB# 1188
Tammy A. Zokan, !SB# 5450
Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke, Chartered
225 North 9th Street, Suite 420
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 331-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202
E-mail address: mcm@msbtlaw.com

FILED

DALE HATCH

Kent A. Higgins, ISB# 3025
Inkom City Attorney
Merrill and Merrill, Chartered
109 N. Arthur, 5 th Floor
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0991
Telephone: (208) 232-2286
Facsimile: (208) 232-2499
E-mail address: khiggins@merrillandmerrill.com
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~

Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND. FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

Case No. CV 2006 1545 OC

In re:
THE CITY OF INKOM,
an Idaho municipal
·corporation,

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Petitioner.

This matter having come on duly and regularly before this
Court

£or

hearing

on

May

30,

2006,

and

Petitioner

having

submitted a verified Amended Petition for Judicial· Confirmation
(\'Petition"), and a memorandum of law and affidavits in support
of

its

Petition,

and

it appearing

that proper notice of the

filing of the Petition for Judicial Confirmation has been given
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as provided in Title 7,
having

examined

annexed

the

thereto,

Chapter 13,

allegations

and

Idaho Code,

and the Court

of the Petition,

the exhibits

the memorandum of law and affidavits in

support thereof, and the matter having been fully submitted; the
Court,

being

fully

advised

in

the

premises,

now

makes

the

Bannock County,

Idaho

(the

following:
FINDINGS OF FACT
I.

Petitioner,
"Petitioner"),

the City of Inkom,

is a political subdivision within the definition

contained in Section 7-1303 ( 6),
action

pursuant

to

Sections

7-1301,

"Judicial Confirmation Law"),
the validity of a

Idaho Code,

and has filed this

et ~ ,

seeking

certain Loan Offer,

Idaho Code

(the

judicial confirmation of
Acceptance and Contract

(the "Loan Agreement") and of the issuance of its promissory note
or

other evidence

State

of

"State"),

of indebtedness,

Idaho,

Department

whereby

of

Petitioner

between the Petitioner and
Environmental

seeks

to

Quality

borrow

funds

(the
for

improvements to Petitioner's domestic water system facilities, to
cause

to

be

issued

its . promissory note or other

evidence of

indebtedness, and to pledge the net revenues of its water system
to the payment thereof.
II.

Pursuant
(the

to

"Council")

Section 7-1304,
of

Petitioner,

Idaho Code,
on

March

14,
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the City Council
2006,

held

and

.. '

''
conducted a public hearing to consider whether it should adopt a
resolution

authorizing

the

Judicial Confirmation Law.

filing

of

petition

a

under

the

A notice of the public hearing, in

the form and content described in Section 7-1306(2), Idaho Code,
setting forth the time, place,
published once in The
circulation

within

Idaho

and summary of the matter, was
Journal,

Petitioner's

a

newspaper of general

boundaries

and

the

offi9ial

newspaper of Petitioner, at least fifteen (15) days prior to the
public hearing.

Following the public hearing,

and after the

passage of at least fourteen (14) days, the Council, on March 28,
2006,

adopted Resolution· No.

279,

authorizing the filing of a

petition for judicial confirmation and making certain findings
and determinations.
III.
Pursuant to Sections 7-1305 and 7-1306,

Idaho Code, notice

of the £iling of the Petition for Judicial Confirmation was duly
served by publication once a week for three (3) consecutive weeks
by three

(3) weekly insertions in The Idaho Journal, a newspaper

of general circulation within Petitioner,

and by posting in a

prominent place at or near the main door of the administrative
office of Petitioner at least thirty (30) days prior to the date
fixed in the notice of hearing on the Petition, all as more fully
shown by the Affidavit of City Clerk Marilyn Brown, the Affidavit
of Publication, and the Affidavit of Posting of Notice on file
herein.
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IV.
Petitioner has
Confirmation

a

submitted with its

copy

of

the

proposed

Petition for
Loan

Agreement

Judicial
between

Petitioner and the State, which Petitioner proposes to execute.
Petitioner has also submitted an Affidavit of City Clerk Marilyn
Brown with exhibits, an Affidavit of Posting, and an Affidavit of
City Engineer Winston

R.

Dyer,

P.E.

Petitioner's proof was

unopposed and the documents are conclusively deemed to be true
and correct in accordance with their terms.
V.

Petitioner owns, maintains, -and operates, and has for many
year·s owned, maintained, and operated, pursuant to Sections 50323,

50-1032,

and 50-1033, Idaho Code, a domestic· water supply,

storage, and distribution system (the "System") for the provision
of domestic water services to its residents. The System serves
the entire City and is· the sole provider of domestic water for
approximately 290 residential households and businesses.
VI.

Petitioner's System currently consists of two water supply
wells,

two storage reservoirs and distribution facilities.

System is not currently metered.

The

Petitioner, through its Mayor

and City Council, engaged Winston R. Dyer, P.E.

(the "Engineer")

to conduct a study of the System for the purpose of determining
the adequacy of the System for present and future needs.

The

Engineer performed a Water Facilities Improvement Study for the
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City of
Based

Inkom,

upon

Idaho,

the

in 2005

Study,

the

(the

Engineer

"Study"},

for

determined

Petitioner.

that

certain

components of the System have become outmoded and inadequate for
the present

and

future

needs

of the City and

are in need of

upgrade or replacement in order for the System to comply with
applicable water quality regulations and standards; and to remain
functional

and

requirements

adequate

of

the

to

meet

System.

the
The

immediate
Engineer

and

has

projected

.recommended

installation of chemical feed equipment, replacement of existing
undersized

water mains,

storage reservoir,

construction

of

a

new

200,000

gallon.

installation of water meters throughout the

System, improvements to existing wells and booster pump facility
equipment that have outlived its useful life, and installation of
a

disinfection system

determined

that

if

(the "Improvements") .

the

Improvements

are

The · Engineer has
not

installed,

the

existing System will be at risk of having drinking water that
exceeds

the. United

States

("EPA")

established

maximum

copper,

disruption

of

the

existing storage volumes,

Environmental·
contaminant

water

Protection
level

for

supply · through

Agency's
dissolved

depletion

of

substandard system pressure and flow

from deteriorating and undersized distribution piping in certain.
areas,
supply

and potential.bacteriological contamination of the water
from

equipment.
installation

the
The
of

lack
Engineer

the

of

adequate
has

disinfection

further

Improvements

is

the

reported
most
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treatment
that

the

effective
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solution

for

Petitioner

to

meet

the

immediate

needs

of

Petitioner's System and inhabitants.
VII.

As

a

Engineer,

result

of

the

report

and

recommendation

Petitioner's Mayor and Council

of

the

have determined that

certain improvements to the City's System are required to meet
immediate

fire

conservation,

flow

demand,

water

quality,

and distribution needs.

pressure,

supply,

Petitioner has determined

that the following improvements 'are required in order for the
System to remain functional and adequate to meet the existing and
projected

needs

of

Petitioner

and

its

water

users:

( 1)

installation of chemical feed equipment on water supply wells to
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality ("DEQ" or

meet EPA and

"State") health and environmental requirements;

(2)

distribution

system improvements to restore existing piping and comply with
DEQ water pressure standards to achieve adequate pressure for
fire protection and water distribution;
provide

water

supply

that

meets

(3).

equalization,

emergency storage and peak use requirements;
detect leaks,
the

water

storage capacity to

and

encourage

water

reserve,

(4) water meters to

prevent backflow contamination,
supply

fire

reduce demand on
conservation;

(5)

improvements to the two existing water supply wells and booster
pumping

facility

to

replace

outmoded

equipment

and

restore

facilities to their intended capabilities to meet water supply
needs; and {6)

installation of a disinfection system to prevent
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bacterial

contamination of the

Petitioner's

water

supply and

protect Petitioner's inhabitants.

VIII.
The total cost of the Improvements, including acquisition
and construction,

engineering and legal services,

borrowed funds during construction,
costs,

excluding

grants

and

contingencies,

other

state

interest on
and related
and

federal

contributions, has been estimated by the Engineer as $900,000.
Petitioner does not have funds available tp it within its present
budget to meet its share of the qost of the Improvements, and has
determined that such cost must be financed over a term of years
from the revenues of the System.
IX.
Pursuant to Sections 39-7601 through 39-7605,

Idaho Code,

and rules and regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, the State
has established a Drinking Water Loan Account for the purpose,
among other purposes, of making loans to municipalities for the
financing public water system facilities.

In order to fin a nee

the cost of the Improvements, Petitioner has made application to
the

State

for

a

referred to above.

loan

from

the

Drinking

Water

Loan Account

The State has determined that Petitioner is

eligible for such loan and has ·indicated its approval of such
loan, substantially on the terms and conditions set forth in the
draft Loan Agreement which is annexed to Petitioner's verified
Petition herein.
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X.
Petitioner does not have the necessary $900,000 available in
its current funds or in its anticipated water revenues for the
current. or ensuing fiscal year,
costs over a term of years.

and therefore must finance the

Petitioner has determined to finance

~he cost of the Imp.rovements by entering into the Loan Agreement

with

the

State,

pursuant

to

which

the

State

will

loan

to

Petitioner the $900,000 required to finance the Improvements, and
the Petitioner will issue its promissory note or other evidence
of such indebtedness

and will

repay the loan over a 20-year

period from water System revenues.
XI.

The

loan,

Agreement,

and

indebtedness
Petitioner

if

incurred

the

pursuant

promissory

thereof,

would

extending

beyond

note

to

the

or

other

constitute
its

an

current

proposed

Loan

evidence .of

indebtedness
year's

of

revenues.

Petitioner has not sought or obtained an approving vote of the
electors

at

a

special

election

approving such indebtedness,

called

for

the

purpose

of

nor has Petitioner made provision

for the levying of.an annual property tax to constitute a sinking
fund for the payment of the interest on or principal of such
indebtedness ..
XII.

Article
relevant

8,

part,

Section
that

no

3,

Idaho

county,

Constitution,
city,

or

other
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provides,

in

political

..

•

HIBIT ''Ey'

I

subdivi_sion shall incur any indebtedness or liability,

in any

manner or for any purpose, exceeding in that year the income and
revenue provided to it for such year, without the assent of twothirds (or, in the case of certain revenue bonds, the assent of
the majority)

of

the qualified electors thereof voting at an

election held for that purpose, but said Article 8, Section 3,
contains the following exception:

"provided,

that this section

shall not be construed to apply to the ordinary and necessary
expenses authorized by the general laws of the state . . . . "

XIII.
Petitioner, by and through its Council, has determined that
the proposed Loan Agreement for the financing of the Improvements
and the promissory note to be issued pursuant thereto constitute
"ordinary

and

necessarr

expenses"

of

Petitioner

meaning of the above-quoted proviso to Article 8,

within

the

Section 3,

Idaho Constitution, for which no approving ~ote of the electors
is

required.

This determination is based upon the following

factors:
A.

The proposed expenditure is necessary to protect the
health and safety of the inhabitants of the Petitioner
and to comply with state and federal health,

safety,

and environmental standards.
B.

The

proposed

repairing,
existing

expenditure

rehabilitating,
City

services

is

for

maintaining,
in

order
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the

to

purpose

of

and replacing
render

them

•

1
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serviceable, as opposed to the construction of wholly
new facilities.
C.

The proposed Improvements are authorized by the general
laws of the State.

D.

Petitioner has operated the existing System for many
years

and has

determined that

the

Improvements

are

indispensable to the efficient continued operation of
the System.
E.

The

amount

of

the

proposed

indebtedness

is

not

disproportionate to the Petitioner's overall budget for
the year.
XIV.

~etitioner's

City

Council

has

determined

that

the

loan

obligation may be validly secured by Petitioner's execution of
the proposed Loan Agreement, by the issue of its promissory note
pursuant thereto,

and by repayment of the same from its water

System revenues.

Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Court now
makes the following:

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
I.

Proceedings under the Judicial Confirmation Law, Title 7,
Chapter 13, Idaho Code, are proceedings in rem, and jurisdiction
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of the subject matter and of all interested parties is lawfully
obtained through publication and posting as. provided therein.
Publication

and

posting

as

authorized

by

the

Judicial

Confirmation Law is a valid method of vesting jurisdiction of
this

Court

over all

interested parties and over the subject

matter.
II.
Jurisdiction of this Court over the subject matter of the
Petition
parties

for
has,

Judicial
as . a

Confirmation

matter

of

law,

and
been

over

all

obtained

interested
herein

by

publication and posting as provided by law.
III.

The Judicial Confirmation Law is valid and constitutional.

IV.
The allegations of. the Petition for Judicial Confirmation
are deemed to be admitted by all interested parties who failed to
appear in objection thereto.

Thi~ Court is authorized to render

the judgment as prayed for in Petitioner's Petition for Judicial
Confirmation and as set forth hereinafter.
V •.

All of the Improvements proposed to be made by Petitioner,
and the indebtedness proposed to be incurred therefor, meet the
criteria articulated by the Idaho Supreme Court to qualify under
the "ordinary and necessary expenses" exception to Article 8,
Section 3, Idaho Constitution.
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VI.

As "ordinary and necessary expenses" within the meaning of
Article 8,

Section 3,

Idaho Constitution,

no approval of the

electors of Petitioner at a special election called for such
·purpose is required.
VII.

The Loan Agreement, when duly executed by Petitioner and the
State,

and the promissory note,

when issued pursuant thereto,

will be valid and binding special obligations

of Petitioner,

payable in accordance with their terms.

VIII.
Petitioner may validly pledge its water System revenues as
security for its required payments· under the Loan Agreement.
Based on the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and
good cause appearing therefor,
THE

COURT

HEREBY

DIRECTS

that

Judgment

be

entered

in

accordance with the Petition for Judicial Confirmation, to the
effect that the Loan Agreement constitutes a valid, binding, and
enforceable obligation of Petitioner and may be entered into and
performed in accordance with its terms.
DATED this--30 day of
0

N. R a n d ~

District Judge
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PAUL J. FITZER#5675
STEPHANIE J. BONNEY ISB #6037
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Telephone: (208) 331-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202
e-mail: pjf@msbtlaw.com
sjb@msbtlaw.com

'1(!11

llJ .)

or-1 - 2. PM
"

Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER

Inre:
THE CITY OF CHALLIS
an Idaho municipal
corporation,
Petitioner.
_______________
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Gooding

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.CV 2013-120
AFFIDAVIT OF
DONALD ACHESON

)
) ss.
)

DONALD ACHESON, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
1.

On or about December 2011, the City of Challis, Idaho (the "City") contracted

with Riedesel Engineering to prepare a Challis Water System Facility Plan along with the
supplemental information and emergency protocol for the City's existing water system
(DEQ No. 11-13-19) (the "Study") attached hereto as "Exhibit A" and by this reference is fully
incorporated herein.

I am and at all times pertinent hereto have been the duly appointed,
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qualified, and acting City Engineer of the City of Challis, Custer County, Idaho (the "City")
specifically as it pertains to this project and the Study on behalf of Riedesel Engineering. I am a
professional engineer duly licensed and practicing in the State ofldaho.
2.

As the City Engineer in this capacity, I have personal knowledge of the matters

affecting the City's public water supply and distribution system as set forth in this affidavit and
the conclusions drawn therefrom in the Study.
3.

Existing Water System. For a complete analysis of the existing water system,

please refer to Chapter 3.3 of the Study. Serving the entire City of Challis, the City has owned
and operated its community water system (the "System") for many years. The City has surface
and groundwater sources for drinking water. The surface water source comes from a slow sand
filter treatment plant. Garden Creek supplies the treatment plant. The City uses this source from
about March to December. It supplies the Old Town portion of the distribution system. The City
has the water right to divert 1.58 CFS from Garden Creek and the diversion rate is regulated at
the control structure on Garden Creek. Peak flow from this source is about 950 GPM. The peak
flow from the treatment plant can exceed the diversion rate because diverted water creates a
reservoir above the surface of the filter media. The reservoir plus the stored treated water in the
clear well allows the treatment plant to meet City demands exceeding the diversion rate at
Garden Creek. The City has (4) groundwater wells of which only 2 are currently in service.
Neither well supply is currently disinfected. Challis has 2.73 CFS in water right for its west and
east wells.
4.

The most recent water system facility plan and resulting improvement project

performed for the City dates from 1981 and is approximately 30 years old. City staff has
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expressed concerns about the current system which creates water quantity and quality problems
including:
a. The City's water supply comes from the unprotected Garden Creek Watershed
and from two existing ground water wells. The Garden Creek surface water
source is susceptible to contamination from the watershed.
b. The City is not able to provide adequate fire flows due to the use of existing
old and dead end water mains, and small diameter un-looped lines. See
IDAPA 58.01.08.501.
c. There are old, improperly spaced hydrants connected to 4" water mains. ( 4"
mains do not meet current law as a minimum of 6" mains must be utilized to
provide the minimum supply for fire suppression). See IDAPA 58.01.08.552.
d. The City does not have sufficient right to groundwater to expand that source
as a replacement to Garden Creek to meet either its current or design year
water demand.
e. Depending on the water year, the surface water source cannot meet the
summertime peak demand without rationing.
f.

The City did not have a plan to anticipate water demands and provide water
services for future growth.

g. Any extension of service to supply additional demands or future growth
cannot be considered without an approved facility plan.
58.01 .08.502.01.
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IDAPA

h. The residential services and meters installed with the 1980s capital project are
aged and need to be replaced.
1.

Aged pipes not replaced in the 1980s project are m desperate need of
replacement.

5.

As owner and operator of the System, the City is charged with the duty of

maintaining safe and reliable water services for the City and its residents, and to do so in a
manner that does not jeopardize Petitioner's drinking water supply.

In furtherance of that

responsibility, the City retained the services of Riedesel Engineering, a professional consulting
civil engineering firm duly authorized and licensed to practice in Idaho (the "Engineer"), to
conduct a study of the System for the purpose of determining the adequacy of the System for
present and future needs.
6.

We, at Riedesel Engineering, performed the Study in 2011 and 2012 in order to

assess the ability of the existing System to meet present and future demands, together with
performance of the System and its components with respect to standards established by the State
of Idaho through its Department of Environmental Quality ("DEQ") and the United States
Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA").
7.

The Study and proposed Project, Recommended Project 1 (RPl), for

improvements to the existing Water System are the result of rigorous analysis of a number of
critical factors including an evaluation of the existing Water System, compliance with health and
environmental standards, environmental compatibility, cost effectiveness, compatibility with
existing systems, public acceptability, and implementation considerations. We focused on five
main areas for improvement:
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a. Drinking water sources
b. Potable storage

c. Distribution system
d. Metering
e. Telemetry
8.

The Study concludes that the City's water system does not meet the State ofldaho

requirements for Ground Water Source Redundancy and Redundant Fire Flow Capacity. (IDAP A
58.01.08.501). The Study also found that in violation ofldaho Rules for Public Drinking Water
Systems (IDAPA 58.01.08.552) several areas of the water distribution system have low pressure
due to undersized piping. This creates risk of backflow contamination in a public drinking water
system and presents a public health concern.

Additionally, the undersized piping generates

insufficient fire flow to the fire hydrants in the City.
9.

In order to achieve compliance with state law and obtain the required amount of

clean drinking water and fire flow, the Study recommended the following ranking of priority
needs of the System:
a. Replace the surface water source with a new groundwater source in the
Garden Creek aquifer system.
b. Construction of distribution system improvements to tie the Old Town system
into the new groundwater system, eliminate 4-inch pipes and the fire hydrants
that tie to them, install new and properly spaced fire hydrants, and tie-in dead
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end lines. Add pressure reducing stations and isolation valves to create (4)
pressure zones which eliminates service areas that are over-pressurized.
c. Install a telemetry system to improve supervisory control and data acquisition
to protect the water system.
10.

In particular, the elements of Recommended Project 1 include:

• Metering. The Project replaces all the meters in the City with new automated meter read
(AMR) equipment taking the first steps to recover the estimated 4% lost water identified by
Idaho Rural Water. The Project allows the City to read every meter every month, reduce the
staffing requirements to bill for water, increase the accuracy of that billing, and provide the data
needed to do a water audit.
• Source Water. The Project allows the City to curtail use of the Garden Creek surface
water source and source water treatment. 2 new wells - one in the Garden Creek Aquifer system
that recovers the lost output of West Well #1 and one in the Salmon Aquifer System - will
replace the curtailed Garden Creek water source. The City will abandon the slow sand filter but
retain the surface water right. The Project solves the susceptibility issue of the unprotected
Garden Creek watershed by moving all of the City's drinking water sources to groundwater.
• Distribution System. The Project includes all the modeled pipeline changes and
additions needed to meet the year 2030 design population and with total reliance on groundwater.
4 pressure zones will be formally established with new pressure reducing stations and isolation
valves. The system will have new, properly spaced hydrants on new pipelines and add hydrants
where needed to improve hydrant spacing on the existing pipelines. The Project solves the
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pressure zone issues with the existing distribution system, solves the fire hydrant spacing issue,
and allows the City to meet the projected drinking water demands of the year 2030 population.
The City will be able to meet the requirements of the design fire flow and duration.
• Distribution System Alternatives. The Project includes new transmission pipeline to
provide water and firefighting service to the Challis Airport. The transmission lines also allow
for development in the east and west corridors parallel to US 93, and for the annexation of the
Butts Subdivision into the City. The Project meets the City goals of serving the Airport and
providing for future growth.
• Telemetry. The Project connects the City's key facilities into an integrated network that
provides enhanced supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA). Key facilities include the
new and existing groundwater wells, and East and West Reservoirs. Telemetry will provide
better security for the drinking water system, and City staff will be able to access the SCADA
system remotely to evaluate and respond to alarm conditions. The Project improves the operation
and security of the drinking water system.
11.

These improvements and upgrades are needed to protect and preserve the public

health, safety, and welfare of the City's population, and comply with state drinking water and fire
flow standards. Without upgrades, these deficiencies in the Water System threaten public health
and subject the City to legal liability.
12.

Based upon my recommendation contained in the Study, the Mayor and Council

of the City have determined that these improvements are necessary to satisfy increasing potable
water demand, provide fire flow protection, and eliminate public health concerns.
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13.

The improvements will be installed in accordance with State of Idaho, Department

of Environmental Quality ("DEQ") requirements.
14.

If the proposed System improvements are not made, the City and its inhabitants

will suffer the following consequences:
a. Existing Water System facilities will not be capable of meeting the needs of
users for fire flow and citizen demand for potable water.
b. Public health and safety will be at risk due to backflow contamination.
c. The City has potential legal liability, including fines.
15.

The total estimated cost of Recommended Project 1 is estimated at$ 8,078,877.

The City does not have funds available to it within its present budget or its budget for the next
fiscal year to pay for the Project and has determined that a portion of such cost, in an amount not
to exceed must be financed over a term of years from the revenues of the System and other
lawfully available funds of the City.
16.

Recommended Project #1 (RPI) is a plan for the development of the City of

Challis from now to the 2030 design year. RPI addresses health and safety issues, operation and
maintenance improvements, and expansion of the water system to serve the airport and growth of
the community.

RPI needs strategic implementation for prudent implementation. "Prudent

implementation" has these elements in order of priority:
a. Address health and safety concerns
b. Focus on items that will reduce the operation and maintenance (O&M) costs
of the system
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c. Expand the water system to serve the airport and other areas of interest to the
City as the need and demand for service occur
The City of Challis is proceeding with a revised project based on "prudent implementation".
Basically, the revised project does not address the growth or expansion portions of
Recommended Project 1. The revised project includes:
a. Old Town Distribution System Improvements. Replace all 4-inch pipes with
6-inch or larger; install new properly spaced hydrants; loop dead end pipes;
install pressure reduction stations; roadway pavement replacement for pipeline
trenching.
b. Airport Water Line Fire Fighting Extension. Extend new 6 and 8-inch mains
to the airport and install new fire hydrants.
c. Metering and Telemetry.

Replace all exiting water meters with new

automated read equipment; metering reading software and accounting system
training and coordination; upgrade water system supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) system.
17.

The City does not have sufficient funds in its current budget to construct the

Project; therefore the City must borrow money in an amount estimated to be $3,200,000 so that it
can complete the Project in the most timely and efficient manner thereby allowing the City to
provide safe and sufficient water services.
18.

It is my professional opinion, based on my understanding of the City's existing

Water System and the Study accomplished by Riedesel Engineering, that the improvements
described above are essential for the City to improve the Water System so it may comply with
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health and environmental standards, provide a safe and sufficient water collection and treatment
system, protect against contamination of the City's drinking water supply, and meet its
obligations to its citizens; and, that it may do so in the most cost effective manner. The proposed
expenditure is for the construction of necessary and indispensable upgrades and improvements to
existing City services in order to provide an adequate water supply and fire storage for the City's
existing water system, as opposed to the purpose of undertaking a new endeavor.

DATED this

_L day of October, 2013.

~~
DONALD ACHESON

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE me this

L

+w~r,/,/-;:.,/1,:,,H,,~~~~+

NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

J! day of October, 2013.

Notary Public in and r the
State of )paho, residing at
I~~ ".fi~\L5 therein.
My Commission expires: ~

I

{

+c.cA'-t'o'"'*'""'"""~"~"-'""""'+
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD
ACHESON this 1st day of October, 2013 served upon the following individuals and in the
corresponding manner:
David P. Claiborne
Sawtooth Law Offices
1101 W. River Street, Suite 110
PO Box 7985
Boise, ID 83707

/4au.S.Mail
_ _ via Hand Delivery
__ via Overnight Delivery
_ _ via Facsimile: (208)629-7559
_ _ via Email: david@sawtoothlaw.com

Hon. Joel Tingey
Custer County Courthouse
P.O. Box 385
Challis, ID 83226

__/v'ia U.S. Mail
_ _ via Hand Delivery
_ _ via Overnight Delivery
_ _ via Facsimile: (208)879-5246
via Email:
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STATE OF IOAHO

DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALllY

800 North Skyl ine

01., S uite B • Idaho Fall&. Idaho 83402 • (208) 528-2850

C. L, "Butch" Otter, Gavunor

Cur l Fransen, Dlredor

August 23, 2012

Mayor Mark Lupher
City of Challis
PO Box 587

Challis, ID 83226

Re:

City of Challis Water System Facility Plan, Custer County, DEQ No. 11-13-19

Dear Mayor Lupher:
We have reviewed the City of Challis Water System Facility Plan along with the supplemental
information and the emergency protocol prepared by Donald G. Acheson of Riedesel Engineering. We
hereby approve the Water System Facility Plan as fulfilling the technical portion of the Facility Plan.
If the city wishes to pursue a construction loan from the DEQ's Drinking Water State Revolving Loan
Fund (SRF) an environmental information document must be completed and approved by the
Department prior to being eligible for funding. Please forward the water system improvement
engineering plans and specifications for the water system improvements when available.
If you have any questions regarding this letter or if we can be of further assistance, please call me at (208)
528-2650.

Sincerely,

Carlin Feisthamel, P.E.
Water Quality Engineer
cc:

Greg Eager, P.E., Regional Engineering Manager, DEQ-IF
~Q,1¥!h1~ ~9lli'!~ ~;zfJ.Qj~l l;IJglp~e d~iC9e$Cb~~
4~!l~r.iEg~

r;: ;-.::1 ,,;:·/ l - -.:~:1;· "' ·

~?~;-:-:·,=2 }

' " " ~Q ~ '1 2012~ ~

• - .. •.. 'l,"I'\.••·-··
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This supplement responds to a clarification request by the reviewer of the facility plan
submitted to the Department of Environmental Quality, Idaho Falls Regional Office. The
request for clarification has (3} parts:
1. H20 Map. lnfonnatlon to decipher the hydraulic model extended period

simulations depicting the response of the existing and future distribution systems
under a peak day load with a fire flow demand. Appendix 1 to this supplement
contains this information. The appendix Information translates the reports in
Appendix F - Sections 1.1 and 2.1 of the facility plan.
2. Loss of Source. Detennination of the existing and future distribution system
response to peak day demand with (1) of the water sources non-operational
meeting the requirements of IDAPA 58.01 .08.501.17 - Ground Water Source
Redundancy, as follows:

17. Ground Water Source Redundancy. New community water systems
served by ground water shall have a minimum of two (2) sources if they are
intended to serve more than twenty-five (25) connections or equivalent dwelling
units (EDUs). Under normal operating conditions, with any source out of sewice,
the remaining souroe(s) shall be capable of providing either the peak hour
demand of the system ore minimum of the maximum day demand plus
equalization storage. See Subsection 501.18 for general design and redundancy
requirements concerning fire flow capacity.

3. Loss of Source Duration. IDAPA 58.01.08.501.17 does not specify duration.
Based on a phone call to Ganin Fiesthamel, IDEQ-IFRO, the duration of a source
outage is the time it takes to get the source back on line. We interpret this to be
a non-emergency repair of the source equipment, such as pumping equipment1
motor, controls, etc. A conversation with Mr. Corey Rice, Water & Wastewater
Superintendant for the City of Challis indicates that he is able to restore pumping
equipment in 3 days or less.
We used 72 hour duration of a source outage at peak day (3 consecutive peak days
of source outage) to simulate the response of the water system. Appendix 2 to this
supplement contains simulation data from the hydraulic model supporting the
findings.
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1

PEAK HOUR DEMAND OR MAXIMUM DAY PLUS EQUALIZATION STORAGE

1,1 · Peak Hour Demand - Existing and Future System

We analyzed the peak hour demand for Challis' existing water system to be about 1,950
GPM, occurring at 04:00 hours1 • For the design year and design year population we
project peak hour demand at about 2,700 GPM 2•
1.2 Maximum Day Plus Equalization Storage - Existing and Future System

We analyzed Challis' existing peak day demand to be 1,862, 150 gallons per day3. For
the desi~n year and design year population we project peak day demand at about
2.57MG.
2

RECOMMENDED PROJECT 1 SYSTEM RESPONSE TO A WATER SOURCE FAILURE

2.1 Description of Sources and the Distribution System

Recommended Project #1 {RP1) includes changes to the distribution system and the
drinking water sources5• The Garden Creek Slow Sand Filter (GCSSF) is not an
operational part of RP1. The total capacity of all these sources is as follows 6:
• Required Peak Hour Demand (All as GPM)
• Peak output from West Wells
• Peak output from East Wells
• <Deficit>, Overage

<2,700.0>
1,100.0
1,200.0
<400.0>

Based on output capacities, the water sources for the existing system cannot meet the
letter of IDAPA 58.01 .08 .501.17 for peak hour demand with all sources operational.
The worst case for the system occurs when one of the higher producing East Wells is
not in service:
• Required Peak Hour Demand (All as GPM)
• Peak output from West Wells
• Peak output from East Wells
1 Water System

Facility Plan (WSFP), Section 3,3.3.5, page 80
Section 4.2, page 41
3 WSFP, Section, Section 3.3.3.5, Table, page 31.
"WSFP, Section 4.2, page 41
6 W$FP, Sectlon 7.1.1, page 54
6 WSFP, Section 7.2.1, page 56
PAGE40F9
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<2,700.0>

1,100.0
600.0

<1,000.0>

• <Deficit>, Overage
The RP1 cannot meet the statute with (1) non-operational source.
An analysis of peak day plus equalization storage follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Required Peak Day Demand (All as Gallons per Day)
Total Equalization Storage
Peak output West Wells
Peak output from East Wells
<Deficit>, Overage

<2,570,000.0>
400,000.0
1,584,000.0
1.728,000.0
1,142,000.0

The worst case for the system occurs when one of the higher producing East Wells Is
not in service:
• Required Peak Day Demand (All as Gallons per Day)
• Total Equalization Storage
• Peak output West Wells
• Peak output from East Wells
• <Deficit>, Overage

<2,570,000.0>
400,000.0
1,584,000.0
864,000.0
278,000.0

While pump capacity plus storage meets the letter of the code as shown above, the
placement of the water sources may not allow the system to operate in accordance with
IDAPA 58.01 .08.501.17. An example of this is that the East Wells cannot supply the
West Reservoir to make up a deficit in the Upper and Mid Cyprus pressure zones during
an outage of a West Well source. Challis basically has (2) water systems. The west
system can supply the east, but not vice versa.
The purpose of the analysis that continues below Is to test the system performance. I
performed tests using the same facility plan hydraulic model modified with a 72-hour
duration with (3) consecutive peak days.

2.2 Source Failure and Response
There are (2) combinations of single source failure In RP 1- failure of one of the wells in
the Garden Creek Aquifer system, and failure of one of the wells In the Salmon Aquifer
system.

2.2.1 Fallure of a West Well
RP1 cannot meet peak day demand without both of the West Wells for 72-hour
duration. Under peak day demand with only 500 GPM supplying the West Reservoir,
the storage is exhausted after about 4 hours of demand. There is no Interconnection
between the SAS sources and the West Reservoir to make up this deficit.
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2.2.2 Options for Failure of a West Well

There are (3) modifications to RP1 to meet IDAPA 58.01 .08.501. 17:

1. Increase the storage in West Reservoir from 0.2MG to about 1.5MG to provide
enough storage for the 72 hour demand.
2. Do not increase storage but install a booster station near East Reservoir
connecting to West Reservoir to make up the deficit in flow from GCAS. The
pump station would require about 90 HP to provide about 1,000 GPM peak flow
at about 250 feet total pumping head.
3. Incorporate the GCSSF Into RP1 as an emergency source to handle this kind of
outage.
Note that additional groundwater development in GCAS is not included in the list above.
We do not recommend further development other than replacing West Well 17 •
2.2.3 Fallure of an East Well

Even with both West Wells operating, RP1 cannot meet the statute with one source in
the SAS not operational for 72 hour duration. The 72 hour demand exhausts the
storage of either West or East Reservoir.
2.2.4 Options for Failure an East Well

There are (3) modifications to RP1 to meet IDAPA 58.01 .08.501. 17:
1. Increase the storage In West Reservoir from 0.2MG to about 0.6MG to provide
enough storage for the 72 hour demand.
2. Drill a 3rd source in the SAS to make up the deficit.
3. Incorporate the GCSSF into RP1 as an emergency source to handle this kind of
outage.
2.3 Recommendations

The least cost option for Challis is to retain the GCSSF to help the City meet IDAPA
58.01 .08.501.17. Operationally. retaining GCSSF requires regular maintenance and
sampling of the source to make sure it Is available and safe to use when needed. The
interval needed for filter cleaning would be increased from once a year to probably once
every 2-3 years or longer. Observation and testing will determine the cleaning cycle.
Retaining GCSSF Is Rledesel's recommendation for meeting the Ie.tter and intent of the
statute.
If the City determines not to retain GCSSF as an emergency source, we will provide an
additional supplement discussing the scope and financial analyses to meet a nonconcurrent source failure in etther the GCAS or SAS wells. Since there Is no way to
7 WSFP,

Section 5.3.1, page 49
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predict an East Well or West Well failure, the system must be able to meet either
condition. Construction required to meet either condition requires:
• Expansion of West Reservoir storage to 1.5 MG, QI
• Booster pump station at East Reservoir and expansion of West Reservoir to
0.6MG,Qf
• Booster pump station at East Reservoir and addition of a 3rd SAS well.
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3 APPENDIX 1
3.1 DECIPHERING INNOVYZE H20 MAP™ EXTENDED PERIOD SIMULATION
(FIREFLOW DEMAND)
3.1.1 H20 MAO REPORT EXPLANATION
3.1.2 RP1 EXTENDED PERIOD SIMULATION DATA - FIREFLOW EXAMPLE
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LINE 6 • FIRE: FLOW WITH PEAK DAY DEMAND· Node 10#112 shows a total demand of 1.512.28 GPM. The demand Is 1,500 GPM fire flow with 12.28 GPM peak day demand
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CHALLIS WATER SYSTEM FACILITY PLAN - FEBRUARY 2012
Supplement Detaillng System Recommended Project Response to Meet IDAPA 58.01.08.501.17 -Groundwater Redundancy
REVIEW#1

1. The CityWill instan a newwefl in bo1h the Garden Creek Aquifer System {GCAS) and the Salmon Aquifer System (SAS)
2. The retain the Garden Creek Slow Sand Filter operational as an emergency source
SYSTEM

RP1

PEAK DAY

PEAKHR.

2.57MG

2,700
GPM

LOSS OF A SOURCE IN GCAS

SYSTEM CHANGES

Total water production - 2,650 GPM: 950 The system meets IDAPA
58.01.08.501.17. No changes.
GPM from GCSSF, 500 GPM from
remaining West Well, and 1.200 GPM
from both SAS wells.

SYSTEM CHANGES
LOSS OF A SOURCE IN SAS
Total water production- 2,650 GPM: 950 The system meets IOAPA
58.01.08.501.17. No changes.
GPM from GCSSF, 1,100 GPM bo1h

West Wells, and 600 GPM from
remaining SAS wells.

REVIEW#2

1. The City wlH lnstaR a new well In bo1h the Garden Creek Aquifer System (GCAS) and the Salmon Aquifer System (SAS)
2. The City will abandon the Garden Creek Slow Sand Flter
SYSTEM

RP1

PEAK DAY
2.57MG

PEAK HR.
2,700

GPM

LOSS OF A SOURCE IN GCAS

Total water productlon-2,650 GPM:

1,100GPM bo1hWestWells, and 600
GPM from remaining SAS wells.

Upper and Mid Cyprus pressure zones
rely on the output of the Wes! Wens.
With one source down, the system
requires either a larger reservoir or a
booster at East Rese!VOlr to supply water
from SAS to West Reservoir to make up

>-

SYSTEM CHANGES

LOSS OF A SOURCE IN SAS

SYSTEM CHANGES

Total water production - 2,650 GPM: 500 Groundwater SOll'tes alone cannot meet
GPM from remaining We5t. Well, and
peak hour flow. System must rely on
groundwater sources and storage.
1,200 GPM from bo1h SAS wells.

the deficit.

Minimum upgraded reservoir size Is
about 1.5 MG with total system storage

Groundwater sources alone cannot meet
peak hour flow. System must rely on
groundwater sources and storage.
Existing storage (0.4MG) Is not sufficient.
With one source down, the system
requires either a larger reservoir or an
additional SAS source.

West reservoir needs to be Increased to
0.6MG. Tolal system storage 1.0MG.
Estimated construction cost $0.4M.

at 1.7MG. Estimated construction cost

Construction cost for 3rd SAS source Is
about $0.5M. Does not Include O&M

$1,3M.

costs.

Minimum boosterto supply West
Reservoir from East Reservoir Is 90 HP.
The pumping plant would require (2)
pumps, standby electrlcal supply,
buBdlng, controls, etc. Estimated
construction cost SO.SM. Does not

Include O&M costs.
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CHALLIS WATER SYSTEM FACILITY PLAN - FEBRUARY 2012
Supplement Oetalllng System Recommended Project Response to Meet IDAPA 58.01.08.501.17 - Groundwater Redundancy
REVIEW #3 - OPTIONS

1. Non-ConCU1Tent Failure - The abfflty to handle a water source loss In either the Garden Creek Aquifer System (GCAS) or the Salmon Aquifer System (SAS). Since one cannot predict which source may
fan, the overall water system needs to petfonn under either condition.

fOPTIONS
----

->-

D~SCRIPTION

COMPONENTS

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

ESTIMATED COSTS

Retain GCS::-::·~:-.::S:":F-----------~Exi~stlng..,_~Sys~te_m
___New--d~lverslo--n-to_a...
llow------1-.""R,...o-ut-,n-e_a_nd..,_period....,...
""'1<:_te_st.,.lng
______..,....._,,,,__
No addhkma1 cost
restoration of Garden Creek and partlelpatlon of
2. Routine and periodic filter cleaning
conservation service In drilling a new Garden
3. Routine and periodic maintenance of
creek Well.
dlslnfeclion system

2

Non-Concurrent Faffure without GCSSF

Expansion of West ReseM>!r to 1.5MG

1. Adjust operation to maintain tank tum
over (freshness)
2. Routine and periodic maintenance of
level controls and other equipment
3. Site security

Estimated $1.3M construction cost

3

Non-Concurrent Failure without GCSSF

Booster duplex 90HP booster station at East
Reservoir and Increase West Reservoir storage
to 0.6MG. Protects against a failure of either a
West Well or an East Well.

1. Demand and electrical costs for
pumps and HVAC equipment
2. Pump, valve, and control maintenance
3. Routine and periodic maintenance of
level controls and other equipment
4. Site security

Estimated $0.4M tank construction + $0.SM
booster station construetlon. Total -$1.0M.

4

Non-Concurrent Failure without GCSSF

Booster duplex 90HP booster station at East
Reservoir and 3rd wen In SAS. Protects against
a failure of either a West Well or a East Well

1. Demand and electrical costs for
Estimated $0.5M booster station construction+
pumps and HVAC equipment
$0.5M 3rd East Well. Total-$1.0M.
2. Pump, valve, and control maintenance
3. Routine and periodic maintenance of
level controls and other equipment
5. Site security
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Available Report Types
The following report types are 1vdable from the ~

.Reoo rt Manaoe; . Ch00111 report for mo~ information:

Cick on Iha Report ModRcation bl.llton, balow to learn more abo11t each Icon,

Juncllon Repor1
Shows standard (hydraull<: and waler quaQtY) 11miiat1on results at any 1lmul1~on tlmtttep for all Juncilon nodes In tabular format. Thi node report displays ona record tor each
nocla In the current H2OMAP project. Junction nocfe report columns Include the node ldenUfier, damend, elevation, grade, preas11111, and waler qua&ty analysla varlable,
The follow!ng vartll.bles 11, (lj1played on Iha Junction Repon In the Oulp\ll Report Manager for all or 1atectad Junctions:

1. ID - Junction node Identifier.

2. Damand · Extemal demand(+ outflow; · lnOow) al the current simulation lime llep, flow unNs.
3. EJewUon • Junction node elevallon, ll (m).
4. Graen • Junction node hydlaullc grade 111h11 cun1nt simulation llma step, n (m).
5. Pl'9tture - Juncllon node pressure (preatMe head for SI units) al the currant 1IITl!lfalion time alep, psi (m).
8, Witer Q1111lty - Vary depending on the type of water quality 11n11lysl1 performed: consll!uenl amcantra11on f()( chemical prop111I1lon analysl& (concentration unns), now
weighted av1r1ge water age !or water 11g11 anIly11s (age units), or percentage of waler (1011tce con!rlbullon) for sovrce tracing analysis ('Y.).

Pjpe Report
Shows 11andard (hydraulic and walar qualffY) 1lmulatlon rasulls al any slmulaUon llmes1ep for all pipes In tabular formal The pipe 111port 1bplay, one record for each pipe In lhe

currant H2OMAP proJecL Pipe report columns lnclude the pipe ldentltier, from and to nodes, length, diameter, now, \181ocity, headloss. headloas per 1000/feet, 11/ld water qualily
analysis var1eble. Total forward flow, IOlal backward flow. and total net !low ,re avaflable tor pipes Iha! Include flow 101a11zer1.
The foJowlng variables are dl1pfayed on the Pipe Report In the OUtput Report Manager !or all or 11!eoled pipes:
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1. ID • Pipe !denllfler.
2. From Node· ID of b9ilnnl~ node.
3. To Node • ID of ending node.

<4. Langth - Pipe length, ft (m).

5. Dl1me1er- ln11de pipe diameter. In {mm).
6. Flow • Volumatrlc fte>w rate at the ulected 1lmulatlon Ume slap, flow unlls.
7. Veloclty- Aow veloclty at the Ielecled lfmulallon lime step, II/see (mteec).

8. Headloss - Head lost due to fllcilon across the pipe at the selac:lsd Ume step.

e.

n(m).

HL/1000 - Headloss per 1,000 length units across the pipe (hydraulic slope), 1!11 ,ooo It 1nv1.ooom1.

10. T01al Forward Flow· Atcumulatad flow volume metered In Iha From-Noda to To-Noda (forward) direcllon for the dwetion of the EPS, MG (ML).

11. Toi.el Reverse Flow • Al:cumulaled flow volume metered In 1he To-Node lo From-Nod, (rever1e) dlrectiln for lhe clura~on of the EPS, MG (ML).
12. Toi.el Net Flow - Net flow volume metered for the duration of the EPS, MG (MLJ.
13. flow Aevel'lal • Total number of times that the direction of

now hH changed In the pipe.

1<4. Wat.er Quality. Va,y depending on the type of water quality analysis performed: average conS1Huent concenllatlon for chemlcal propagation enalysls (eoncentraoon
units), flow weighted &'18rage water age for weter age analfllis (age unHs). or percentage of water (source cont~bullon) for 10U1ce tradn; analy,I~ (0;;).

(Noto: /tom& 10 lo 12 are on(y 1111/Jab/a for pipfls ~ulpped with flow totalllers dlJffng an EPS.)

Vatye Rep0(1
Show, ,talldard (hydraulic and wat,r quality) 1lmulat1on resulls al any 1lmutellon tmHtep for all control vaf'18S In labular fO!mat. Toe valve report display, one record for aacti
valve In the current H20MAP prOject. Valve reporl columns include the val11& ldant1nar, from end to nodes, diameter, flow, veloclly. headlosa, and water quality ana!ysill variable.
The folCIW!ng variablH are drap:ayad on the Valve Report In Iha Oulpul Report Mana;er 101 all or eelectod valves:

1. ll · Valve ldenlVler.
2, From Node • ID of beginning node.
3. To Node - ID or ending noda.

4. Dhun,ter - Valve diameter, In (mm).
S. Flow· Volumetric now rate at the current slmulatlon

llmeEXiIIB IT f f A f f
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~ 6. Vel00!1y . Flow velocHy 11 lhe current slmutallon tlme step, ntsec (rnl1ec).
7, Head1oH - Head lost acroec the valve at lhe current 11muf11l1on lime step, II (m).
8. Walar Quality - Vary depenclng on the type ol water quality analysis par!ormecl: average constituanl concentration for chemlcal propage.tlcn analyals (concentration
units), flow welghlecl avtr•ge water age ror water age analysts (age untts), or percentage or water (sourca conMbuUon) for source tracing analysis(%).

T1nk Report
Shows standard (hydraulic and water quallly) tlmulatlon resullS al any simulation tine1lep for all storage nodes In tabular format. The node rapor1 disi;1ayc one record for each
storage node In the current H20MAP project. S!orage node report columns Include the node lden~fier, demand, elevation, gnide, preasure, percent lull, and wa.ter quality
analysis valiabfe.
The loUowl~ variables are dsplayed on the Tank Report In the OUlpvt Report Manager for 111! ranks:

I. ID - Junction node ldenllner.
2. Demand - Volumet~o flow rate (+ ftlllng; • draining) at Illa current simulation time step, How untts.
3. ElevaUon . Node afa111tion, fl (m).

4. Head - Node hydraulic grade al the current elmulallon lime atap, n(m).

5. Preuur1 . Node pr1111X1 (pre11ur1 head lor SI unite) 11 the Cllfrent 1lrnul1tton lime step, psi (m).

6. % Full · Percentage ful by water volume 11 the current 1lmul1Uon lime step, %.
7. Water Quality· Very depending on Iha type of water qua~ly analy1l1 p11rforrned: constltu1n1 concentration for clN!mlcal p,opagatfon enalyels (concentrallon unlls), flow
weighted average water 1111 for water •ll• analysis (ag• unl!s), or percentage of water (1ourca con!rlbu!ion) ror 1ource tracing analysis (¾).

Pump Repor1
Shows 11andud (hydraulic end water quall!Y) 1lmul1bon resuh• et any almulallon llmestep for all pump, In tabular rorrnal. The pump report d11pl1y1 one 19eord for each pump

In the currant H20MAP project. Pump report column, Include the pump ldanlKler, from and lo nodes, flow, he11dlos1, and waler quality analy&l111ariabla. Avllllable net poalllve
1ucllon heed (NPSH) and oavllllllon lndeK are avelllb!e lor pumps that lnc!Udl an NPSH curvt.
Tha lonowlng varlab!111 are dltplayed on Ille Pump Repcr1 In rat Output Report Manager for an or selected pumpe:

1. I>· Pump Identifier.
2. From Node . IO ol beginning node.
3. To Node · ID cl 1nd!ng node.

,. Flow. Vo!umetr\C flow rate al Iha setected simulation lime etep, flow unlls.
5. HladloH · Head geJn inpar1ad by the pump at the selected lime step, M(m).

s.

Av1llabl1 NPSH • A11allabl1 Net Poelllve Suction Head, II (m).
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7. CIIY1111llon 1ndt!x • Ra1Ic ot Iha avallllbl11 NPSH to Iha required NPSH.
8. Water Qlllllty - Vary depending on ll>a type ot water quality analyGls performed: average conslituent concentrallon tor ohemlcal propagaUon analyals (concentration
units), now w11tghtad average water age !or water aae analysts (age units), or percenti,ge or water (source contrtbutron) Sor 10~1 tracing enaJysts (%).
(Nole; If the roquimd NPSH curve tor a specific p11rr1p Is not supplied by the user, then H20MAP win on~ compute the avaHabie NPSH and thB cavltalion lndtlK will not be
reported.}
(Not11: Uthe ,uctlon piping diameter for a ,plJClf,c pump is no/ supplied by /he user or If the pump is r:onnfl!:led dlmc//y lo a ator.ge node (i.e., upstream nod, Is II storage
node), I/Jen H20MAP will not cvmpute /he avallllble NPSH.J

BAD.a
The Range Report (for pipes, P\lfTIPI, valves, Junctions, alld tanks) d1play1 the maximum, minimum and average values (and th, difference between 1h11 maximum and
minimum value&) for Iha 0111put varlables dunlljj lhe en~ra extended period &lmutallon period. one 1ecord ts dtsplaylld for ea~h component DI the selected component type.

Flanges allow !he user to see, In a report fonmat, Iha maximum and minimum vatuas experienced at any element In the system ove1 Iha EPS. For example, In a Junction repcn,
the ueer la able lo get a print oul ol lhe maximum and minimum pressures experienced al any of the Junction nodes. The range report Is imporlllnt when conaldarlng system
fatigue.

F)reffow
The Fir• Aow report Is used to display, qu1ry, and report lire now 1lmula1lon results for all Ura flow nodes (active junction nodes urtgned a !Ire now demand at the ~me the fire
flow simulation was run). Two types of llrallow reporu. are generated !or each fireflow simulation.

TIie nrst r,port Is a 11andard life llow simulation. Thi& report lnoludH 1Iatlc demand, static pressure, fire flow demand, rHlduat pressure, avallable llow at the hydrant and
pressure at the avaUable flow. The aecond repor1 Is the Fireflow design report The contents of this report era diNeren~ depending whether the Minimum Design Pressure et the
bottom of \he Flteltow lab ol lhe Run Manager dialog box Is checked or nol checked. ~ lo learn more aboul the Flrellow Oe&lgn Report.

flreflow Report
The So!lowfng variables are ~played in !he Standard Flreflow Report In the Output Report Manager for all Junction nodes Iha! have been aulgned lire demand5. The
Flre!low repon contain, the ume lnlormatlon, regardleili H the Minimum Design Pressure design flow calcuta\lon Is check.ed or not
, t

I•,

••I '1• ,., I

,_ , . ~::;.;,.

1. I> · Juncllon node Identifier.
2. Slatlo Demand - The nodal demand al !he fire now simulation tlmeetep. This value corresponds to the baseffna demand at !he specified timutep.

3. StaUc Preuure - The nodal calculated pressure tor Iha ctatio demand 111111 flre

now slmutallon limastep.

4. Fire FJow Demand · The user 1peclltad fir• flow demand al the cumint node when the hydrant 15 itoM1g.
6. R111dial Pmaun - The residual pre11ure al the current )unellon which Includes both the fire flow demand plus Iha 11aUc demand. This pressure vatua aasumes
tha! only Iha c:urran! hyd!ent (node) ls aub]ected to lhe 1.sslgned fire demand and that nc oth,r fire demands are 00n1ld1red in 11eneratlng this value.
6. AvaBlble Flow I> Hydrant - The maximum llow that Is avallable white matnlalnlng lhe user-specified mlnmum residual pressure at the current node, assuming
1h11 only this hyd!anl (node) la flowing.

7. AvaUlble Flow Pressure· Residual p,essure calculated tor the available flow al the currenl hydrant (node), This value should equal the 1esldual pressure
sptelfllld by tha usar.

Flreflow Design Report
The fire flow design report will generate a repol1 that delennlnu the minimum pressures In the crltlca node searching range and retums a Design Flow to be used as a
maximum avallable llre now In order 10 malnt,fn minimum prt11ur11 In the dlstrllAAlon system.
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1. ID. Junction node ldend~er.
2. Total Demand • The nodal demand at the fire flow simulation tlme51ep. Ttis value 00rresponds to the baseline clermind for the select11d Umestep plus the assigned
flrmflow demand.

3. Crfflcal Node t ID. The June!lon with the IDW11st pressure within our CrltlCIII Node Seart:hlng Range assigned by the user under \he flrdow tab of the Run
Men1ger.

4. CrlUCII Nod• 1 Preasure . The pretsura ol the Critical Nllde when the Total Demand Is flowing from Iha fire node.

6. Crltlc:al Noda 1 He•d - The preuure heed of the Crillcal Node when the Total Demand Is flowing lrom the fire node.
6. Adju1ted Flreflow - The hydrant flow required to reduce Crttlcal Node 1 to the Minimum Design Preu1He value assigned under th.a llreflow tab of the Run
Manager. For example, tt the minimum de51gn pres,ure was set at 20 p&I, then this Is the floW value generated from lhe fire node to achieve 20 psi at Crillcal Node
1.

7. Avabblt Aow@ Hyd,.nt - The flow required to gel the selected fire nDde lo Ille specified RH/dust Pressure.
6. Crltlc:al Node 2 m• The Junction wllh the lowest pressure within the Critical Node S_earclllng Range when the AYllllable Flow 11! the fire node 11 applied In Olher
words, when the available rtow Is defivered trom tile selected tire node, this junctlon hes the lowest pressura 0111 of all the values In the Crl~cal Node Searching

Range.
9. Crlllcal Node 2 Pressure . The preesure ol Critical Node 2 when the Available Row Is lklwlng from aelected fire node.
1 0. crtllCII Node 2 Hud - The pren111e heed of the Cr11Jcal Node when the Tote! Demand 16 llowlng from the fire node.

11. AdJu-t.cf Avallabl1 Flow - The hydrant flow required to atflleve the Minimum Design Pre&511T8 at Crltlcal Node 2.

12. Design Row- The final adjusted flow at the hydrant to maintain lhe irpecllled minimum design prenure at ALL locatloru; within the Critical Node Searching Rang11.
This final now Is lht 111st of the two Flc,w CondlUons. Therelcra, h Is the flow which recognizes the more sensllive of Iha two Clfllcal Nodes to help make
recomm•nd.aUons lo ,,nee! actual system cspa.bllhles and 1xpec1alfons.

Frreflows Explained
Whne the content, of a flraflow raport may appear confusing, one need only to creele a Hrdrant Curve cf a Junction node 10 fl.l!!y undemand what lhe 1eports are telling
us. Junction 22 wu used to make the hydrant curve below. We v.111.11e this lfl'•ph and lhe values shown In the tablea above to ftlustrale the rHults from the ~reflow
output reporte.

Hydrant Curve for Junction 22 at 12:00 hrs

Available Flow (gpm)

:x.mnlTan'

1. Suillc Demand/Sta Uc Prutiure · This point represent the static demand and stallc presMe (200 g,pm,
2. Fire Demand/Fire Pr..1vre. This point rapref
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126.72 psi)

YA_1'fg

pressure (1,200 I/Pfll, 120 psi).

- ~

3. Av,llable FJoYdAn11,ble Pres,ure • This polnl represents the avaltable llow from Iha hydrant to generala the RssfduaJ Pre,sum (6,013 gpm, 20 psi).

-4. Adjusted Fir. Flow/Dealgn PreH11re at Cl'fllc-.1 Node 1 · This point repr111nts the maidmum aQowable flow to HI! Junction 22 In order to achieve Ille
Minimum Oss/Q/1 Prusu/'fl al Crlllcsl Node 1 {4,494.n gpm 1o reach 20 psi 11 Junction 13).
Note: At ltlls Juncture In tie Fnfiow Dealgn Repoll, Iha fire node b; lhBn allowed 10 flow al the Aval/able Flow@ Hyorantvalue. When 1h11 value Is Bj:C)lled, the
1imufalfon wUI nDW look lor the worst case pressure In the Crl~ca/ Noda Searching Range. This worst case node II rarerrad lo as Crltlcal Node 2.

5. AdJu1tecf Avalllllle FJow/DHlgn Prn,ure 11 Crlllcal Node 2 • Thi, pofnl represents the maximum allowable flow to exJl Juncllon 22 In order to malnlaln !he
Minimum Design Pressure at Crltlcal Node 2 (S,419.42 gpm lo ,..ch 20 psi al Junction 23).
In 11nal, point #4 II ull~llefy ltle Design Firm as ll ls Iha least flow value or au oonstdered residua.I pressures. This Is the VJ!ue that an engineer would provide lo a focal
lira department by uyln; this Is the maximum (theoretical) now pontble 11 the subject )uncilcn In crder le mlllnlaln 20 psl at all Umas In the dlstlibuUon 1ys1em.

Hydraulic Reow on Selecticn Sets
Hydrauric repor1s for v1rbu1 uHr apecifi•d data elem1nls hctudlng pipes, pun-ps, wihlas, functions, tanks and reservoirs may elso b1 generated whtte conducting a Ara
Flow anal)'IIIS In H2DMAP. This capability Is Important 10 revlew/waluata system hydraufic pe,formance {e.g., pipe velocities, Junction pressures. etc.) under fire flow
condhlona. In order to generate such repor11 check the 0.nefl!li HydiauijcP.aporllor( Saledlon ~Ill option. Using !he Browu button ·
on your Map that you want lo creata a hydraulic report for, crick here to ream more about the element aelactlon prooaas.

Iselect the elaroents graphically

You may 1elect eny element type from yow map for tnclualcn In Iha hydraulic report. Thase elements should be Included In the Seleetlon Set For eaeh fire flow Junet10n
node, H20MAP wil calcl.(ate and present hydraulc results for each 1l1menl Included In the Selection Sal. The hydraulic result, are evailable from the Output Report

Man,ger.

Energy summary
Displays summary reaulll of an energy cost analysis for the lfntllllon parle>d. One reccrd tor each pump assigned energy data prior to running lhe 1nergy managemenl
slmulatlon wtll be c:fiaplayed In the En1rgy Summary rapor1. RHults dlsplay•d for each pump iridude evl!fllge pump uSBga (as a percentage ol time used over the sijmulallon
duration), average efficiency, averlllB power, average pawer per un~. energy YI. volume ratio, Iola! energy consumption 0011, total demand ccs1, total operating 001t and total
cost per unit voluma.
The lollov.ing summary lnformaUon ii displayed on the Energy Summary Repor1 In the Output Report Manager for atr pumps assigned energy data:
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1. ID · P~ ldentifl1r.
2. Percent PUmp Usage · Percentage ol time the pLfmp rs used (turned on) during tht limulaUon period, percent(%).
3. Average Efflolency · Average acllve (when pump is on) pump efficiency for the aimulallon period, percent (%).
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,._..
4. Average Power - Average acUve (when Iha pump 11 on) pump required power !or th• 1l111L1latlon period, kW.
5. Average Power/Unit Aow - Average required power psr Llflll 01

flow rate pumped for the 1lmulatlon period, kW,now unit.

6. Average Energy/Unit Volume - Avorage ene,gy COl'ISl/med per unH volum11 of water pumped for Iha almulaUon period. kW-hr/MG (or kW,hr/ML).
7. Energy Cosl · Total cumulative pump energy operalrlg coll reponed for 1h11 slmulatlon period, S (or other cost unh).

8. Demand Cost - Total demand [charl}e) cost tor the 1lmufatlon period, $ (or other COii! unit).
9. Totlll Coat - Sum of enargy and demand coal, $ (or olher coal unit).
10. Total Cost per Unit Volume· Total pumping cost per unit flow volume pumped for the slmulaUon period, S1MG ($/ML).

Eneravcoa1
Displays results of 1111 energy CO$! 1lmulatlon for any time period. The Ellergy COS1 rtport displays one record tor ucll pump assigned energy data prior 10 Mlnlng the energy
management simulation. Results d!splayed for each pump include pump flow, head, useful power, etlldency, requltad power, and total operating cosi up lo each s1mlllallon
time period.
The lollDwlng 1ummary Information la dlsF11yad on the Energy Cost Report In Iha OutpUI Report Manager for all pumps anlgned ene,gy dalll:

. , ..... ,., ..... ,

.

l4'"'P\~.:-,....r:

•.

1. ID - PLIITlp ldentlfler.
2. Row. Pump discharge

now at the current slmutatton Ume llep, now unite.

3. Head - Pump di1charoe head at the current 11mu11.1ton time step, ft (m).
4. UseM Power - Pump calculaled usetut power at the current elmulatlon time llep, hp (kW}
5. Efficiency - Pump efflcl1nq al Iha currenl almute!lon time atep, percent ('Y.J.

6. Requlrad Powar . Required pump power al the current 1hlulad01\ tlm1 l!Gp, kW.
7. Aggregated Coat· Cumulative pump energy conaLfnllllDfl cost reported al the current slnwfallon time 1tap, J (or olhar cost unit).

Oem1nd Coll Flep0(1
Th11 loRowlng varlebles are dlsJtayed on the Demand Ccst Report In Iha Output Aepor1 Manager for all pumps aulgn8d energy data and apecmcally, demalld charge paHems:

,,.. ,. '., .. ,..

. ·- ,~r. -

1. Charge Rate · The demand charge rate tor each billing period band on peak power usage, $ or other cost unil par max. kW.

2. Maximum Power - Th11 maximum power uaed by the pump during each bittng period, kW.
3. Demand Raia · The demand charge appfled for th, bHUng period,$ (or other cost unll).

Multl-SOecly Bt.PoC1•
Muffl-Specias wat,r quaffl)' modal report lnlormatlon wlU be appended, Rke any olhGr water quality report, to the element hydraulic data tables .
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Multl-SpeclH water quality llllR be reported on lh• apllcies dal111d In Iha Multi- Species Mo®I D!illoo Box -SDecies .!J!! and the report wit vary according to the nlllllber and
1yp1 of species defined. For ad;itional information 1H the Wt•·Specles Wq1er.Q11.ll!h!lc<el101 Overv'e.\!.

SustalnabHlt)'. Report•
Su1talnablllty Reporll: A Suslalnallillty anafy&1s Is conducted In cor,/unctlon with the Standard EPS Analyi;is. Hence in eddltion lo ail the 1tandard repo,1 types, Sustalnilbllf!y
Analylls provldu lhe follow1J111 addlllonal rep0fl type•. See: S.1§1,m,.11}[~.drl!!:g
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• ID. Junction ID

, Denuind - JLtnc:tlon Demand.
• Prall"'* - JuncUon Pressure.
• Dally Energy Lou · Daly 1nergy lo&s In klloWatt-hours per day.

• DI.Hy Carbon Footprint - Daily CaJbon Footprint In poundt or kilogram, ol CO2 per day
• Total Carbon Foatprlnl • Total C•rbon Footprint In pounds or kllograrna of COr-

• Minimum Servloe Delly Energy Los1 • Dally energy 1Ds1 al mlnlfflllffl dally service pressure requirements In kibWatt-houn: per day.

, &ens c.i1y Ener111 Lou . Excess dally energy I°" ebove mlnlm11m dally aervlce pressure 11q11lremenr, In klfoWeU-hours per day.
• Waler Efficiency • Percent Water EUlclency
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• ID - Pipe ID

• Flow • P4J• FIOw.

• Headlon - Pipe HeadlOH.
• Dally Energy Lon - DaUy rate ol 11n11rgy Lou In klloWatl•ho\lrs per day.
• DIiiy Carbon Footprint - Datil' rale or Carbon Foolpr!nt In pc1111ds or kllcgram1 or C"2 per day
• Total C,rbon Footprint - Total Carbon FoOlprlnt In pol/lids or kilogram, 01 co,,.

• ID-PvmplO

• Flow - Pump Flow.
• HAd Gall'I - PUl!l> Head Gain.
• Dally Energy Lots - Dally energy Los& In klloWatH1our& per day.

• D1lly-C.rbon Footprint - Dalty Carbon Footprint In pounds or klk>grall'lli of CO2 per day

• Total Carbon Footprint - Total Carbon Foolp1nl-ln pounds or kllogrami of COz-

• ID - Vahle 10
• Flow - Valve Flow.
• Haedlos• - Valve Headloss .

• oany Energy Lo11·- 0lllly energy Lo11 In kltoWalHlol.lf'I per day.
• Dany Cirbon Footprint - Dally Carbon Footprint In pounds or kilograms of CO2 per day

• Toti! Carbon Footprint - Tot.I Carbon Footprint In pounds or kilograms ol

-

-

- -

co,,.

--- .-- -~- - - - -

• 10 • Bement Type
• DI Uy Energy Loa• - Dally rate DI-energy Lo11 In kllcWall-hoilra per day.
• Unit Volume Energy Lo11 - Unit Volume Energy Lon In klloWatt-hours par unit now volume.
• Dally Clrbon Footprlnt • Dally rme of Carb011 Footprint In pounds or kilogram& or co2 per day

• Total Cutx,n Footprint · Total Carbon Foolpr!nrln pounds or klograms ofCOe• .Unit Volume Carbon Footprtnl - Unit Vol11me carbon Foo1prlnl In pound& or lolograms or CO2 per unll
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---

• ID • Junction ID

• DaRy Energy Lo11 • Da~y rate or anergy loss In ktloWatH,011111 per day.
• Unit Volume Energy Lou . Unit Volume Energy loss In klfoWatt-hours per unH now voklme.
• Tobi Carton Footprint· Total Carbon F001prlnl In pounds or kllogram1 of CO2•

, D•lly Carbon Footprfnt • Dally rate or CaJbon Faolprlnt In pound& or kilograms or CO2 per day
, Unit Volume Carbon Foolprfnl • Unit Volume Carbon Foatprlnl In pounds or kilograms of CO2 per unll flow volume.

Pfoe Su§!alnablltly summary Report

, ID• Pipe ID
, O.lly energy Lou • Daly tata or energy Losa In klloW11!1•houn; pe, day.
• Unll Volume Energy Lou · UnH Volume Energy Loaa In klloWatt-hours per unn flow v0lum11.
• Total Cart>on Footprint· Tolal Carbon Footprint In pounds or kffograms ct CO2•
• Dally Carbon Footprint - Dally rale or Carbon Footprint In pounds or kilograms cl co, per day
• Unll Volume Carbon Footprint· UnH Volume Carbon F00tprlnl In pounds or kilograms or CO2 per unit flow volume.
• Material Cartion Footprint· Malerial Carbon Footprint In pounds or Uograms or CO2•

• ID· Pump ID
, O.lly Energy Loss· Dally rale olenergy Loss In klloWatt-hours per day.
• Uni! Volume Energy Lo11 · Unlt Volume Energy Loss In klloWalt-hoLKs per unit flow votJme.
• Total Carbon Footprint • Total Carbon Footprint In pour,ds or klog,ama or CO2.

• oany Cartion Footprint· Dally rate of Carbon Foctpr1nt In pound• or kilograms ot CO:i per day
• Unit Volume Carbon Footprint· Unit Volume Carbon Foolpflrit In pound& or kllcgrams of CO2 par unit now volume .

YaJve Sustalnab!Hty Summarv Beoon
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• ID · ValvtlO
• Dally E11ergr Lo"· Daily rate or 1n,111y Loss In knoWatt-tKlurs per day.
• ·\Jnlt Volume Energy Loss - U.nlt Volume Energy Loss In klloWatt-hourg per unit Jlow volume.
• Totiil Caition Footprint. Total Cartlon Footprint In pounds or kl~ram,

or CO2.

• Danr Cer!)on Footprlnl - Dally rate of Carbon Footprint In pouncls or ldlograms cl CO2 per day
• Unlt Volume Carbon Foolpr'lnt • Untt Volume Carbon Footprint In pounds or kilograms cf CO2 peruntt Uow volUnle.
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RP1 SUPPLEMENTAL 6FE.B12 - SYSTEM WITH GCSSF AS EMERGENCY· PERFORMANCE WITHOUT (1) EAST WELL

JUNCTION CVAU,!!;)
• Less than 40
o Greater tMfl 40

Tm<fMOIYPfl
!; Active TMk

Domain Tank
!:!:I Active Reservoir
Domain Reservoir

Pll'E (VAll.IE)
Lesstrnm4

4~:5
5w7
•• 7R9

!.H1
11~13
13
Greater then 13

PUMP OOIYPEl
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·4,
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.700f3..··
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14 (Min, Pressure at 26:00 hrs) (YALL
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70
90
100

Prepared By: RIEDESEL ENGINERING, INC.

Date: Wednesday, February 08, 2012
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APPENDIX2

4.1 HYDRAULIC MODEL SIMUALTION RESULTS
4.1.1 Matrix of Options
4.1,2 Recommended Project 1 Retaining Garden Creek Slow Sand Filter
4,1,3 Recommended Project 1 without Garden Creek Slow Sand Filter Modifications for East Well Source Failure
·
4.1,4 Recommended Project 1 without Garden Creek Slow Sand Filter Modifications for West Well Source Failure
·
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CHALLIS WATER SYSTEM FACILITY PLAN- FEBRUARY 2012
Supplement Det&11ing System Recommended Project Response to Meet ID.ti.PA 58.01.08.501.17 - Groundwater Redundancy
REVIEWl1
1. The Cfty win lnstaR a , _ -n In bo1h the Garden Cnlek Aquifer System (GCAS) and the Salmon A~lfer System (SAS}
2. The retain the Garden Creek Slow Sand Filt9r operallonal as an emergency souroo
SYSTEM

RP1

PEAK DAY

Pl!AKHR.

2.57MG

2,700
GPM

LOSS OF A SOURCE IN QCAS

LOSS OF A SOURCE IN SAS

SYSTEM CHAMQl!S

Total water productlon-2.,650 GPM: 950 The aysl&m meets IOAPA
GPM from GCSSF, 500 GPM l!'0rn
58.01.08.501.17. Nodlanges.
11!T11alning West Well, and 1,200 GPM
from both SAS wells.

SYSTQ!CHANGES

Tola! water production - 2,650 GPM: 950 The system meets IDAPA
58.01.08.501.17. Nochanges.
GPM from GCSSF, 1,100 GPM both
West Wells, and 600 GPM from
nimairllng SAS walls.

REVIEWf2
1. The City wm Install a new wen In both the Garden Creek Aquifer System (GCAS) and the Salmon Aquifer Syslem (SAS)
2. The Cfty WIQ !!!!!:!!!!!!, the Garden Creek Slow Sand Filter

>-

(

Pag.1 cf 2

,.., :1,1 ··

:• .·-~~ .

. :,;

....

CHALLIS WATER SYSTEM FACILITY PLAN - FEBRUARY 2012
Supplement Detailing System Recommended Project Response to Meet IDAPA 58.01.08.501. 17 - Groundwater Redundancy
REVIEW 13 -OPTIONS
1. Non-Concummt Fatlure - The abr1ily to handle a water source loss In either the Garden Creek Aquifer System (GCAS) or the Salmon Aquifer System (SAS). Since one cannot predict which source may
faff, the overan water syslem needs to pelfonn under either condition.

1

~

2

Rl.!taln GCSSF

Non-Concurr&nt Failure without GCSSF

CreekWeH.

Ol'alATIOH ANO MAINTENANCE:
1. Routine and periodic testing
2. Routine and periodic filter cleaning
3. Routine and periodic maintenance of
disinfection system

Expansion of West Reservoir to 1.5MG

1. Adjust operation to maintain tank tum

Exlstlng System. New diversion to allow
nistoratlon of Garden Creek and participation of
conservation service In drilling a new Garden

=

3. Site security

3

I-'

Non-Col'ICUrrent Failure wllhout GCSSF

~

~

Booster duplex 90HP booster stallorl at East
Reservoir and lncl9ase West Reservoir storage
to O.SMG. PIO\ecla against a failure of either a

West Well or an Eaat Weft.

~

~

>-

Estimated $1.3M construction cost

owr (freshness)
2. Routine and periodic maintenance of
level controls and other equipment

~

0)
V,

ESTIMATED COSTS

No additional cost.

4

Non-Concurrent Failur& wllhout GCSSF

Booster duplex 90HP booster stallon al East
Reservoir and sit -11 in SAS. Protects against
a fanure of either a West Well or a East Weil

1. Demand and electrtca.l costs for
pumps and HVAC equipment
2. Pump, valve, and control maintenance
3. Routlne and periodic maintenance of
level controls and other equipment
4. Site security

Ii

, , \',"":•,

'"'I

booster station construc::tion. Total -$1.0M.

1. Demand and electrical costs for
Estimated $0.SM booster station construction +
pumps and HVAC equipment
$0.SM 3rd East Well. Total -$1.0M.
2. Pump, valve, and control maintenance
3. Routine and periodle maintenance of
level controls and other equipment

5. Site security

Page2 of 2

Estimated $0.4M tank construct!on + $0.5M

(

Pipe 723 [RUN10]

EXtSTJNG FILL VALVE AT
EASi RESERVOIR.
OPERATION V\IITH LOSS Of: 1
EASTINELL.
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Tank 7000 [RUN10]

eASr RESERVOIR RESPONSE
WITHOUT 1 EASTWEU
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Pump 5003 [RUN1 O]

EAST WELL COMPLEX Wl1l{1
S()IJRbE Nor OPERATION. NoiETOTAl PERFORMANCE WITH 80TH
SOURCES IS '! ,200 GPM.
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. Pump 5001 [RUN 10]

WESTVVELl COMPLEX RESl:'ONSE IMnt 1.EAST

WELL NON-OPERATIONAL NOTE - CAPACITY OF
COMPLEX.IS 1,100GPM
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RP1 SUPPLEMENTAL 6FEB12 ~ SYSTEM WITH GCSSF AS EMERGENCY· PERFORMANCE WITHOUT (1) WEST WELL

JY',ICTJON CYALUE'l
111

Less than 40

o Gref.11:erthan 40

TAM< OOIYPE'l
ti Acttve Tank

~

Domain Tank
Active Reservoir
Dorneln Reservoir

PIPECVAI.IJ;l
lessthan4

•Hi
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Gremer than 13
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Prepared By: RIEDESEL ENGINERING, INC.

Date: Wednesday, February 00, 2012

Valve 9009 [RUN1 0]
1.0

OPERATION OF EXISTING PRVTHAT SUPPLIES OLD
TOWN .FROM Wf;ST Wf;LL COMPLEX WITHOUT 1 WEST
WELL OPERATIONAL. VALVE IS NOT OPERATING, AND
FLOW IS PROVIDED BY GCSSF.
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Tank 7000 [RUN1 0]

OPERATION OF EAST RESERVOIR WTHOUT 1
WEST WELL OPERATIONAL NOTE MAXIMUM
WATER LEVEL IS 12 FEET.
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OPERATION OF EAST WELLS VVITHOUT 1 WEST WELL
NOTE-EASTWELLCOMPLEXPRooucEs1.200GPM.
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EAST RESERVOIR (0.2MG) RESPONSE Wini BOOSTER PUMP
DRAFTING, WITHOUT GCSSF, WITHOUT 1 WEST WELL
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Pump 5003 [RUN1 0]

EAST VVELL COMPLEX RESPONSE WITH ALL RESERVOIRS
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RESPONSE OF WEST WELL COMPLEX WITH 0.2MG
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FACILITY PLAN SUMMARY

The 2011 City of Challis Water System Facility Plan (the Plan} reviews the source water,
· storage, distribution, metering, and telemetry components of the existing water system.
City staff has expressed concerns about the current system which could create water
quantity and quality problems within a 20-year planning horizon (year 2030). These
concerns include:
• The City's water supply comes from the unprotected Garden Creek Watershed and
from two existing ground water wells. The Garden Creek surface water source is
susceptible to contamination from the watershed.
• The City may not be able to provide adequate fire flows due to the use of existing
old and dead end water mains, and small diameter un-looped lines.
• There are old, improperly spaced hydrants connected to 4" water mains (6" mains
provide the minimum supply for fire suppression).
• The City does not have sufficient right to groundwater to expand that source as a
replacement to Garden Creek to meet either its current or design year water
demand.
• Depending on the water year, the surface water source cannot meet the
summertime peak demand without rationing.
• The City does not have a plan to anticipate water demands and provide water
services for future growth.
• Any extension of service to supply additional demands or future growth cannot be
considered without an approved facility plan 1 •
• The residential services and meters installed with the 1980s capital project are
aged and need to be replaced.
• Aged pipes not replaced in the 1980s project that are in need of replacement.
As of the report date, the City does not have any water system compliance issues with
the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (IDEQ).
We tested the system components for their ability to meet minimum fire fighting
requirements, minimum and maximum statutory working pressures, and the system's
ability to meet the estimated water demand of the 20-year planning timeframe. We
identified the deficiencies through hydraulic modeling of the distribution system,
conversations with City Staff, presentations to the City Council, consultations with State
and Federal Agencies, and review of published reports. We summarize our work on the
existing water system as follows:

1 Idaho

Administrative Code - IDAPA 58.01.08.502.01
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FACILITY

DISCUSSION

NEEDED

1

Source Water - Water
Rights

y

2

Source Water Increased Source
Water Production

y

3

Storage - Increased
Water Storage

N

.

Distribution System Transmission
Improvements

y

5

Distribution System Fire Fighting

y

6

Distribution System Pressure Zones

y

7

Distribution System System Expansion

y

8

Metering

y

9

Telemetry

y

The City currently has groundwater and surface water rights.
These rights total 2. 79 million gallon per day (MGD). Projected
year 2030 demand is 2.57 MGD. Note - Change to 100%
oroundwater source will require new groundwater riqht.
The City does not have enough groundwater capacity from its 2
operating sources to meet year 2030 demands. One of the goals
of this plan to for the City to develop enough groundwater right to
cease dependence on the Garden Creek Slow Sand Filter.
The City has a total of 0.4 million gallons (MG) of storage.
Modeling of source water production with peak hour flow and fire
flow indicate the Citv has adequate storaae.
The extent of distribution system improvements depends of the
specific project chosen by the City. In general, improvements are
targeted to eliminate pipeline dead ends, ageing 4-inch and other
pipes, conveying water to new developments within the City limits,
and conveyjnq water to newly annexed areas.
The Ctty's existing 4-inch lines will not convey the year 2030
demand. The City will need additional hydrants to improve
hydrant spacing, and new hydrants along transmission line
expansions.
The City needs to improve its pressure zones to meet IDAPA.
The City will need (4) formal pressure zones when ii switches to
all aroundwater supply.
The City desires to extend water service and fire flow capability to
the airport and annex the Butts subdivision. Service line extension
to the airport will enhance commercial development along the US
93 strio, from the Citv of Challis to the airport.
The City was metered in its 1980s project. The meters are aging,
probably are not within AWWA accuracy ranges, and some are
not operational. Manual read meters represent a significant labor
commitment that can be recovered by AMR equipment. New
meters with increased accuracy, ability to read year round could
realize increased revenues and/or reduction in consumotion.
The current system uses some basic supervisory control but it not
robust. A fully developed telemetry/SCADA system will allow
monitoring of key elements with enhanced alarm snd notification
features. Telemetry/ SCADA can allow remote operator access to
assess threats and respond to problems and alarms without
physically visitina the site.

The City Council established (11} criteria as requirements for water system improvements
and we evaluated (17) preliminary alternatives covering improvements to various aspects
of the distribution system, source water development, and metering and telemetry. We
revised these alternatives into 1 discrete. projects with nine possible combinations of the
discrete projects. Based on Input from the City Council and feedback from the public
participation meeting, Riedesel again revised and condensed the nine project
combinations into three specific alternatives, all combination projects addressing source
water; distribution, metering, and telemetry. The projects are summarized as follows: all
new ground water being developed in the Garden Creek Aquifer System at the west end
of Challis; all new ground water being developed in the Salmon Aquifer System on the
east side of Challis; a mixture of both east and west locations. The Council selected the

a
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last one of these three as its preferred project which we term Recommended Project #1
(RP1 ). Estimated construction cost for RP1 is $8,078,877 with and Equivalent Uniform
Annual Cost (EUAC) of<$ 442,958>. Of the (3) final alternatives, RP1 has the least
EUAC and is therefore the most economically favorable project for the City.
These are the elements of Recommended Project #1 (RP1 ):
• Source Water. RP1 allows the City to curtail use of the Garden Creek surface
water source and source water treatment. 2 new wells - one in the Garden Creek
Aquifer system that recovers the lost output of West Well #1 and one in the
Salmon Aquifer System - will replace the curtailed Garden Creek water source.
The City will abandon the slow sand filter but retain the surface water right. RP1
solves the susceptibility issue of the unprotected Garden Creek watershed by
moving all of the City's drinking water sources to groundwater.
• Distribution System. RP1 includes all the modeled pipeline changes and additions
needed to meet the year 2030 design population and with total reliance on
groundwater. 4 pressure zones will be formally established with new pressure
reducing stations and isolation valves. The system will have new, properly spaced
hydrants on new pipelines and add hydrants where needed to improve hydrant
spacing on the existing pipelines. RP1 solves the pressure zone issues with the
existing distribution system, solves the fire hydrant spacing issue, and allows the
City to meet the projected drinking water demands of the year 2030 population.
The City will be able to meet the requirements of the design fire flow and duration.
• Distribution System Alternatives. RP1 includes new transmission pipeline to
provide water and fire fighting service to the Challis Airport. The transmission lines
also allow for development in the east and west corridors parallel to US 93, and for
the annexation of the Butts Subdivision into the City. RP1 meets the City goals of
serving the Airport and providing for future growth.
• Metering. RP1 replaces all the meters in the City with new automated meter read
(AMR) equipment. RP1 allows the City to read every meter every month, reduce
the staffing requirements to bill for water, increase the accuracy of that billing, take
the first steps to recovering the estimated 4% lost water identified by Idaho Rural
Water, and provide the data needed to do a water audit.
• Telemetry. RP1 connects the City's key facilities into an integrated network that
provides enhanced supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA). Key
facilities include the new and existing groundwater wells, and East and West
Reservoirs. Telemetry will provide better security for the drinking water system,
and City staff will be able to access the SCADA system remotely to evaluate and
respond to alarm conditions. RP1 improves the operation and security of the
drinking water system.
Recommended Project #1 (RP1) is a plan for the development of the City of Challis from
now to the 2030 design year. RP1 addresses health and safety issues, operation and
maintenance improvements, and expansion of the water system to serve the airport and
growth of the community. RP1 needs strategic implementation for prudent
implementation. "Prudent implementation" has these elements in order of priority:
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1. Address health and safety concerns
2. Focus on items that will reduce the operation and maintenance (O&M) costs of the
system
3. Expand the water system to serve the airport and other areas of interest to the City
as the need and demand for service occur
The table below shows the components of RP1 and rates them for the (3) priorities. All
the components except for metering impact all 3 priorities. The category designations:SW - Source Water; DS -Distribution System; T - Telemetry; M - Metering match the
designations of the project charts in Appendix D.
CATEGORY

SW

HEALTH &
SAFETY
~s:irdeo ,reek
Surface
Water Source
SW
O&M
SW

EXPANSION

HEALTH
MINIMIZE
&SAFETY O&H

DESCRIPTION/ RP1 SOLUTION

..,

Vulnerability & Variability of the Garden Creek
Water Shed. Replace surface water supply with
new groundwater source and recover the capacity
of WestWell 1.
Recovers O&M costs to operate and maintain the
slow sand filter.

,./

M.eet future <:lemands with n~w well in Salmon
Aqµlfer System.

.

.

DS
HEALTH &
SAFETY
Fire Fighting

DS
O&M
DS
EXPANSION

Dead end lines, hydrants on 4-inch lines, substandard hydrant spacing. Add pipe loops to tie-in
dead ends; replace 4-inch lines; add new hydrants
to add capability to existing system. Add lnterties
to Incorporate groundwater sources to Old Town
system (surface water source replaced with
oroundwater).
R.eplacing old 4-inchpipes

,i/

..·

v
.

reduces leaks.

SYSTEM
EXPANSION

.

v

.
.·

New pipes and pipe loops top meet system
expansion to the airport and future growth

DS
HEALTH &
SAFETY

;
.-

Pressure

~

.. -- ..

DS
EXPANSION
T
HEALTH &
SAFETY
Svstem

.,

Existing system has minima! supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) capablllty and no
intrusion alarms for key water system elements.
Add new telemetry.
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CATEGORY

HEALTH
&SAFETY

DESCRIPTION/ RP.I. SOLUTION

MINIMIZE
O&M

TPIPmetrv

SYSTEM
EXPANSION

..,

New telemetry allows remote operator access to
the key elements of the system instead of
O&M
requiring a site visit. Key elements include well
houses and pump stations, storage reservoirs, and
pressure reducing stations.
Telemetry allows for addition of new key elements
T
EXPANSION to the system, such as a new well in the Salmon
Aquifer system.
Re~meter the Qty with new"automated readn
(AMR) water meters. Qty can read every meter
M
every month throughout the year and have the
O&.M
aata for a complete water audit.. All the meters
can be read In less·than (l)dav.
T

-,./

..,

We suggest the following ranking of the first priority items:
1. Replace the surface water source with a new groundwater source in the Garden
Creek aquifer system.
2. Construction distribution system improvements to tie the Old Town system into the
new groundwater system, eliminate 4-inch pipes and the fire hydrants that tie to them,
install new and properly spaced fire hydrants, and tie-in dead end lines. Add pressure
reducing stations and isolation valves to create (4) pressure zones which eliminates
service areas that are over-pressurized.
3. Install a telemetry system to improve supervisory control and data acquisition to
protect the water system.
Appendix D has a chart that shows the EUAC analysis for the first priority items.
The first priority items automatically fulfill the operation and maintenance {O&M) criteria of
the second priority when they are implemented. Metering is the only stand alone second
priority item. Even though metering is not a health and safety priority, our analysis
indicates the construction cost may be significantly (if not completely) offset by the labor
saving to read the meters and process the water bills. The City may also realize some
lost revenues due to inaccuracies with the old existing meters. We recommend replacing
the meters as soon as possible.
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INTRODUCTION

2.1

Purpose and Need for Project

The City of Challis is a municipal corporation located in Custer County, Idaho. The most
recent water system facility plan and resulting improvement project performed for the City
dates from 1981 and is approximately 30 years old 2 • City staff has expressed concerns
about the current system which could create water quantity and quality problems within a
20-year plannlng horizon (year 2030). These concerns include:
• The City's water supply comes from the unprotected Garden Creek Watershed and
from two existing ground water wells. The Garden Creek surface water source is
susceptible to contamination from the watershed.
• The City may not be able to provide adequate fire flows due to the use of existing
old and dead end water mains, and small diameter un-looped lines.
• There are old, improperly spaced hydrants connected to 4" water mains (6" mains
provide the minimum supply for fire suppression).
• The City does not have sufficient right to groundwater to expand that source as a
replacement to Garden Creek to meet either its current or design year water
demand.
• Depending on the water year, the surface water source cannot meet the
summertime peak demand without rationing,
• The City does not have a plan to anticipate water demands and provide water
services for future growth.
• Any extension of service to supply additional demands or future growth cannot be
considered without an approved facility plan 3•
• The residential services and meters installed with the 1980s capital project are
aged and need to be replaced.
• Aged pipes not replaced in the 1980s project that are in need of replacement.
There are 5 main areas of focus to this facility plan:

1. Drinking water sources
2. Potable storage
3. Distribution system
4. Metering
5. Telemetry
It is the purpose of this facility plan to review and analyze staff concerns within these five
components and then to test the component's ability to meet the regulatory, consumption,
"Challis, Idaho Water System Improvements - Master Plan and Preliminary Engineering Report" - CH2M Hill,
April 1981
3 Idaho Administrative Code - IDAPA 58.01.08.502,01
2
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and operational demands of the 2030 design year. The plan will then propose
community-based solutions to projected deficiencies with capital projects.

2.2

Organization of Report

The structure of the report follows the fonnat of The Idaho Department of Environmental
Quality (IDEQ) Form 5-A, December 2010 edition and includes a Table of Contents and
appendices. The order of the report is as follows: Facility Plan Summary, Introduction,
Existing Conditions, Future Conditions, Development and Initial Screening of Alternatives,
Final Screening of Principal Alternatives and Facility Plan Adoption, Selected Alternative
Description and Implementation Agreements, Engineer's Recommendations, and
Appendices.
·
Physically, the report has two parts - the main report document and the Appendices. The
parts are in 2 books. When studying the report, the reader has the option of viewing a
referenced item side-by-side with the report section that references it.

2.3

Acceptance by Owner of Project Responsibility

The City of Challis' project responsibility is divided into two parts - responsibility for the
funding of the facility plan which identifies potential capital projects, and responsibility for
the funding and administration of an actual capital construction project. The facility plan is
currently funded by the City of Challis. The City tried to secure a planning grant from
USDA-Rural Development but the population median income exceed the maximum grant
approval criteria of Rural Development. The City has recently applied for a planning grant
through IDEQ. The City has funds dedicated to the facility plan and has selected its
consultant through a proper Qualification Based Selection process meeting the
requirements of Idaho Statute 67-2320.
Should the City decide to pursue a capital project to repair or improve its water system
infrastructure, Challis will be seeking grants and loans to help finance the project. At the
present, Challis' options for project funding include: IDEQ SRF loan and USDA-Rural
Development grant and loan. A preliminary Income Survey performed to see if the City
could qualify for Idaho Department of Commerce Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) indicates the City will not qualify for CDBG funds. The City will be using a
certified grant administrator to apply for SRF/USDA-RD funds and aid with selection of
the bond counsel and bond election.
Challis has successful project experience, organization, and facilities to carry out a new
construction project. Application for project funding will further demonstrate the financial
capability to secure the needed grants and loans. The following table gives an overview
of project history:
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#1546 Challis Bike Path

#1569 Challis Airport

3

EXISTING CONDITIONS

3.1

Project Planning Area

$83,6500

Ried el Engineering, Inc

The Planning Area Map is located in Appendix A, Figure 1. The area within the border
encompasses about 2,048 acres or 3.2 square miles. About 60% percent of the planning
area is within the existing City limits. Any capital improvement project identified by this
report and accepted by the City will occur within this study boundary. The boundary is
also the footprint of the environmental document that is a separate part of this facility
plan. Progressive Engineering Group, Inc. (PEGI), is a sub-consultant to Riedesel
Engineering and provides the Environmental Information Document included in Appendix

H.
3.2

Existing Environmental Conditions

Riedesel Engineering and Progressive Engineering Group established a list containing 35
target individuals and agencies that might want to comment on the facility plan
boundaries. The list is in Appendix E. The information from these contacts is primarily
used in the environmental document prepared by Progressive Engineering . Not all
persons or agencies contacted by mail responded. The responses we received, both mail
and emails are also located in Appendix E. The following maps that are referenced in this
section are located in Appendix D - Maps & Charts:
•
•

Study Area Map
USGS Topographic Map
• Wild & Scenic River Designations
• U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service National Wetlands Inventory
• DEQ/IDWR Sole Source Aquifer Designation location map
• Custer County Land Ownership
• Public Lands Interpretive Association map of parks and campgrounds
• Idaho Air Quality Planning Areas
• Mine Locations
• FEMA Flood Plain Panel
• City of Challis Zoning Map
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3.2.1 Physiography, Topography, Geology, and Soils
The City of Challis is located within north central Custer County, in central Idaho. The City
is situated on the alluvial fan created by Garden Creek, within Round Valley, with the
mountainous Sawtooth Recreational District to the south, the Challis National Forest to
the West and the Salmon National Forest to the North. The northerly flowing Salmon
River bounds the area on the east. Elevation ranges from about 5,100' to 5,400' above
mean sea level. Central Challis is located at Latitude 44(degrees) 30' 17. 76" N and
Longitude 114(degrees} 13' 55.44"W. The topography within Challis is generally level to
gently sloping toward the east, although steep slopes bound the valley to the north, west
and south. The gently to moderately sloping Salmon River and its associated floodplain
lies to the east.
The Challis basin may have formed at least 50 million years ago (MYA}, by a combination
of faulting and erosion before and during Eocene age (51 to 40 MYA) volcanic eruptions.
As lava, ash-flows and ash erupted and settled, faulting (earth movement), landslides and
stream erosion produced the topography and unconsolidated sediments overlying the
rock formations. One prehistoric slide temporarily blocked Garden Creek, forming a small
lake which deposited the alluvial clay rich soils of lower Garden Creek. The Challis Basin
is still considered subject to earthquakes and earth vibrations and is included within the
Central Idaho Seismic Zone.
The prehistoric earthquake history is not well known except for parts of the Lost River
fault, which ruptured in 1983. Therefore it is virtually impossible to predict with any
accuracy where a rupture or fault scarp might occur. Seismic design for water pipelines is
not required to meet current AWWA standards. However, critical function pipelines and/
or critical function connections could be subject to more rigorous design criteria as far as
available information and budget allow. Critical function pipelines or connections are
defined by consideration of: the facilities they serve; importance to the community for fire
fighting, health, and post-earthquake emergency response and recovery; potential for
secondary disasters (erosion, inundation, life safety) resulting from pipe damage or
failure; difficulty in making repairs; effects on community socio-economics; and a pipe's
ability to disrupt emergency response or evacuation if damaged. The soils within the
project area, listed in the table below are too steep, rocky and / or dry to present an
expected liquefaction risk.

Ta bl eof S01·1SWI'th'm th e Ch aIrIS Basman
.
dArea ofl mpact
Map Symbol

Map Unit Nam«it

Farmland c1,ssiflcation

10

Bayhorse-Dawtonia association, 15 to
40 % slopes
31 Calcids-Rubble land-Rock outcrop
complex, 50 to 80 percent slopes
Dawtonia very gravelly loam, 4 to 8
percent slopes
Dawtonia-Dawtonia, cold complex, 5
to 25 percent slopes

Not prime farmland

31

48
49

Not prime farmland
Not prime farmland
Not prime farmland
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Map Symbol

Map Unit Name

Farmland Classification

51

Dawtonia-Frailton complex, 20 to 50
percent slopes
Dawtonia-Rock outcrop complex, 20 to
50 percent slooes
Dawtonia-Dacont association, 20 to 50
percent slopes
Nurkey-Dawtonia association, 20 to 55
percent slopes
Whiteknob-Zer complex, 2 to 6 percent
slooes
Yearian very stony loam, 1 to 4 percent
slopes
Zer gravelly loam, warm, 2 to 15
percent slopes

Not prime farmland

53
55
146

232
241
256

Not prime farmland
Not prime farmland
Not prime farmland
Not prime farmland
Not prime farmland
Not prime farmland

Source: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Soll Survey Area: Challis, Idaho
Survey Area Data: Version 4, February 14, 2011

None of the soils listed above that fall within the proposed project area are listed as
Prime, Unique or Farmland of Statewide Importance.
3.2.2 Surface and Groundwater Hydrology

The City of Challis relies on surface water derived from the Garden Creek watershed.
Surface water from Garden Creek supplies the slow sand filter on the west side of town.
The Garden Creek Watershed also supplies the groundwater source used by the City's
West Well #2. The City's East Well is supplied by the Salmon Aquifer system. The
document that best describes the geology and hydrogeology of these sources is
"Hydrogeplogic Analysis of the Water Supply for Challis, Custer County, Idaho", Otto,
Wylie & Martin, Idaho Geologic Survey, 2005. A copy of the document is in Appendix 8.
3.2.3 Fauna, Flora & Natural Communities

The following table lists Special Status Species likely to occur near the City of Challis.
The information does not designate these species as occurring within the study area of
the facility plan.
Special Status Species Known or Likely to Occur near Challis

Species
....

Type

..· .·

,.

Lemhi Milkvetch
{Astragalus
aquilonius)

i :\160f:,.(:H/,.UJ~
F~GIL:~·-11 PLM!

Vegetatlo'n T~pe/
. . H11b1taf
..

2

Most abundant on gentle slopes near
Challis, but also on steep erosive
slopes and in washes; generally
south facing, dry

r i·,·. 111r-; F t.J'.~!'.r,:..c. ,; r, ·1

,"ti::" 'l

;·:'i)l:~:-,, J1:y·
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Challis volcanic
weathering;
limestone gravelly
slopes and shallow
sandy loams

:. t-:r LLif:\

-,.,1·. :-~ f~

:l'tS 11:·; ··

-·
Species

Welsh's

Type

Vegetation Type / Habitat

Soil Characteristics

2

Alluvial fans of Big Lost River Range

Calcareous gravels

2

Spring-fed calcareous headwaters
system
Steep erosive slopes, little vegetated,

Highly alkaline clay

buckwheat
(Eriogonum

capistratum var.
welshii)
Alkali 12rimrose
(Primula alcalina)
Challis Milkvetch

3

south facing, dry

(Astragalus
amblytropis)

Challis volcanic
weatherings
including rhyolitic
and andesitic
weatherinos
Soils often alkaline
with obvious whitish

Meadow Milkvetch
(Astragalus
diversifolius)

3

Alkaline wet meadows

Blue gramma
(Bouteloua
oracilis)
Chatterbox orchid

3

Unknown

Unknown

3

Springside, thermal springs

Limestone
weatherings

3

Spring-fed calcareous headwaters

Highly alkaline clay

deposits

(Epipactis
oioantean)
Marsh felwort
(Lomatogonium
rotatum)
Challis craz~eed
(Oxytropis besseyi

system
3

Steep (30%) to more gentle slopes,
generally south facing, or in washes.
Usually dry, sparsely vegetated,

open communities

volcanics

3

Steep erosive slopes, little vegetated,
south facing dry

Challis volcanic

var. salmonensis)
Wawleaf
thelypody
(Thelypodium
repandum)

Sandy to gravelly
erosive substrates
derived from Challis

weatherings,
including rhyolitic
and adesitic
weatherings

Pale sedge
(Carex livida)

4

Unknown

Unknown

White eatonella
<Eatonelela nivia)

4

Mid-elevation desert

Sand to gravelly thin
soil, often on basalt

Hoa~willow
Salix candida)
Rush aster
(Aster juncuformis,
Symphyotrichum
boreale)

4

Spring-fed calcerous headwater
wetland svstems
Unknown

High alkaline clay

4

Unknown

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
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Rare and Endemic Species
Common Name

Scientific Name

=

=

Distribution

=

=

D Disjunct I P = Peripheral I L Limited I Cl Central Idaho I CE Challis Endemic *
S ecies known onl from the Challis area
Chr sothamnus arr i sa/monesis CE
Salmon River rabbitbrush
Salmon River C tantha*
C tantha salmonesis
CE
Wildlife living in the area includes elk, pronghorn, mule deer, sage grouse as well as
many rodents, birds of prey and songbirds. The Herd Management Area (HMA) also
provides critical winter range habitat for big game species, as well as a full complement of
large predators with mountain lions, bears, and wolves.

3.2.4 Housing, Industrial and Commercial Development

The City of Challis is zoned and a copy of the zoning map is in Appendix D. The City
completed a rate study with assistance from Idaho Rural Water Association (IRWA). The
rate study identified and differentiated the water meters into residential and commercial
equipment. The rate study and list of meters is in Appendix C.
3.2.5 Cultural Resources

The City of Challis lies at the boundary of three distinct cultural areas: the Plains, the
Great Basin and the Columbia Plateau. The area contains 495 known, recorded cultural
resource sites which represent a variety of types and chronological time periods.
Together these sites document an almost continuous human occupation of the area from
at least 11,000 years ago to the present. Historic sites in this area include historic mining
districts, stage and freight road remnants, homesteads, cabins and dumps. The City of
Challis has two National Historic Districts, the Old Challis Historic District and the Challis
Brewery Historic District. Historic places in Challis are listed in the Table below.
National Register of Historic Places listings in Challis County, Idaho
Landmark name

Date listed

Location

.Citv

Bayhorse

March 15, 1976

Challis

Board-and-Batten
Commercial Building

December 3, 1980

South of Challis off
U.S. Route 93
44°23'52HN
114°18'42"W44.3977
8°N 114.31167°W
Main Ave. 44°30'19HN

Challis

114°14'9"W44.50528°
N 114.23583°W

Building at 247 Pleasant December 3, 1980
Avenue

247 Pleasant Ave.

Challis

44°30'13"N
114°14'10'W44.5036
1°N 114.23611°W
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Landmark name

Date listed

Location

City

Buster Meat Market

December 3, 1980

Challis

Bux's Place

December 3, 1980

Challis Archeological
Soring District
Challis Bison Jump Site
Challis Brewery Historic
District

February 12, 1981

Main Ave. 44°30'19"N
114°14'10"W44.5052
8°N 114.23611 °W
321 Main Ave.
44°30'17"N
114°14'6"W44.50472°
N 114.235°W
Address Restricted

Seotember 5, 1975
February 5, 1980

Challis Cold Storage

December 3, 1980

Challis High School

December 3, 1980

Bill Chivers House

December 3, 1980

Thomas Chivers Cellar

December 3, 1980

Thomas Chivers House

December 3, 1980

Custer County Jail

December 3, 1980

False-Front Commercial
Building

December 3, 1980

Emmett Hosford House

December 3, 1980

Address Restricted
Challis Creek Rd.
44°30'28"N
114°13'38"W44.5077
8°N 114.22722°W
Main Ave. 44°30'19"N
114°147"W44.50528°
N 114.23528°W
Main Ave. 44°30'1 ?"N
114°13'52"W44.5047
2°N 114.23111 °W
3rd St. 44°30'21"N
114°147'W44.50583°
N 114.23528°W
Challis Creek Rd.
44°30'27"N
114°13'34"W44.5075°
N 114.22611°W
Challis Creek Rd.
44°30'27"N
114°13'52"W44.5075°
N 114.23111°W
Main Ave. 44°30'18"N
114°13'49"W44.505°
N 114.23028°W
Main Ave. 44°30'17"N
114°14'9"W44.50472°
N 114.23583°W
3rd St. 44 °30'22"N
114°147"W44.50611 °

Challis

Challis
Challis
Challis

Challis

Challis

Challis

Challis

Challis

Challis

Challis

Challis

N
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Landmark name

Date listed

Location

City

1.0.0.F. Hall

December 3, 1980

Challis

McKendrick House

December 3, 1980

Old Challis Historic
District

December 3, 1980

Main Ave.
44°30'17"N
114°13'59"W44.5047
2°N 114.23306°W
4th St. 44°30'12"N
114°14'3"W44.50333
0
N 114.23417°W
Bounded by Valley
and Pleasant Aves.,
2nd and 3rd Sts.

Challis

Challis

44°30'13"N

December 3, 1980

Bill Peck House

114°14'10"W44.5036
1°N 114.23611 °W
16 Main Ave.

Challis

44°30'18"N

December 3, 1980

Penwell House

114°14'17"W44.505°
N 114.23806°W
North Ave.

Challis

44°30'23"N

December 3, 1980

Donaldson Rowles
House

114°13'50"W44.5063
9°N 114.23056°W
North Ave.

Challis

44°30'22"N

Henry Smith House

December 3, 1980

Stone and Log Building

December 3, 1980

114°13'23"W44.5061
1°N 114.22306°W
5th St. 44°30'13"N
114°13'59"W44.5036
1°N 114.23306°W
Pleasant Ave.

Challis

Challis

44°30'16"N
114°14'6"W44.50444
N 114.235°W
3rd St. 44°30'20"N
114°147"W44.50556
0
N 114.23528°W
Main Ave.
44°30'20"N
114°13'59"W44.5055
6°N 114.23306°W
9th St. 44 °30'25"N
114"13'46"W44.5069
4°N 114.22944°W
0

Stone Building

December 3, 1980

Twin Peaks Sports

December 3, 1980

Clyde Wilkinson House

December 3, 1980

Challis

Challis

Challis
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Construction of capital improvements identified by this facility plan will occur in the streets
and other rights-of-way and will not impact cultural or historic resources.
3.2.6 Utility Use

The City of Challis provides drinking water and sanitary sewer to its residents. Other
utilities that seNe the community are:
• Solid Waste - Blue Mountain Refuse
• Propane - Salmon River Propane
• Telephone- Custer Telephone
Recommended Project #1 (RP1) derived from this facility plan will increase the City's
electrical consumption. RP1 includes (2) new groundwater wells and pumping plants to
add capacity the (2) existing groundwater sources. The City's electrical consumption for
groundwater pumping will double when the wells are online and meeting the planning
year demand.
3.2.7 Flood Plains & Wetlands

The 100-year floodplains for both the Salmon River and Garden Creek are shown in
Appendix D Maps & Charts. The National Flood Insurance Program (FNIP) has
established the 100-year flood as the basis for determining minimal land use measures
for construction of new facilities or substantial improvements to existing development in
flood hazard areas. Executive Order 11900 and EPA Flood Insurance Requirements
(PRM-71) further define requirements for flood proofing of water and wastewater facilities
in accordance with the NFIP. These requirements have been addressed as part of the
proposed project.
Historical Frequency Flash -Floods
Place

Date

M.agriijudeJ

.Event

1

...

Challis

9/18/1940

Flash Flood

Challis

7/26/1941

Flash Flood

Challis

8/20/1941

Flash Flood

Challis

7/17/2007

3:45 PM

Reoorfed Damaae
Washed out
section of
Hiohwav 93
Washed out
irrigation ditches,
outbuildinas
Highways &
irrigation ditches
washed out
Over 1" of rain in
one hour
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Historical Frequency River or Stream Flooding
Place

Date

Event

Details

Challis

1/6/1938

Flood

Challis

1/31/1940

Flood

Challis/ Mackay

3/31/1943

Flood

Challis

1/15/1974

Flood

Salmon River floods/ Water covers highway 27
below Challis
Ice jam caused flooding / Water washed out
Hiqhwav27
Rapid snow melt caused flooding I State Hwy
27 closed, other roads washed out including
main street in Challis
Salmon River floods / 2 bridges and 8
basements flooded

A map of the National Wetlands Inventory, for the Challis area with locations where the
proposed project may intersect wetlands can be found in Appendix D. No wetlands have
been designated within the project area. No wetlands will be affected by any capital
improvement project identified by this facility plan.
3.2.8 Wild/Scenic Rivers
The Salmon River located past the east border of the study area is a designated
"Wild/Scenic River" and the only such designated waterway near the study area.
•
•

Designated Reach: July 23, 1980. The segment of the main stem from the mouth
of the North Fork of the Salmon River downstream to Long Tom Bar.
Classification/Mileage: Wild - 79.0 miles; Recreational - 46.0 miles; Total 125.0 miles.

3.2.9 Public Health and Water Quality Considerations
The City has both treated surface water and groundwater sources for drinking water. As
of the latest sanitary survey, there are no compliance issues with the water system. The
water system meets current standards for protection of the health and safety of the public.
The City does have increasing concerns about its surface water supply since the Garden
Creek watershed that provides the water is unprotected. Idaho Rural Water Association
(IRWA) completed a Drinking Water Protection Plan for the City in 2003 that details
vulnerability concerns with this source. A copy of the protection plan is located in
Appendix B. The facility plan addresses how the City can overcome the vulnerability
issue with Garden Creek by installing (2) more groundwater sources.

3.2.10 Important Farmlands
The following table lists soil groups within the study area. None of the soils listed in the
table are listed as Prime, Unique or Farmland of Statewide Importance.
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T abl eof SOISWI
·r "th·m th e Ch aIrIS B asm
. an dAreaofl mpact
Map Symbol

10
31
48
49
51
53
55
146

232
241

256

Map Unit Name

Farmland Classification

Bayhorse-Dawtonia association, 15 to
40 % slopes
31 Calcids-Rubble land-Rock outcrop
complex, 50 to 80 percent slopes
Dawtonia very gravelly loam, 4 to 8
percent slopes
Dawtonia-Dawtonia, cold complex, 5
to 25 percent slopes
Dawtonia-Frailton complex, 20 to 50
percent slopes
Dawtonia-Rock outcrop complex, 20 to
50 oercent slooes
Dawtonia-Dacont association, 20 to 50
percent slopes
Nurkey-Dawtonia association, 20 to 55
percent slopes
Whiteknob-Zer complex, 2 to 6 percent
slopes
Yearian very stony loam, 1 to 4 percent
slooes
Zer gravelly loam, warm, 2 to 15
percent slopes

Not prime farmland
Not prime farmland
Not prime farmland
Not prime farmland
Not prime farmland
Not prime farmland
Not prime farmland
Not prime farmland
Not prime farmland
Not prime farmland
Not prime farmland

'I

Source: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Soil Survey Area: Challis, Idaho
S,urvey Area Data: Version 4, February 14, 2011

6.2.11 Proximity to Sole Source Aquifer
I

There are no sole source aquifers located in the planning area of this facility plan.
3.2.12 Land Use and Development

Of the 3,152,384 land acres in Custer County, the Federal government owns 93%. The
USFS owns 2,123,710 acres and the BLM owns 813,965. The State of Idaho owns 1.7%
of the County's acres including 52,626 Endowment land acres, 1,253 Fish and Game
acres and 22 Park and Recreation acres. Cities and the County own less than 1% of the
land. Private land is 5% of the total at 158,503 acres.
The Custer County All Hazards Mitigation Plan (AHMP) contains maps that show the
distribution of land ownership in Custer County. Most of the Forest Service land is located
in the south and west areas of the County. A copy of the AHMP is located in Appendix B.
The Bureau of Land Management has most of Its land in the Pahsimeroi, Little Lost River,
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the Salmon, and Big Lost River Valleys. State of Idaho Lands is scattered throughout
BLM land. Private land is concentrated around the major roads and near or within cities.
DESCRIPTION OF LAND OWNERSHIP

ACRES OF LAND OWNED

U.S. Forest Service
Bureau of Land Management
State Endowment
Idaho Fish & Game
Custer County
Municipal
Total Private
Total Federal Land
Total State Land
Total Land

2,123,710
813,965
52,626
1,253
2,300
5

158,503
2,937,675
53,879
3,152,384

3.2.13 Formally Classified Lands
The Salmon/Challis National Forest and the Frank Church River of No Return Wilderness
lie to the west, northwest of Challis. The Salmon River flows northerly to the east of
Challis. Classified lands include the Sawtooth National Recreation Area, Redfish Lake,
the Yankee Fork Gold Dredge, the historic ghost town of Custer lie to the south southwest
of Challis. None of these lie within one mile of the project planning area, although the
Bureau of land Management Buffalo Jump Interpretive Center is 1.75 miles to the south,
southeast of Challis.
There are no national or state parks, or campgrounds within the planning area. There are
no national, state, or private animal refuges within the planning area. The Challis
Municipal Golf Course is within the service area and does provide camping / recreational
vehicle camping, but no recommended improvements identified by this plan impact the
Challis Municipal Golf Course.
3.2.14 Climate - Precipitation, Temperature and Prevailing Winds
The average rainfall for the Challis area is 7.38 inches in a year. Average snowfall is 17.1
inches. The average high temperature is 58 {degrees Fahrenheit) and the average low
temperature is 30. The month of July is typically the warmest and the driest month,
averaging 85 degrees Fahrenheit. January is typically the coldest month and June is
generally the wettest month.
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TABLE
Average High Temp

Dec. Jan. Feb.

33.3F

TABLE
Average Low Temp
Jurie;Jul.

Dec Jan Feb.

11.6F

47.7F

3.2.15Air Quality & Noise
Custer County is not located in an Idaho air quality "Nonattainment Arean planning area.
Construction of capital improvements as a result of this facility plan may impact air quality
and create noise. Both noise and air impacts can be mitigated through application of the
Idaho Standards for Public Works Construction (ISPWC) which typically specifies dust
control measures and timing of construction.
3.2.16 Energy Production and Consumption
Electrical service is provided to the community by an REA utility, Snake River Electric
Cooperative. The facility plan does not include any elements for electrical production.
3.2.17 Socioeconomic Profile of the Community
The population of Challis has fallen from a high of 1,073 in 1990 to 956 in 2006, an 11 %
decline. The population is 94.9% white, 3.9% Hispanic, 0.7% American Indian and 0.6%
report two or more races. The population is 50.5% female and the median age is 41.8
years.
The most common industries in Challis are mining, quarrying, educational services,
construction, accommodation and food services, agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting,
public administration, food and beverage stores. The major employers in Custer County
are the Challis & Mackay Joint School District #181 & #182, Custer County, Idaho & U.S.
Government (BLM, F&G, Ag), Lamb's Foodtown, The Village Inn, Thompson Creek
Mining Company and Village Square
•
•
•
•
•
·•
•

Retail trade (33%)
Accommodation and food services (15%)
Public administration (9%)
Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction (8%)
Professional, scientific, and technical services (8%)
Finance and insurance (6%)
Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting (5%)
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TABLE
Service Area Employers
ITEM NO.

NAME

PRODUCT OR
SERVICE

EMPLOYEES

1

Tri Pro Lumber
Company
Challis Motel
Brant Cedar
JR Industries
Custer Concrete

Wood Products

75

Motel
Wood Products
Machine Shop
concrete Mix

8
6
4

2
3
4
5

3

3.2.17.1Assessed Property Valuations
Market values for the Tax Code Areas within the City of Challis Water District were
provided by Custer County. Valuations for residents within the taxing district are listed as
follows:

:·, \;."-~'< ·. . TAX'tEAR.·

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

.:..-:- ..:.:

..

ASSESSEl)JYAl!l!l~f18N\r-•·

$12,802,264
$12,812,654
$12,132,218
$12,521,859
$12,666,740
$13,849,974
$17,157,,118
$21 235,390
$20,709,337

3.2.17.2 Outstanding Bonded Indebtedness

The City of Challis has no outstanding indebtedness.

·3.2.17.3Surplus and Reserve Funds
The City of Challis records indicate the following surplus and reserve funds:
·;<s:>.-''./

DESCRIPTION

~: ..:'.

Checking Account
Monev Market Account
Savings Account

'"AM.OUNt'IN FUND

$921.59
$28,029.48
$640.47
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City records indicate the following surplus and reserve funds:
AMOUNT IN FUND

DESCRIPTION

$4,000.00

General Fund

3.2.18 Maps, Site Plans, Graphics, Etc.

Please see the facility plan appendices for this information.

3.3

Existing Sources, Distribution System & Treatment

The map of the existing water system with labels for the elements described below is
shown in Figure 2 in the Appendix A. Table 1 Appendix A lists the pipe diameters, lengths
and hydrants in the existing system. The data source for Table 1 is the City's map, 'Water
Main System of Challis, Idaho". A full sized copy of this map is in Appendix D.
3.3.1 Water Sources

The City has surface and groundwater sources for drinking water. The surface water
source comes from a slow sand filter treatment plant. Garden Creek supplies the
treatment plant. Elevation of the treatment plant is about 5435 feet. The City uses this
source from about March to December. It supplies the Old Town portion of the
distribution system. The City has the water right to divert 1.58 CFS from Garden Creek
and the diversion rate is regulated at the control structure on Garden Creek. Peak flow
from this source is about 950 GPM. The peak flow from the treatment plant can exceed
the diversion rate because diverted water creates a reservoir above the surface of the
filter media. The reservoir plus the stored treated water in the clear well allows the
treatment plant to meet City demands exceeding the diversion rate at Garden Creek.
The City has (4) groundwater wells of which only 2 are currently in service. The (2) wells
in service are West Well #2 (WW2) and East Well (EW). Neither well supply is currently.
disinfected. Challis has 2.73 CFS in water right for its west and east wells. WW2 is
located on the west end of town in the Garden Creek drainage at a surface elevation of
about 5420 feet. WW2 derives its water from fractured basalts that this report terms
"Garden Creek Aquifer System". More information about the hydrogeology of Challis'
water supply can be found in "Hydrogeologic Analysis of the Water Supply for Challis,
Custer County, Idaho", Bruce Otto, et. al., Idaho Geologic Survey, 2005, located in
Appendix D.

WW2 ties to the West Reservoir which controls its operation. WW2 primarily supplies the
upper Cyprus pressure zone during March through December when the Garden Creek
source is operational. When Garden Creek is not operational, West Well 2 supplies the
Old Town Distribution system though a pressure reducing valve (PRV) at Garden Creek
Road. A gate valve isolates the PRV and the connection to Old Town until staff wants to
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divert flow to Old Town. WW2 is also connected to East Reservoir. The City uses the
East Reservoir connection to supplement and blend WW2 water with the harder (calcium
carbonate hardness) water developed form EW. Water quality data for West and East
wells is located in Appendix B. Flow rate from WW2 is about 400-500 GPM. A copy of
the well log for WW2 is located in Appendix B.
East Well is an alluvial well completed in what this report terms "Salmon Aquifer System".
EW is located about 1 mile east of US Highway 93 in the Middle Cyprus distribution
system and ties to the East Reservoir which controls its operation. Surface elevation for
this source is about 5,100 feet. East Well is highly productive and supplies about 600
GPM to the system. East Well primarily serves the Middle and Lower Cyprus distribution
system. Flow rate from East Well is about 600 GPM and its well log is located in
Appendix B.

3.3.2 Pumping Facilities and Appurtenances
The Garden Creek surface water treatment system supplies the Old Town distribution
system by gravity. The disinfection equipment uses a booster pump to create velocity for
the chlorine gas injection. Flow from the treatment system is metered and has a
recording chart. More details about this system are on file with IDEQ-IFRO and the latest
Sanitary Survey concerning the treatment plant can be found in Appendix G.
West Well 1 (not currently operational), West Well 2, and East Well all have lineshaft
turbine pumps to deliver water from the well to the distribution system, as follows 4:
•
•
•

East Well - 75 HP, 3 PH, 1770 RPM driver with FLOWAY 10-inch 9-stage
pump. Metered.
West Well 1 (not operational)-50 HP, 3 PH, 1170 RPM driver with FLOWAY
10-inch 16-stage pump. Not metered.
West Well 2-125 HP, 3 PH, 1770 RPM driver with Aurora Vertiline 10-inch, 16
stage pump. Metered with chart recorder.

None of the wells have standby power generation. All wells are metered but only West
Well 2 has a recording chart. More details about the City wells and equipment is on file
with IDEQ-IFRO and the latest Sanitary Survey concerning them can be found in
Appendix G.

3.3.3 Storage and Distribution System
Thi$ se~ti.on describes the City's existing storage facilities and provides an analy~is of the
storage capability to meet peak hour demand with the City's current source water
production.

4·

Data supplied by Corey Rice, City of Challis Water/Wastewater Superinten:dant
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3.3.3.1 Water Storage and Its Distribution System.
The City has two storage and distribution systems- Old Town and Cyprus. The. Old
Town system is the original distribution system and uses the impoundments and
Clearwell at the slow sand filter treatment plant for storage. The impoundments total
several million gallons in storage, and the Clearwell has about 30,000 gallons in storage.
The Old Town system and the Cyprus system can be interconnected through isolation
valves at Seventh, Tenth, Eleventh Streets, and at the pressure reducing station at
Garden Creek Road.
The Cyprus distribution system is newer, completed in the 1980's as part of expansion
project by Cyprus Mines, Ltd. Cyprus mines paid for the engineering and installation of
the Cyprus distribution system which includes (2) 200,000 gallon concrete reservoirs.
Both reservoirs are about 12 feet in depth. The City has named the storages West
Reservoir and East Reservoir.
West Reservoir is located west of the City on a small hill top. Reservoir elevation is about
5,550 feet and supplies the upper pressure zone. West Reservoir is a back up supply to
the East reservoir through a float valve located at that storage. West Reservoir supplies
the Upper Cyprus and a small portion of the Mid-Cyprus pressure zones. East Reservoir
is south of town and about 0. 75 miles east of West Reservoir. Structure elevation is
about 51320 feet, and East Reservoir supplies the Mid Cyprus and Lower Cyprus
pressure zones. See Figure 2 Appendix A for the location of these facilities
There are 2 normal operating modes for the distribution system: nominally March to
December and January through February. During the March/December period, the City
uses the Garden Creek surface water system, and it supplies the demands for Old Town
distribution system. West Well 2, East Well, and the 2 reservoirs supply the Cyprus
system. This period is the maximum consumption demand of City. The
January/February period is the low demand time of the City. The City does not operate
the Garden Creek source during this period. Drinking water is mainly provided by West
Well 2. The City cycles East Well on occasion during low demand.
3.3.3.2 Analysis of Storage Response - Garden Creek Surface Water System
There are two factors that govern the response of the Garden Creek Surface Water
System to consumptive demands from Old Town - maximum water right diversion rate to
the slow sand filters and the design output of the slow sand filters. The diversion water
right is 1.58 CFS 5 , oran average of about 709 GPM. This right is yearlong, 24 hours per
day, and has some restrictions. See documents on the City's water rights in Appendix B.
The.maximum output rate of the filters 1.s governed by the hydraulic surface loading of the
filters. Typically slow sand filters are loaded between 0.015 to 0.15 gallons per minute
per square foot of filter area 6. The City is not able to produce record infonnation about
the construction of the slow sand filter beds. CH2MHIII in its April 1981 Master Pan and
5

6

IDAHO DEPAR.TMENT OF WATER RESOURCES Water Right Report 72-47. See Appendi;,c B
"Slow Sand Filtration", Tech Brief Fourteen, National Drinking Water Clearinghouse Fact Sheet, June 2000
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Engineering Report states the maximum production of the filters is 1
MG
or an average flow of about 1,083 GPM. The peak hour/peak day demand of the Old
Town System is about 950 GPM (57,000 GPH) (See Section C.1 Water Sources). The
Garden Creek system has sufficient capacity to meet peak hour demand without any
lowering of the water surface elevation over the filters. The graph below assumes the
water depth is 12 feet
CllY OF CHALLIS - CLEAR WELL
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3.3.3.3 Analysis of Storage Response - East & West Reservoirs.
The West Reservoir directly supplies the upper and a small portion of the mid Cyprus
pressure zone around Summit Circle and Blue Mountain Road. West Reservoir also
connects to the East Reservoir as a backup supply. Flow to the East Reservoir from
West Reservoir is governed by a float valve. The proportioning of usage between West 2
and East Well to meet the total Cyprus system demand is an operational procedure
managed by City staff. The East Reservoir directly supplies the lower Cyprus pressure
zone and the remainder of the Mid Cyprus zone.
Table 2 in Appendix A shows how the water system connections and system Equivalent
Dwelling Units(EDUs} are distributed in the Upper, Mid, and Lower Cyprus zones as well
as the Old Town system. 1 EDU = 1 residential water connection based on a 5/8 x 3/4
inch meter service. Other meter sizes have different EDU values. See Appendix C for
City Water Rates and Meter Sizes. A summary of Table 2 values follows below:
•
•
•
•
•

Total system from Challis Rate Study· 789 Connections, 984 EDUs
Hydraulic Model Lower Cyprus East Reservoir (LCER) - 136 residential
connections, 7 commercial EDUs, total 143 EDUs
Hydraulic Model Mid Cyprus East Reservoir (MCER) - 163 residential connections,
40 commercial EDUs, total 203 EDUs
Hydraulic Model Old Town System (OTS}- 329 residential connections, 162
commercial EDUs, total 491 EDUs.
Hydraulic Model Upper Cyprus West Reservoir (UCWR) - 126 residential
connections, 28 commercial EDUs, total 157 EDUs.

We analyzed the performance of the City's East and West reservoirs to see if the
aggregate 0.4 MG storage would be sufficient to meet the existing peak day/peak hour
demand. Tables 3, 4 & 5 and their respective graphs in Appendix A show the results.
The City has sufficient storage with its existing well sources to meet the peak day/peak
hour demand.

3.3.3.4 Treatmentfacilities
The City's only water treatment facility is the Garden Creek slow sand filter and
disinfection system. None of the well supplies are currently disinfected.

3.3.3.5 Current Peak Hour Water Demands - Summer & Winter- The Diurnal
Curve - How It Was Generated and What It Means.
Riedesel typically uses a diurnal curve to model present and future demands and
hydraulic response of the distribution system to those demands. When we have data
available we generate specific curves for the system showing peak hour- peak day
consumption, and low hour -low day consumption. The diurnal curve is an essential tool
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in digital hydraulic modeling of the system. The curve it tells us the critical hour to use for
simulating a fire flow demand on th~ system.
As mentioned above only 2 of Challis' 3 currently operating sources have recording charts
- Garden Creek slow sand filter (GCSSF) and West Well 2. The following summarizes
the creation of the peak flow and low flow diurnal curves for Challis:
•

GCSSF connects directly to the Old Town distribution system. Its flow chart
represents the time delineated demand of Old Town during peak day. We
searched City records for a chart showing peak demand and chose the chart for
July 22, 2006.
• WW2 connects to West Reservoir and is either "On or Off'. The recording chart
does not directly depict a time delineated consumption pattern for this source. The
chart shows the reservoir demand for water based on the level controls in the tank.
We searched City records for a chart showing a peak day usage and chose the
chart for July 26, 2006.
• The City manually collects flow data for East Well by observing the instantaneous
flow when the operator periodically records the meter readings to calculate
pumpage. The City's observations are more or less monthly. We searched City
observations for a record showing peak demand and chose the record for July 26,
2006.
The year 2006 had the highest water demand in the 2005-2009 record of the City.
Demand record for 2005-2009 is shown in Figure 4 Appendix A.
We created a composite diurnal curve for the City using the peak day data from all 3
sources. We assumed GCSSF chart to be representative of the entire system, Old Town
and Cyprus for low flow and peak flow. We used to flow data from WW2 and East Well to
scale up the GCSSF data, that is, we summed the peak day flows and then used the
hourly variability of the GCSSF chart to determine the peak hour flow for a specific hour
for the composite diurnal curve. For example:
•
•
•
•

The peak day flow for the Garden Creek Slow Sand Filter is 907,500 gallons
The flow from the chart at hour 04:00 is 950 GPM
The GCSSF peak hour scaler for 04:00 is 950/907,500 or 0.00105 (rounded)
GPM/GPD
The product of total composite flow multiplied by the scaler is the composite peak
hour flow for 04:00 - 0.00105 (rounded) GPM/GPD X 1,862,150 GPO= 1,949.36
GPM

We assumed the GCSSF chart to be representative of the system during the wintertime
low flows when the filter is not operational. We used the records from WW2 and East
Well to scale down the GCSSF data in the same manner described above. Copies of the
data are located in Appendix B. The following tables summarize the City's peak hourpeak and low flow diurnal curve for the year 2010. The graph of the composite curve,
showing peak day and low day is shown in Figure 3, Appendix A.
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CITY OF CHALLIS· PEAK DAY SUMMARY
SOURCE

GCSSF
WW2

EASTWELL

¾OF

PEAK HOUR
GPM

GPDFROM
SOURCE

COMPOSITE

COMPOSITE
GPO

4:00AM

950

907,500

48.7%

1,862 150

NIA- SUJ>PLJES

."'410
448,950

24.1%

1,862,150

505,700

27.2%

1,862,150

1,862,150

100%

PEAK HOUR

WEST
RESERVOIR..
"ON OR OFF".
N/A-SUJ>PLJES
EAST
RESERVOIR.
"ON OR OFF".

*PEAK FLOW
FROM CHART

*507
-*OBSERVED AT
TIME OF DATA

GATHERING

TOTALS

CITY OF CHALLIS· LOW DAY SUMMARY
SOURCE

GCSSF
WW2

EASTWELL

%OF

PEAK HOUR

PEAK HOUR
GPM

GPDFROM
SOURCE

COMPOSITE

COMPOSITE
GPO

NIA

NIA

0

0

279 100

215,100

77%

279,100

64,000

23%

279,100

279100

100%

N/A - SUPPLIES
WEST
RESERVOIR.
"ON OR OFF".
NIA- SUPPLIES
EAST
RESERVOIR.
"ON OR OFF''.

TOTALS

Some observations:
a.) Composite Curve. The peak day/peak hour diurnal curve is a composite based
on both operational experience from City staff and peak flow data we collected.
Other combinations of flow data from the 3 sources collected on different dates
could produce other conclusions about peak and peak hour flows.
b.) Irrigation and Potable Consumption. The peak day flow composite represents
source water input into the water system. It includes potable consumption,
irrigation, potential leaks, etc., for both residential and commercial connections.
c.) Composite vs. Actual Diurnal Curve. There are several ways this composite
curve differs from what a typical municipal curve looks like. First, the curve is
more quad-urnal than diurnal, in that is it has 4 distinct peak hour flows instead
of 2. Second, the peak hour, 04:00 is about 3-4 hours earlier than typical 7 •
The same skew applies to the 4th peak occurring at about 22:00 hours. Third,
neither the peak hour flow nor the low flow ever reaches br approaches O GPM
flow during the 24-hour period. One would .expect such a drop In demand in a
metered distr.ibution system with minimum leakage and minimal unaccounted
water8 • The lowest value for the low flow day is about 123 GPM at 14:00 hours.
7 ResidentiaJ End Uses of Water, Figure ES.4, page x.xxi & Figure 5.21, page 125. William B. DeOreo et.al, AWWA
Research Foundation and American Water Works Association, 1999.
·
8 Ibid.
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The lowest value for the peak day is about 821 GPM at 14:00 hours. The
lowest value from the GCSSF curve from which these flow values are based is
400 GPM at 14:00 hours. Typically, the difference between the ideal
approaching zero demand and the low flow shown on a diurnal curve is caused
by a combir:iation of leaks, other lost water, irrigation, and data accuracy. The
City of Challis sits atop a highly permeable alluvial fan which affects the ability
of the City to detect a leak because it does not surface, and creates a high
irrigation demand to maintain landscaping. Challis has vigorously pursued
system leaks, and the historical decline in water use in the period from 2005 to
2009 reflects this effort. See Figure 4 Appendix A. Both the City and Idaho
Rural Water consider lost water and leaks to be no more thah about 4% of the
total daily flow. We estimate the low flow from the GCSSF chart to be
representative of actual summertime peak day irrigation demand. Based on the
data available, the curve is our representation of time delineated flows in the
system at peak day demand.
The main purpose of creating a time delineated flow for the City is to determine the timing
of the peak hour and the flow probabJy occutrihg at that time. We time the occurrence of
a fire flow demand in the digital hydraulic model at that peak hourto simulate the worstcase stress on the system when responding to a fire. Determining how Challis meets the
regulatory requirements of fighting a fire is one of the goals of this facility plan. The
composite curve provides the critical hour and the system flow at that time.
We estimated Challis 2010 population at 906 persons, and the composite peak hour
demand totals about 2,055 gallons/capita/per day (GPCD). There are about 984 existing
EDUs. Demand per EDU is 1,892 gallons per day. The peak hour demand includes
potable consumption, commercial use, and irrigation. Figure 4 shows a plot of1early
water use from 2005 to 2009 for each of the 3 sources based on City records 1 • Figure 5
plots total water use with population and average GPCD consumption for the same
period. Average percapita consumption for this period is 644 gallons per day, with a high
use in 2005 of 713 GPCD and a low use in 2009 of 581 GPCD. Typical water system
peaking factors that estimate peak hour flow from average flow range from about 2 to 4.
Using "10 States" 11 formula to estimate a peaking factor yields an average factor of 3.84
based on the population for the period of 2005-2009. The product of the 2005 average
percapita demand multiplied by the peaking factor yields a peak flow of 2,738 GPCD.
Using the factor and the low flow from year 2009, the peak flow is 2,231 GPCD.
3.3~3.6 Cross Connection Control

The City of Challis has a cross connection ordinance. A copy is included in Appendix B.
3.3~3. 7 Most Recent Sanitary Survey

9 Conversation with Bill Hayes, Idaho Rural Water Circuit Rider and author of the 2011 Water Rate Study for Challis,
and Corey Rice, City of Challis Water/Wastewater Superintend.ant
10 Notc- 2009 is a projection.
11 ''Recommended Standards for W•stewater Facilities" -2004 Edition, page 10-6, Figure 1. Note -the chart source
is not specific to wastewater estimation.
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The most recent Sanitary Survey of the City, performed by IDEQ-IFRO is dated August 5,
2009. The survey did not identify any significant deficiencies or any deficiencies in
general. Comments include:

•

Groundwater Source - "The pump distribution line for West Well #1 & #2 and East Well
#1 do not provide the necessary valves and appurtenances to allow the well to be pumped
to waste at the design capacity of the well via an approved air gap at a location prior to the
first service connection, as required byIDAPA 58.01.08.511.02."

•

Groundwater Source - "The pump distribution line for West Well# 1 does not provide an
instantaneous and totalizing flow meter equipped with nonvolatile memory pursuant to IDAPA
58.01.08.511.04. The Department has deemed a flow meter to be unnecessary for West Well #1 at
this time. The requirement ofa flow meter will be reevaluated every time an ESS is conducted. (No

Action Required)".
•

•

Distribudon - "There are fire hydrants provided that are connected to water mains smaller than
six (6) inches in diameter, which is not in accordance with IDAPA 58.01.08.542.06."
Pumping- "There is no auxiliary power on-site for West Well #I & #2 and East Well #I as
required by JDAPA 58.01.08.501.07. According to the operator, the power outages experienced by
the system are ofminimal frequency and duration that auxiliary power will not be required. The
need for auxiliary power on-site will be reevaluated every time an ESS is conducted. (No action

required at tit is time)".
The alternatives presented later in this report address fire hydrants and standby
generation plants at the proposed new wells. The Sanitary Survey is included in
Appendix G.

3.4

Drinking Water Quality

The City of Challis is in compliance with all drinking water quality rules. Copies of test
reports can be found in Appendix B. There are some quality concerns in developing
additional ground water supplies in the Salmon Aquifer System {SAS). The groundwater
from these wells is harder than groundwater from the Garden Creek Aquifer System
(GCAS). Recent test reports for hardness and related analytes are also in Appendix B.
The following table summarizes the most recent tests:
WELL

SOURCE

HARDNESS MG/L

TDS MG/L

WESTWELLl
WESTWELL2
EASTWELL
CHALLIS
AIRPORT
BUITS
SUBDMSION

GCAS
GCAS
SAS
SAS

70.7
65.9
108

213
213

246

DH
7.61
7.77
7.58

112

226

7.35

92.7

220

7.23

SAS

Tt,e City ·Of Challis blends groundwater from East Well with West Well 2 water in the East
Reservoir to mitigate the hardness for its customers.
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3.5

Hydraulic Analysis of Existing Conditions

Riedesel created a hydraulic model of the City's distribution system, water sources, and
storage tanks using lnnovyze® (formerly MWH Soft®) H2OMAP Water 9.6 (H2OMAP),
Update #4. Hydraulic data used in the existing system model are located in Appendix F.
The model is un-calibrated and is suitable for facility planning. If and when the City
proceeds to a design phase, the model should be calibrated to confirm the design. The
model simulates the performance the drinking water system at peak day demand and
demonstrates the pressure effects under peak day demand for fire flow. The model is
based on the following data:
•

Water Main System of Challis, Idaho - Mountain River Engineering, September,
1995. The map shows the location of pipes in the system and their respective
diameters and age; location of pressure reducing valves; location of fire hydrants;
key isolation valves; and operational notes. Riedesel created a *.TIFF of this map,
overlaid upon a Google Earth Pro ©2010 image, and scaled it to match the Google
Earth image. The scaled image provided the pipe lengths used for model. We
made a *.DXF of the map pipe network and imported this *.DXF into the H2OMAP
program giving the model the correct spatial representation of the system. Please
see Table 1 Appendix A for a summary of the existing pipelines in the distribution
system.
• Composite Diurnal Curve. The composite diurnal curve created for this facility is
discussed in detail in a previous section. The curve informs the hydraulic model
about the time delineated demands in the system, that is the total peak hour
demand for the peak day and how that total is distributed by hour for the peak day.
Please see Figure 3 Appendix A for the composite existing system diurnal curve.
• Nodes and Node Demand Loading. Model nodes are pipeline junctions, hydrant
locations, or other specific points of interest in a pipeline run. The model uses
these nodes to represent how the total peak day demand is distributed over the
City. In the case of fire flow simulations, we loaded the existing fire hydrant
locations with the design fire requirements. City staff provided guidance where a
cluster of water services might be represented by a demand node in the model.
We loaded these demand nodes with their pro rata share of the total peak day flow
based on the number of connections represented by the node. The existing
system model has 195 demand nodes, 86 of which represent fire hydrants.
• Node Elevations. We used Google Earth Pro ©2010 (GEP) to determine node
elevations for the model. The GEP image dates from June, 2009.
• Hazen Williams Friction Factor. We used a Hazen's factor (C) of 120 for all
existing pipes in the system, and C of 130 for all new pipes.
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3.5.1 Existing System Peak Hour Simulations

The model includes the operation of the Garden Creek Slow Sand Filter, West Well 2,
East Well; the two 0.2MG storage reservoirs, and 2 existing pressure reducing valve
stations. A copy of the modeling output of the existing system model is shown in Table 4
Appendix A. The modeling simulations predict the following:
•

•
•

The existing distribution system can meet the existing peak hour demand and stay
within the guidelines of IDAPA 58.01 .552.01 .b.ii, even with extensive quantities of
old 4-inch mains. For the most part the distribution system is effectively looped.
There are some areas where the static and dynamic pressures exceed the
requirements of IDAPA 58.01 .552.01 .b.iii.
East and West Reservoirs have sufficient volume coupled with the performance of
East and West Well 2 to meet equalization requirements for peak day/peak hour
demand.

A complete set of data for the model's existing system peak day demand can be found in
Appendix F.
3.5.2 Existing System Fire Flow Demand at Peak Hour Simulations

The official empowered to determine the design fire criteria for the City is Launna
Gunderson, Chief, North Custer Rural Fire District. Chief Gunderson selected the
minimum required fire flow and duration • 1,500 GPM for 2·hour duration 12 • The design
fire requires either equalization storage of 180,000 gallons or source(s) that can provide
peak day flow and 1,500 GPM. Challis' (3) water sources do not have peak hour and fire
flow capacity. The City's 2 reservoirs impound 400,000 gallons and have sufficient fire
storage. Fire storage is 180,000 gallons.
Chief Gunderson expressed concerns about Challis' existing distribution system that
limits the District's ability to fight a fire. Those concerns are:
1.
2.

3.
4.

There are many pipelines that were not replaced in the most recent water
project (circa 1980). These are primarily the 4-inch lines in the Old Town
distribution system.
There are fire hydrants connected to 4·inch lines.
Some of the hydrants (Pacific States) are not operational and some will not
close .again if opened.
Hydrant spacing is greater than current standards. Current standards 13 are
summarized as follows:
·

12 2009 International
13

Fire Code, Copyright C 2009 by International Code Council, Inc., Appendix A, .Table B105.1
2009 ln1emational Fire Code, Copyright Cl 2009 by International Code Council, Inc., Appendix B, Table Cl OS .1
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•
•
•

Minimum number of hydrants - 1
Average spacing between hydrants - 500 feet
Maximum distance from any point on street or road frontage to a hydrant
-250 feet

The existing system composite diurnal cu·rve shows the peak hour of the peak day to be
04:00 hours. The H2OMAP performs a comprehensive fire flow analysis at the
determined peak day-peak hour using the data from the existing system model and the
assigned fire demand nodes. A copy of the output report is in Appendix F. A copy of the
existing system operating at peak day-peak hour demand with fire flow demand is shown
in Figure 6 Appendix A. The modeling simulations predict the following:
•

•

The existing distribution system cannot meet the existing peak hour demand with
the design fire criteria and stay within the guidelines of IDAPA 58.01 .552.01 .b. i.
Figure 6 Appendix A shows that intensely looped old 4-inch mains can meet the
design fire requirements. It is the peripheral nodes that fail the demand.
With the exception of 2 dead end nodes, the maximum compliant fire flow the
existing system can provide is 500 GPM. Please see Figure 7 Appendix A.

A complete set of data for the model's existing system peak day demand with fire flow
can be found in Appendix F.

3.6

Violations and Compliance Issues

The City is not operating under any violation or compliance issues. A copy of the latest
sanitary survey is included in Appendix G.

3. 7

User Charges and Operations Budget

Challis has changed its schedule for water and sewer rates. The new schedule takes
place in October, 2011. A copy of new fiscal year budget, rates, and rate ordinance are in
AppendixC.

3.8

Pressure Zone and Problems

The Idaho Administrative Procedures Act (IDAPA) establishes rules for public drinking
water systems in IDAPA 58.01 .08. Section 552.01 .b addresses minimum and maximum
distribution system pressures. In general, these pressures are:
•
•
•
•

Minimum of 20 PSI during peak hour demand including fire flow demand
(58.01 .08.552.01.b.l)
Minimum of 40 PSI during peak hour demand excluding fire flow
(58.01.08.552.01 .b.v)
Ordinary maximum static pressure of 80 PSI (58.01 .08.552.01.b.vi)
Controlling pressures above 100 PSI with pressure reducing devices
(58.01 .08.552.01 .b.vi)
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Low system pressure can cause back-siphonage of materials into the drinking water
system that are harmful to the health and safety of the public. High system pressures
increases overall water consumption, increases leaks and the amount of water loss from
leaks in the system, increases wear on valves and fittings, and increases the stress of
pressure transients on pipelines and appurtenances.
The distribution system of the City of Challis has 4 pressure areas - Old Town, Upper
Cyprus, Middle Cyprus and Lower Cyprus. Figure 8 Appendix A shows the existing
pressure areas, pressure contours during peak day peak hour flow, and the location of
specific junctions that are discussed below.
The clear well at the Garden Creek Slow Sand Filter sets the maximum hydraulic grade
line for the Old Town System at about 5,425 feet elevation. The lowest model node (J580
- Safe Haven) in this system is about 5,142 feet elevation. Static head at this node is
about 283 feet, or about 123 PSI. The City does not have any pressure reducing valves
in the Old Town distribution system and it is effectively one pressure zone. Hydraulic
modeling indicates the Old Town System meets the 40 PSI minimum pressure during
peak hour demand. The Old Town distribution system does not meet the IDAPA rules for
maximum unregulated system static pressure.
The hydraulic gradeline for the Upper Cyprus System (UCS) is set by the West Reservoir.
Elevation at the West Reservoir is about 5,550 feet. Isolation valves separate UCS from
the middle and lower systems and from the Old Town System. UCS is (1) pressure zone.
The elevation of the lowest node in the UCS is about 5,193 feet (J314 - BLM). Static
head at this node is about 357 feet, or about 155 PSI. Hydraulic modeling indicates the
UCS meets the 40 PSI minimum pressure during peak hour demand. UCS distribution
system does not meet the IDAPA rules for maximum unregulated system static pressure.
The hydraulic gradeline for the Middle Cyprus System (MCS) is set by the East Reservoir.
Elevation at the East Reservoir is about 5,320 feet. Isolation and pressure reducing
valves separate MCS from the upper and lower systems. Isolation valves also separate
the MCS from the Old Town System. MCS is (1) pressure zone. The elevation of the
lowest node in the MCS is about 5,100 feet (J182- Valley RV). Static head at this node
is about 220 feet, or about 95 PSI. Hydraulic modeling indicates the MCS meets the 40
PSI minimum pressure during peak hour demand. MCS distribution system meets the
IDAPA rules for maximum unregulated system static pressure.
The hydraulic gradeline for the Lower Cyprus System (LCS) is set by pressure reducing
valves on Apex Lane and in the vicinity of Bayhorse and Ramshom. We estimate the
elevation of these valves to be about 5,100 feet. The downstream setting of these valves
is about 50 PSI. The hydraulic gradeline at these settings is about 5,216 feet. LCS is (1)
pressure zone. The elevation of the lowest node in the LCS is about 5,026 feet (J15.0
FH39). Estimated static head at this node is about 190 feet, or about 82 PSI. Hydraulic
modeling indicates the LCS meets the 40 PSI minimum pressure during peak hour
demand. LCS meets the IDAPA rules for maximum unregulated system static pressure.
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The alternatives developed in this facility plan address the over-pressure issue with the
Old Town and Upper Cyprus distribution systems.

3.9

Defects and Deficiencies

The most recent Sanitary Survey of the City, performed by IDEQ-IFRO is dated August 5,
2009. The survey did not identify any significant deficiencies or any deficiencies in
general. See Section 3.3.3.6.
Based on our hydraulic modeling of the existing system we add over-pressuring in the
Upper and Old Town distribution systems as a defect. In our modeling of Future
Conditions we create 4 pressure zones for the entire distribution system.

3.10 Other - None

4

FUTURE CONDITIONS

4.1

Future Growth and 20-year planning horizon

We used 2 methods to estimate a 20-year population for the City of Challis (Year 2030) a statistical curve fitting procedure using population data from the Idaho Department of
Commerce (IDC) and historical data coupled with an estimate of the City's service
requirements within its City limits.
Statistical Curve Fitting. The economy and population of Challis is based on resource
extraction and like many other Cities in Idaho and especially Northern Idaho, Challis'
population follows a "boom/bust" cycle. The figure below compares the populations of
Challis with 1O other communities. Most of these communities experienced population
gains in the decade starting from 1970 to 1980. Challis' peak population occurred about
1990.
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The graph below shows the same data but for Challis only. The population rises from
1980 and peaks at 1990 and then declines to year 2000. The latest data from IDC is for
the year 2008 and the points beyond that year are extrapolations based on a linear curve
fit to IDC data. The 2008 population is 896 persons. The year 2000 population is 907
persons. Projected 2010 population is 906 persons.
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The population projection for year 2030 is 972 persons. Our initial hydraulic modeling for
future conditions was based on 972 persons for the year 2030. Table 5 Appendix A
shows population data.
Historical - Service Obligation. The statistical projection has shortcomings. First it
doesn't accommodate well the nature of a resource based economy and the potential
municipal service obligations it creates. The 1990 population peak demonstrates this.
Second, it doesn't account for the City's service obligation to serve platted existing
residential and commercial lots within the current City limits. When these lots develop (or
re-develop) the City must provide water service. At the present time, this service
obligation is an implicit demand on Challis' source water supplies and distribution system.
We consulted with City staff to better understand this implicit obligation, and determined
the best representation would be a design population of 1,250 persons. 1,250 persons
was the peak population for the City when the Cyprus Mines project was in full
development. The Cyprus Mines project constructed the road, water and sewer system
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infrastructure for the City to meet the demand. In conjunction with City staff and Council,
we accepted 1,250 persons to be 2030 year design horizon and subsequently
hydraulically remodeled the City for this projection. All of the initial and final alternatives
discussed in this report are based on a design population of 1,250 persons.

4.2

Forecast of Demand

In Section 11.C.5 we discussed the creation of the composite diurnal curve and the
existing peak hour and flow day demand. We use the same composite diurnal curve to
project 2030 year demands with a population of 1,250 persons. We scaled the 2030 year
demand using a peak day percapita· consumption of 2,056 gallons. Since the City has
been metered since the 1980s, we do not expect any reduction in the percapita demand
based solely on the presence of meters. The City may experience some percapita
reduction if it chooses re-meter the system with "automated read" (AMR) type equipment.
AMR equipment will allow the City to read (instead of estimating flows) meters every
month through the year. Better accounting of water use and increased water rates could
create reductions in consumption. The City is instituting a new rate schedule. The rate
schedule will escalate if the City decides to pursue a capital project.
There are some assumptions in doing this projection:

1. The peak hour demands shown by the existing composite diurnal curve will be
representative of the design year 2030. For instance - discussions with staff
and Bill Hayes 14 indicate the 04:00 and 22:00 hour peaks are representative of
the shift changes at the mine. The patterns could change with
expansion/contraction of this industry, or with the development of new
industries in the City.
2. The proportion of residential/commercial/irrigation components of the City's
potable consumption remains consistent with current usage. Expansion of the
commercial sector in respect to residential demand changes overall per lot
demand, and the estimated percapita demand.
3. The population projection is predicative of the design year. Population
projections were discussed in the previous section.
4. There are no significant water conservation programs to diminish peak hour
demand.
Figure 3 Appendix A shows the composite diurnal curve showing existing year and year
2030 peak hour demands.
In Section 11.C.5 we estimated existing peak hour flow at about 1,950 gallons per minute
{GPM) and peak day at 1.86 million gallons (MG). For the design year 2030, projected
peak hour flow is about 2,700 GPM and peak day is about 2.57 MG.

14 Conversation with Bill Hayes, Idaho Rural Water Circuit Rider and author of the 2011 Water Rate Study for Challis,
and Corey Rice, City of Challis Water/Wastewater Supei-intendant
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4.3

Needed Drinking Water Facilities for 20-year horizon

This section identifies general improvements needed for the City to meet a design
population of 1,250 persons by the year 2030. At the outset, we categorized the areas in
which these improvements were to occur. The categories are: Distribution System,
Source Water; Storage, Metering, and Telemetry.
FACILITY

DISCUSSION

NEEDED

1

Sourcl;) Water - Water
Rights

y

2

Source Water Increased Source
Water Production

y

3

Storage - Increased
Water Storage

N

4

Distribution System Transmission
Improvements

y

5

Distribution System Fire Fighting

y

6

Distribution System Pressure Zones

y

7

Distribution System System Expansion

y

8

Metering

y

9

Telemetry

y

The City currently has groundwater and surface water rights.
These rights total 2.79 million gallon per day (MGD). Projected
year 2030 demand is 2.57 MGD. Note - Change to 100%
groundwater source will require new groundwater right.
The City does not have enough groundwater capacity from its 2
operating sources to meet year 2030 demands. One of the goals
of this plan to for the City to develop enough groundwater right to
cease dependence on the Garden Creek Slow Sand Filter.
The City has a total of 0.4 million gallons (MG) of storage.
Modeling of source water production with peak hour flow and fire
flow indicate the City has adeauate storage.
The extent of distribution system improvements depends of the
specific project chosen by the City. In general, improvements are
targeted to eliminate pipeline dead ends, ageing 4-inch and other
pipes, conveying water to new developments within the City limits,
and conveying water to newly annexed areas.
The City's existing 4-inch Jines will not convey the year 2030
demand. The City will need additional hydrants to improve
hydrant spacing, and new hydrants along transmission line
expansions.
The City needs to improve its pressure zones to meet IDAPA.
The City will need (4) formal pressure zones when it switches to
all aroundwater suoolv.
The City desires to extend water service and fire flow capability to
the airport and annex the Butts subdivision. Service line extension
to the airport will enhance commercial development along the US
93 strio, from the Citv of Challis to the airport.
The City was metered in its 1980s project. The meters are aging;
probably are not within AWWA accuracy ranges, and some are
not operational. Manual read meters represent a significant labor
commitment that can be recovered by AMR equipment. New
meters with increased accuracy, ability to read year round could
realize increased revenues and/or reduction in consumotion.
The currently uses some basic supervisory control but it not
robust. A fully developed telemetry/SCADA system will allow
monitoring of key elements with enhanced alann and notification
features. Telemetry/ SCADA can allow remote operator access to
assess threats and respond to problems and alarms Without
physlcally visiting the site.

The improvements vary according to the planning alternative the City chooses to pursue.
Specific improvements, their respective design lives, project costs, and Equivalent
Unifonn Annual Cost (EUAC) detenninations are presented in detail in Section VI Selected Alternative Description and Implementation Arrangements.
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4.4

Future Conditions wrthout Proposed Improvements

The City Council determined that the design population for the facility plan would be 1,250
persons for the design year 2030. The Council atso created 11 criteria or goals it would
· use to evaluate a potenlial capital improvement project. This section evaluates those
criteria if the City does not proceed to implement improvements. Note: the City does not
need to proceed with a capital project because of a compliance issue with the State of
Idaho. The 11 criteria and their evaluation are as follows:

I.

2.

3.

4.

Provide for City Fire Protection
• The City cannot meet the design fire flow and pressure requirements
without making improvements to the existing distribution system.
• The City cannot expand its distribution system and have it meet the
design fire flow and pressure requirements without making
improvements to the existing distribution system and designing the
expansion to meet fire flow requirements.
• Inability to provide the minimum design fire requirements could limit the
economic attractiveness of the community for either business start-ups
or business relocation
• Inability to provide the minimum design fire requirements increases fire
insurance rates.
• Criteria #1 is not attainable without a capital improvement project and
the City could be liable for its inability to meet the minimum design fire
requirements
Provide for Airport Fire Protection
• The existing well and pump system at the airport cannot meet the design
fire requirements.
• Inability to provide the minimum design fire requirements could limit the
economic attractiveness of the community for either business start-ups
or business relocation
• Inability to provide the minimum design fire requirements increases fire
insurance rates.
• Criteria #2 is not attainable without a capital improvement project.
Meet Development and Growth Needs
• To meet future development and growth needs the City must expand its
distribution system and increase its volume of drinking water. Future
development includes both "in-fill" projects within the City limits, and
expansion to future areas of annexation.
• In a sense, City service expansion is a regionalization strategy that
would incorporate and improve substandard water and sewer systems
with corresponding improvements to the Round Valley environment
• Criteria #3 is not attainable without a capital improvement project.
Recovers Labor from the Slow Sand Filter
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•

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Continuing dependence on the Garden Creek surface water source and
treatment will create increased labor and staff expense because of
inflationary factors and increased treatment level mandates.
• Criteria #4 is not attainable without a capital improvement project.
Maintain or Improve Source Water Quality & Safety
• The surface water supply for the slow sand filter comes from an
unprotected watershed. The City does not have the financial means to
litigate violators in the watershed in order to protect its influent water
quality. Recent testing has revealed increased levels of E.coli bacteria
in Garden Creek upstream of the treatment plant. We assume there is
also an increase in nitrates in the water source as well. Continued use
of this surface water supply without improved treatment providing
multiple barriers to contaminants jeopardizes health and safety of the
Old Town users of the source.
• Development of groundwater sources is an attractive alternative to
enhanced surface water treatment.
• The safety of the Garden Creek system cannot be improved nor can new
groundwater sources be developed without a capital project.
• Criteria #5 ls not attainable without a capital improvement project.
Controls or Minimizes Future Costs
• System improvements re-establish the life cycle of aged infrastructure. It
replaces and minimizes, at least initially, repairs. Repairs escalate over
time as equipment degrades. Capital improvements are required to
have new operation and maintenance manuals that detail ways to keep
equipment functioning properly. New equipment and proper
maintenance controls and minimizes future costs.
• Time value of money calculations generally favors "doing it now" versus
"doing it later" strategies.
• Incorporating technology, such as AMR meters and telemetry, adds
complexity but minimizes operational costs.
• Criteria #6 is not attainable without a capital improvement project.
Is the Water Source or Treatment Reliable for Quality
• Concerns about continuing reliance on the surface water source for the
City has been discussed above and is relevant here as well.
• Criteria #7 cannot be addressed without a capital improvement project.
Is the Water Source Reliable for Amount
• The City has sufficient water right to meet the drinking water demands of
the design year if the City does not undertake an improvement project.
• The yearly production of the groundwater and surface water sources
themselves can vary and have done so historically.
• The City needs to recapture the lost production of West Well 1 to meet
the design year demand.
• Criteria #7 cannot be addressed without a capital improvement project.
Provides Minimum Pipe Sizes for Fire Protection
• The City has old 4-inch pipes and hydrants tied to them. Criteria #9
cannot be met without a capital improvement project
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1O.

11.

4.5

Maintains or Improves the Reliability of the System Components
• System improvements re-establish the life cycle of aged infrastructure. It
replaces and minimizes, at least initially, repairs. Repairs escalate over
time as equipment degrades. Capital improvements are required to
have new operatior:i and maintenance manuals that detail ways to keep
equipment functioning properly. New equipment and proper
maintenance controls and minimizes future costs.
• Time value of money calculations generally favors ''doing it now" versus
"doing it later" strategies.
• Incorporating technology, such as AMR meters and telemetry, adds
complexity but minimizes operational costs.
• Criteria #10 is not attainable without a capital improvement project.
Provides for Redundancy and Emergency Isolation of the System
• The City's water supply uses surface water and wells tapping 2 different
aquifer systems. The City's sources are redundant.
• The supply to the Old Town pressure zone can be back fed by the
Cyprus system. The Old Town pressure zone supply is redundant.
• The Upper Cyprus pressure zone is not redundant. There is insufficient
head to supply West Reservoir from the Garden Creek Slow Sand Filter.
The East Well pump does not have sufficient head to supply West
Reservoir, even if the distribution system had the necessary valving to
make the connection.
• The Middle and Lower Cyprus pressure zones can be supplied from the
Old Town and Upper Cyprus zones. The Middle and Lower zones have
redundant sources.
• All of the zones can be isolated with existing valving, but isolating the
Middle Cyprus zone requires modification to East Well controls to allow
East Well to continue supply the Lower Cyprus zone.
• Criteria #11 is not fully attainable without a capital improvement project.

Land Use Plans for Existing & Future Drinking Water Facilities

The City's existing water facilities include: Old Town and Cyprus distribution systems,
Garden Creek Slow Sand Filter and Clearwell; West Well 1&2, West Reservoir, East
Reservoir, and East Well. The City owns the land for the GCSSF, West and East
Reservoirs, both West Wells, and the site for East Well. The distribution systems are
located in the public roadways or within dedicated easements and/or rights-of-way.
Where possible, future source water facilities such as new wells will be sited on existing
City property. Expansion of the distribution system into unincorporated areas will require
new easements when public roadways and rights-of-way are not available for pipelines.
We anticipate that the City will have to cross US 93 in at least 2 locations for new
transmission lines. Idaho Transportation Department (iTD) wili probably require
directional boring under the highway for utility extensions
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4.6

Hydraulic Analysis of Future Conditions

In Section IV.B we forecasted the demand for the design year based on a population of
1,250 persons and Figure 3 Appendix A shows a diurnal curve estimating the peak
day/peak hour consumption. Hydraulic modeling uses this diurnal curve along with the
placement of demands within the distribution system to predict the response of the
system to the peak day/peak hour demand and the peak day/peak hour demand with a
design fire demand. The future hydraulic model is based on the level of service the City
wishes to provide and the area it wishes to serve. We worked with the City through a
variety of different levels of service and service areas until Council selected an
alternative. The selection process and the selected alternatives are discussed in the
following sections. The future hydraulic model for the selected alternative is located in
Appendix F.

5

DEVELOPMENT AND INITIAL SCREENING OF ALTERNATIVES

5.1

Description of Compliance Issues, Problems & Deficiencies

5.1.1 DEFINITIONS
This section will use the following definitions:

Compliance Issue - A possible or current decree or order to the water system by agency
or agencies with jurisdiction to correct an identified condition affecting the health and
safety of the public.
Problem - A condition of the water system that does not immediately affect the health
and safety of the public. An example of a problem could be a missing hydrant port cover
or a line valve that is difficult to operate. A problem may or may not be an item identified
by a sanitary survey.
Deficiency - A deficiency is a problem that detracts from the optimal operation or
management of the water system but does not concern the health and safety of the
public.
IDAPA 58.01.08.003.113 Significant Deficiency. As identified during a sanitary survey,
any defect in a system's design, operation, maintenance, or administration, as well as any
failure or malfunction of any system component, that the Department or its agent
determines to cause, or have potential to cause, risk to health or safety, or that could
affect the reliable delivery of safe drinking water.
5.1.2 GENERAL
The last water facility planning study for the City of Challis, Idaho was completed in 1981.
Since then the City has been able to meet minimum water quality standards without
compliance issues. The latest sanitary survey of the system was performed in 2009 and
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the text of the document is located in Appendix G. The survey found no significant
deficiencies and no deficiencies.

5.2

Description of Probfems/Deficfencies

The City and the facility plan have identified the following needs to respond to future
problems and the issues identified in the sanitary survey. These needs are the driving
force for capital projects identified in later sections:
FACILITY

NEEDED

1

Source Water - Water
Rights

y

2

Source Water Increased Source
Water Production

y

3

Storage - Increased
Water Storage

N

Distribution System Transmission
Improvements

y

5

Distribution System Fire Fighting

y

6

Distribution System Pressure Zones

y

7

Distribution System System Expansion

y

8

Metering

y

Telemetry

y

"

t

DISCUSSION

The City currently has groundwater and surface water rights.
These rights total 2.79 million gallon per day (MGD). Projected
year 2030 demand is 2.57 MGD. Note- Change to 100%
oroundwater source will reauire new groundwater rioht.
The City does not have enough groundwater capacity from its 2
operating sources to meet year 2030 demands. One of the goals
of this plan to for the City to develop enough groundwater right to
cease dependence on the Garden Creek Slow Sand Filter.
The City has a total of 0.4 million gallons (MG) of storage.
Modeling of source water production with peak hour flow and fire
flow indicate the Citv has adequate storaoe.
The extent of distribution system improvements depends of the
specific project chosen by the City. In general, improvements are
targeted to eliminate pipeline dead ends, ageing 4-inch and other
pipes, conveying water to new developments within the City limits,
and convevino water to newlv annexed areas.
The City's existing 4-inch lines will not convey the year 2030
demand. The City will need additional hydrants to improve
hydrant spacing, and new hydrants along transmission line
exoansions.
The City needs to improve its pressure zones to meet IDAPA.
The City will need (4) formaf pressure zones when it switches to
all Qroundwater suoolv.
The City desires to extend water service and fore flow capability to
the airport and annex the Butts subdivision. Service line extension
to the airport will enhance commercial development along the US
93 strip, from the City of Challis to the alroort.
The City was metered in its 1980s project. The meters are aging,
probably are not within AWWA accuracy ranges, and some are
not operational. Manual read meters represent a significant labor
commitment that can be recovered by AMR equipment. New
meters with increased accuracy, ability to read year round could
realize increased revenues and/or reduction in consumotion.
The currently uses some basic supervisory control but it not
robust. A fully developed telemetry/SCADA system will allow
monitoring of key elements with enhanced alarm and notification
features. Telemetry/SCAOA can allow remote operator' access to
assess threats and respond to problems and alarms without
ohvsicallv visltinQ the site.
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5.3

Development of Alternatives - Source, Distribution, Storage, Metering,
Telemetry

This section covers the first preliminary set of project alternatives for the City.
Refinements of the preliminary set are the bases of the final alternatives and the project
selected by the City. The alternatives cover five main areas of City concerns - the water
distribution system, the drinking water sources, the system water storage, system wide
metering, and control telemetry. The alternatives were generated to respond to these
general criteria:
•
•
•
•
•

Does the alternative address the problems?
Does the alternative address the deficiencies?
Does the alternative address significant deficiencies?
Does the alternative address compliance issues?
Does the alternative address the needs?

The City's water system currently has no significant deficiencies and no compliance
issues. Problems, including sanitary survey issues, have been identified in Future
Conditions, Section D. The (9) system needs have been identified in the previous
section.
Appendix D contains charts identifying each alternative and shows: standard alternatives
to the upgrade or construction; no-action benefits and dis-benefits; environmental
concerns from Form 5-4 Section 8.2; and the whether there are impacts to the
environmental concerns. In total the charts display 17 preliminary alternatives - nine for
Source Water, five for the Distribution System, and three for Metering and Telemetry.
DEQ's Outline and Checklist for Engineering Report/Facility Plan Form 5-A requires a
discussion of "optimum operation of existing facilities".

5.3.1 Optimum Operation - Sources
Water Right. Challis has enough aggregate water right to meet the projected demand for
the year 2030. The City will utilize 92% of that aggregate right to meet the peak day/peak
hour flow for the year 2030. See "How Much Water do We Need" chart in Appendix D.
One of the main goals of the facility plan is to test the ability of the City to replace the
Garden Creek Surface Water System with new groundwater source(s). The City will need
to develop new groundwater right to ensure that it has optimal source water available for
the design year 2030. See the summary report from Barker, Rosholt & Simpson, LLP in
Appendix E.
Groundwater Sources. There are competing priorities for the optimum location of new
groundwater sources. There are two sources available - The Garden Creek Aquifer
System (GCAS) (West Wells 1&2 utilize this aquifer) and the Salmon Aquifer System
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(SAS) (East Well utilizes this source). The alluvial Salmon Aquifer system east of town is
the more extensive and prolific. New well(s) will require less drilling depth, and new well
will have higher specific capacity (GPM per foot of draw down). The SAS also has poorer
water quality due to mineral hardness and will require extensive distribution pipeline
changes if SAS is used as the sole groundwater source.
GCAS is an optimal location for new groundwater sources because it is higher in
elevation than SAS, will not require signification distribution pipeline changes to
incorporate into the system, and has much lower mineral hardness than SAS. GCAS is a
less extensive source that Idaho Water Resources Research Institute (IWRRI) indicates is
fully exploited 15 • Other than the recovery of the capacity of West Well #1, we feel it
inadvisable to attempt to develop the full replacement capacity of surface water supply in
the GCAS. The optimal solution which we derived by hydraulic modeling, is a single new
well in the GCAS and a single new well in the SAS.
Pumping. Both groundwater sources, East Well and West Well pump to the City's
storage tanks. Pump operation is based on water level in the tanks. The pumps are
either "on or off as a result. The future groundwater sources will operate in the same
manner. Optimal operation includes proper design of new pumps to ensure wire-to-water
efficiency and management of the level controls in the storage tanks to minimize shortcycling of the pumps. Large 3-phase pump motors should have no more than 4 starts per
hour. The City currently operates the level controls to minimize short-cycling.

5.3.2 Optimum Operation - Storage
Hydraulic modeling of the existing and future water systems indicate the City has
sufficient storage to meet peak day/peak hour demand with a.fire demand at peak
day/peak hour. Optimal operation of the City's storage includes adjustment of winter-time
water levels to ensure turnover for water quality. Turnover will be especially important if
the City is required to start disinfection of the groundwater sources.

5.3.3 Optimum Operation -Distribution System
Issues for Optimal operation of the distribution system include: elimination of dead end
lines and pipeline networking, ·elimination of small diameter pipes to improve hydraulic
efficiency for fire flows, adequate number and spacing of fire hydrants, and establishing
pressure zones throughout the system. The final selected alternative rectifies all these
issues.

5.3.4 Optimum Operation - Metering
The City of Challis Is currently metered, but the meters date from the 1980s. Issues for
optimal operation system wide metering include: change out of non-operating or
inaccurate meters, and reading the meters during the winter months rather than
15 "Hydrogeologic Analysis of the Water Supply for Challis, Custer County, Idaho", Otto, Wylie & Martin, Idaho
Geologic Survey, 2005, page 13, paragraph Rech~ for West Wells.
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estimating consumption. Replacement of all the meters with new equipment using
automated read features will rectify these issues. Further, new equipment will identify
and reduce City-side service leaks, recover lost water revenues, and encourage
conservation.

5.3.5 Optimum Operation - Telemetry
The City of Challis currently has minimal telemetry/supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) capability, and relies on visual inspections and site visits to monitor
operation of its pumps and water storage elements. A more robust SCADA system will
reduce staff time, improve overall monitoring of key elements, enhance reporting and
response of alarm conditions, and improve the security of the system. The final selected
alternative rectifies the telemetry issue.
DEQ's Outline and Checklist for Engineering Report/Facility Plan Form 5-A requires a
discussion of "regionalization".

5.3.6 Regionalization
The City of Challis is the only municipality within a twenty-mile radius of the City. The
nearest municipal water system is operated by the City of Salmon, ID. The City of
Salmon is about 60 miles, by road, from Challis. There are no regionalization
opportunities within an economic proximity to the City of Challis. Challis is considering
annexation of the Butts subdivision. Butts subdivision has a separate water and sewage
system. Annexation of the subdivision will eliminate a poor to failing water and
wastewater system, bring those systems into compliance, and ensure proper operation of
the facilities. The annexation if pursued is a regionalization effort.

5.4

Environmental Impacts

See charts in Appendix D.

5.5

Service to Isolated Areas

Future service line extensions discussed in the preliminary alternatives will serve future
annexation areas. Service includes metering, pressure zones, and design fire fighting
capabilities.

5.6

Development of New Sources

New groundwater sources will have to be developed to replace the City's dependence on
its Garden Creek surface water source.

5.7

New Treatment Facilities

No new treatment facilities are required for the 1,250 population for the 2030 design year.
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5.8

Storage Requirements

No new water storage is required for the 1,250 population for the 2030 design year.

5.9

Pumping Requirements

New groundwater sources will require new pumping plants with standby generation
capability.

5.10 Pressure Maintenance
The water system needs (4) defined pressure zones throughout the system. See Figure
12 Appendix A

5.11 Separate Irrigation Facilities
We have reviewed the option of supplying separate irrigation facilities. A separate
irrigation system will not remedy the problems/defects identified by this plan. It is not an
economic alternative for the City. See the project list in Appendix D.

5.12 Staged Distribution
Future expansion of the distribution system can be phased or staged.

5.13 System Classification and Licensure
The water system for the City of Challis is a public water system, PWS# 7190013.
Current operator levels needed are Class 1 Treatment and Distribution System. Using
DEQ's classification worksheets, the future system will still require only Class 1 Treatment
and Distribution. See Figure 14, Appendix A.

5.14 Other
None.

6

FINAL SCREENING OF PRINCIPAL ALTERNATIVES AND
FACILITY PLAN ADOPTION

6.1

Evaluation of Costs

This facility plan presents an evaluation of costs both on the preliminary and final
alternatives. The final alternative cost evaluations use and equivalent uniform annual
cost (EUAC) method which is a derivative of Present Work Analysis. EUAC presents an
annualized cost based on capital cost of imprpvements and its financing, the replacement
frequency or life of the improvements, the impact of the improvements on operation and
maintenance, and current electrical costs based on the rate structure of the local utility.
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Like a Present Worth Analysis, the project with the lowest EUAC is the economically
preferred project.
The EUAC analysis uses the loan term, 40 years, to differentiate between a long-lived
asset and a short lived asset. An asset with a replacement life of less than 40 years is a
short lived asset. ·The EUAC uses a 6% interest rate even though rates from DEQ and
Rural Development are significantly less. 6% allows some latitude for inflation over the
life of the projection. Copies of the EUAC worksheets for each of the principal
alternatives are in Appendix D.

6.2

Evaluation of Environmental Impacts -NEPA, IDAPA 58.01.20

The environmental report by Progressive Engineering Group, Inc. follows the guidelines
of IDAPA 58.01 .2 and Idaho Department of Commerce Community Development Block
Grant. The environmental report is located in Appendix H.

6.3

Consideration of Impacts to Water Supply Systems

The facility plan follows the recommendations of the IWRRI report, "Hydrogeologic
Analysis of the Water Supply for Challis, Custer County, Idaho", 2005. Based on this
document we recommend the City not attempt to replace the total right from the Garden
Creek surface water source in the Garden Creek Aquifer System.

6.4

Consideration of EPA Reliability Criteria

We base the reliability of the proposed groundwater sources on the IWRRI cited above.

6.5

Comparison of Alternatives

The principal alternatives will have no environmental effects other than dust and noise
during construction. Construction will require an Storm Water Pollution and Prevention
Plans to mitigate run-off from construction.

6.6

Public Input Evaluation per 40CFR Part 25 and State of Idaho 40 CFR
part 25 Describes Criteria for Public Participation.

We followed the guidelines in this manner:
•

•

40CFS part 25.4.c - Public Notification. The City of Challis provided public
notification of each City Councjl Meeting in which elements of the facility plan
were presented according to Idaho Statute. Council Meeting presentations
occurred on these dates: 4/12/11, 5/10/11 , 6ll/11, and 8/9/11. Notification of
the formal public participation hearing, held on 7/21/11, was published in "The
Challis Messenger".
40CFS part 25.5 - Public Hearings. A public hearing was held on 7/21/11. A
copy of the notice and list of attendees are included in Appendix E. The
hearing included post boards and presentations by Don Acheson, P.E. of
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6.7

Riedesel Engineering, Inc, and Michelle Bly, P.C.E.O. of Progressive
Engineering Group, Inc. Attendees were encouraged to ask questions and
each were given (4) colored dots to use for expressing their alternative
preference. The dots were: green - my favorite; blue - my second choice;
yellow - my third choice; and red - no thank you. At the end of the
presentation, attendees were request to express their alternative preference by
placing a colored dot on the poster board explaining that alternative.
40CFS part 25.8 - Responsiveness Summary. The summary is in Appendix E.

Description of Cost Effectiveness per 40 CFR 35.2030(8.)(3.)

This section applies to wastewater treatment works and not a water system facility plan.
The facility plan does address elements of the this section, namely: the high per capita
water consumption and conservation measures that can be incentivized by water rates
and re-metering with new AMR type equipment~ the EUAC analysis; environmental
impacts; water supply implications; a concise and appropriate facility planning level
project description of the selected alternative.

7

SELECTED ALTERNATIVE DESCRIPTION AND IMPLEMENTATION
ARRANGEMENTS

In all, Riedesel Engineering initially presented the City of Challis with 17 preliminary
alternatives covering improvements to various aspects of the distribution system, source
water development, and metering and telemetry. The alternatives were in response to
the City's concerns about the vulnerability of the surface water source for drinking water,
the desire to develop new groundwater sources to supplant the surface water supply, the
ability to provide fire flow protection, and meet the future drinking water needs of the
community. Please see the charts in Appendix D. Riedesel later revised these
alternatives into 18 discrete projects with nine possible combinations of the discrete
projects. The revision was based on the City's 11 criteria for future improvements to the
system. We used the revision as the basis for discussion during the Public Hearing on
July 21, 2011. Based on input from the City Council and feedback from the public
participation meeting, Riedesel revised and condensed the nine project combinations into
three specific alternatives, all combination projects addressing source water, distribution,
metering, and telemetry. The three projects differ in the location of new groundwater
sources and the extent of pipeline and other changes needed to tie the new sources into
the water system. The projects are summarized as follows: all new ground water being
developed in the Garden Creek Aquifer System at the west end of Challis; all new ground
water being developed in the Salmon Aquifer System on the east side of Challis; a
mixture of both east arid west locations.
Riedesel presented the three projects at the regular City Council meeting on August 9,
2011 with a specific recommendation to select the option with new groundwater sources
east and west of town, Recommended Project #1. The rationale for this recommendation:
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I.

2.

3.

The hydrogeologic study 16 indicated the Garden Creek Aquifer may be fully
allocated. The City should not try to get the full replacement of the surface
water source from this aquifer. Replacing the failed West Well #1 from this
source will supply about half of the surface water supply and be within the
capability of the aquifer.
While the Salmon aquifer system is abundant and wells using this alluvial
source are highly productive, the water has high mineral hardness. The City
typically blends East Well with the less-hard West Well ·2 water to mitigate
consumer complaints about hardness. Further, developing all the
replacement water from the Salmon system would require an 8,000 foot, 12inch transmission pipeline to connect the source to the West Reservoir. The
12-inch connection is the least onerous distribution system modification
needed to make this option workable.
Project #1, a new well in both the Garden Creek and Salmon aquifer
systems, provides the best water quality, minimizes pipeline changes, and
has the least equivalent uniform annual cost.

At the meeting the council voted to proceed with Recommended Project #1.
Recommended Project #1 is the overall water system masterplan for the City of Challis
as it grows to its projected 2030 design year population. In Section 8 we provide
recommendations for a strategic approach to implementing Recommended Project #1.

7.1

Justification and Description of Selective Alternative - Recommended
Project #1

7.1.1 Description of Selected Project
These are the elements of Recommended Project #1 (RP1 ):
• Source Water. RP1 allows the City to curtail use of the Garden Creek surface
water source and source water treatment. 2 new wells - one in the Garden Creek
Aquifer system that recovers the lost output of West Well #1 and one in the
Salmon Aquifer System - will replace the curtailed Garden Creek water source.
The City will abandon the slow sand filter but retain the surface water right. RP1
solves the susceptibility issue of the unprotected Garden Creek watershed by
moving all of the City's drinking water sources to groundwater.
• Distribution System. RP1 includes all the modeled pipeline changes and additions
needed to meet the year 2030 design population and with the total reliance on
groundwater. 4 pressure zones wm be formally established with new pressure
reducing stations and isolation valves. The system will have new, properly spaced
hydrants on new pipelines and add hydrants where needed to improve hydrant
spacing on the existing pipelines. RP1 solves the pressure zone Issues with the
existing distribution system, solves the fire hydrant spacing issue, and allows the
City to meet the projected drinking water demands of the year 2030 population.
The City will be able to meet the requirements oftne design fire flow and duration.

16

See note #14.
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Distribution System Alternatives. RP1 includes new transmission pipefine to
provide water and fire fighting service to the Challis Airport. The transmission lines
also allow for development and new water services in the east and west corridors
parallel to US 93, and for the annexation of the Butts Subdivision into the City.
RP1 meets the City goals of serving the Airport and providing for future growth.
• Metering. RP1 replaces all the meters in the City with new automated meter read
(AMR) equipment. RP1 allows the City to read every meter every month, reduce
the staffing requirements to bill for water, increase the accuracy of that billing, take
the first steps to recovering the estimated 4% lost water identified by Idaho Rural
Water, and provide the data needed to do a water audit.
• Telemetry. RP1 connects the City's key facilities into an integrated network that
provides enhanced supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA). Key
facilities include the new and existing groundwater wells, and East and West
Reservoirs. Telemetry will provide better security for the drinking water system,
and City staff will be able to access the SCADA system remotely to evaluate and
respond to alarm conditions. RP1 improves the operation and security of the
drinking water system.
A map of the RP 1 system is included in Appendix A, Figure 12.
7.1.2 Justification of Selected Project

Recommended Project #1 is justified on these merits:
1. There are only three alternatives that comprehensively meet the City's 11 criteria.
RP1 ls one of the three alternatives.
2. Of the three alternatives, RP1 has the least Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost and is
therefore the best economic choice for the City.
3. RP1 addresses and corrects the system deficiencies.
4. RP1 does not require the construction of new water storage facilities.
5. RP1 minimizes the land needed for developing new well sources by using existing
City property.
6. RP1 removes the environmental uncertainty of reliance on surface water used as a
drinking water source that is derived from an unprotected watershed.
7. The public health and safety aspects of curtailing surface water as a potable
source more than compensates for the additional electrical energy needed for the
new well pumps.
8. RP1 is affordable by the community.

7.2

Preliminary design of selected alternative

DEQ Checklist Form 5A requires the discussion of seven items in this section: Major
Features, Unit Processes and Sizes; A Schematic Diagram for Treatment; Distribution
Length and Sizes; Proposed Design Criteria; Design and Construction Completion
Schedule; Maps. Recommended Project #1 does not have any treatment elements, so
Unit Processes and Treatment Schematics will not be addressed. See Appendix B for an
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estimated Construction and Completion Schedule. The presentation that follows
discusses the remaining five elements as the elements pertain to Source Water,
Distribution, Metering, and Telemetry.
7.2.1 Source Water
o Major Features
• New alluvial aquifer well in the vicinity of East Well tapping the Salmon Aquifer
System, finished 12-inch diameter with stainless steel screen and
approximately 350 feet in depth. Estimated minimum water production - 600
GPM.
• New hard rock well in the vicinity of the slow sand filter in the Garden Creek
System, finished 12-inch open hole and approximately 600 feet in depth.
Recovers the lost production of West Well #1, about 600 GPM.
• · Both wells will use new vertical lineshaft turbine pumps in pump houses,
dedicated well lots, and meet IDAPA 58.01.08.511 & 512.
• Standby generation equipment for the 2 new well sources.
• Dedicated metering, instantaneous pumping level assessment, and system
connection telemetry
o Distribution Length and Sizes. Depends on final chosen location for drilling. New
system connections will probably be new 6-inch piping with appurtenances.
o Proposed Design Criteria
• IDAPA 58.01.510, 511,512,541
• IDAPA 37.03.09 Well Construction Standards
• Salmon Aquifer System Alluvial Well - pumps to East Reservoir, 600 GPM @
450 feet TDH @ 75% efficiency- 90 BHP.
• Garden Creek Aquifer System - pumps to West Reservoir, 600 GPM @ 688
feet TOH@ 75 % efficiency-139 BHP.
• Consider variable frequency drive instead of pump control valves

7.2.2 Distribution System
o Major Features
• Looped transmission pipelines to the Challis Airport; east and west of US93.
• Network "backbone" to connect Butts Subdivision when that project is annexed.
• Elimination of pipeline dead ends
• (2) US93 bores for Airport loop and supply to eastside transmission extension
• Replacement of all old 4-inch Old Town system pipes
• Addition of fire hydrants in the Old Town system to improve spacing.
• New fire hydrants with new transmission lines.
• Ability to convey design year demand flows with fire flow to all areas of the City.
• New pressure zones that extend throughout the system

o Distribution Length and Sizes
The table shows the lengths and sizes of new, upgraded, and unchanged pipes in
the distribution system. All existing 4-inch pipes in the system are replaced.
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69,126
48,313
17,727
12,964
148,130

15,914
5,756
836
Q
22,506

12,397
26,748
0
510
39,655

40;815
15,809
16,891
12,454
85,969

o Proposed Design Criteria
• IDAPA 58.01 .08.501, 542, &548
• Idaho Standards for Public Works Construction, most recent edition
• ASTM/AWWA Standards such as C651, C654
• Conforming construction standards from the City of Challis
• System network design to provide fire flow for the design year 2030, during
peak day/peak hour demand, with no location in the system dropping below 20
PSI.
• Minimum design year peak day/peak hour pressure - 40 PSI
• Maximum design year peak day/peak hour pressure - 90 PSI
7.2.3 Metering
o Major Features
• Replace all residential meters with new 5/8 x 3/4 inch, automated read meters.
Reuse existing meter setters & meter boxes.
• Replace all commercial meters larger than 5/8 x 3/4 inch with automated read
meters.
• Equip the City with a vehicle mounted receiver and laptop computer to read the
meters in "drive-by" mode.
• Equip the City with software to process metering downs to work with either the
City's existing billing, or provide new software billing.
o Distribution Length and Sizes - NIA
o Proposed Design Criteria
• Idaho Standards for Public Works Construction, most recent edition
• AWWA/ASTM C700-713
• Manufacturer's recommendations
7.2.4 Telemetry
o Major Features
• Provides enhanced supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) for key
system elements like wells, East & West reservoir, and key metering points in
the City.
• Provides better security for the drinking water system
• City staff will be able to access the SCADA system remotely to evaluate and
respond to alarm conditions
o Distribution Length and Sizes - NIA
o Proposed Design Criteria
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7.3

Proprietary and public domain design criteria
AWWNASTM G200 & G430

Justification - Most Cost Effective of Meeting Applicable Public Health
Requirements.

Documentation provided in this report demonstrates that Recommended Project #1 is the
most cost effective and environmentally sound alternative for the City. We base this
conclusion on the following:
•
•
•

•

7.4

The City's water system is not out of compliance with applicable codes and
statutes.
Recommended Project #1 rectifies all the deficiencies identified by this facility plan.
Construction of Recommended Project #1will take place within the study area of
the attached environmental document. The environmental document
demonstrates that there will be no significant impact when constructing the
improvements.
We performed an equivalent unifonn annual cost (EUAC) analysis that shows
Recommended Project #1 is the least costly and most economically feasible for the
City.

Total estimated project cost

The total estimated project cost to implement all the changes identified in Recommended
Project #1 is $8,078,877.

7.5

Certification of Financial Capability

The City will fulfill the certification requirement as part of the funding process for the
capital project it chooses to implement. We have identified Recommended Project
#1 (RP#1) as the plan for the City to meet the water system demands for the design year
2030. It is not prudent for the City to proceed with this total project. Please see Section 8
- Engineer's Recommendations for a listing of priorities we feel the City should follow as it
implements elements of RP#1.

7.6

Availability of Most Suitable Land for the Selected Project

RP#1 utilizes existing City pr:operty along with existing rights-of-way in existing roadways.

7.7

Environmental Information Document

See Appendix H.

7.8

Other Implementation Elements
1.

lntermunicipal Agreements. None required for RP#1.
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2.

3.

4.

7.9

Financial Arrangements. The City will seek funding for RP#1 from multiple
sources including IDEQ's SRF program, USDA-Rural Development grant &
loan. The City will bond for improvements.
Operation and Maintenance Requirements. RP#1 will require training for
the operation of the automated meter reading system and billing
procedures. We have estimated these costs in the EUAC analyses. City
staff will also need training to operate, manage, and perform basic repairs
and troubleshooting for the telemetry system. We have estimated these
costs in the EUAC analyses.
Project Schedule. The City of Challis is not under a compliance order from
DEQ and there is no compliance schedule that must be adhered to. We
have provided an estimated project schedule in Appendix 8.

Operator Certification.

The City's current operator certification is adequate for RP#1. See Figure 14, Appendix A

8

ENGINEER'S RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1

IMPROVEMENT PRIORITIES - A STRATEGIC APPROACH

Recommended Project #1 (RP1) is a plan for the development of the City of Challis from
now to the 2030 design year. RP1 addresses heath and safety issues, operation and
maintenance improvements, and expansion of the water system to serve the airport and
growth of the community. RP1 needs strategic implementation for prudent
implementation. "Prudent implementation" has these elements in order of priority:
1. Address health and safety concerns
2. Focus on items that will reduce the operation and maintenance (O&M) costs of the
system
3. Expand the water system to serve the airport and other areas of interest to the City
as the need and demand for service occur
The table below shows the components of RP1 and rates them for the (3) priorities. All
the components except for metering impact all 3 priorities. The category designations:SW - Source Water; DS- Distribution System; T-Telemetry; M- Metering match the
designations of the project charts in Appendix D.
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We suggest the following ranking of the first priority items:
1. Replace the surface water source with a new groundwater source in the Garden
Creek aquifer system.
2. Construction distribution system improvements to tie the Old Town system into the
new groundwater system, eliminate 4-inch pipes and the fire hydrants that tie to them,
install new and properly spaced fire hydrants, and tie-in dead end lines. Add pressure
reducing stations and isolation valves to create (4) pressure zones which eliminates
service areas that are over-pressurized.
3. Install a telemetry system to improve supervisory control and data acquisition to
protect the water system.
The first priority items automatically fulfill the operation and maintenance (O&M} criteria of
the second priority when they are implemented. Metering is the only stand alone second
priority item. Even though metering is not a health and safety priority, our analysis
indicates the construction cost may be significantly (if not completely) offset by the labor
saving to read the meters and process the water bills. The City may also realize some
lost revenues due to inaccuracies with the old existing meters. We recommend replacing
the meters as soon as possible.
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9 APPENDICES
A.

Figures & Tables

B.

Relevant Engineering Information - Reference Documents - Water
Quality Test Results

C.

User Charge Ordinance and Latest Maintenance Budget

D.

Maps & Charts

E.

Mailing List - Correspondence - Public Participation Information Water Rights

F.

Hydraulic Analyses of Existing & Proposed Water System
Improvements

G.

DEQ Sanitary Survey

H.

Environmental Information Document
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